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THE ORIGINAL 
BEACHCOMBER

FIRST IN
STEVE WEINMAN, EDITOR

WHEN IT CAME TO SHIPWRECKS, Kendall McDonald was the Oracle. He
was the man divers approached to learn more about ships lost or found. His
expertise was called on regularly by everyone from relatives of crew lost at
sea to TV producers seeking ideas. He was diving’s own Sherlock Holmes. 

One of the UK’s original club-divers, when Kendall could no longer dive he
remained a meticulous maritime historian, one who would never settle for 
a single source of information where others might be available.

His knowledge came from his extensive underwater experiences, his deep
love of ships, books and charts, and his network of friends and contacts.
Above all he had an encyclopaedic memory, and when the familiar effects
of age cruelly intervened in his 80s, he was robbed of a treasured resource. 

Kendall died in January, and divEr received many messages from wreck-
divers who had grown to respect his wisdom. They associated him with the
magazine, as much as with the British Sub-Aqua Club, of which he was a
venerated ex-chairman. All agreed that he had inspired their diving. 

Kendall happily shared some of his trade secrets in an article called divEr’s
Complete Guide to Wreck Identification (read it on Divernet.com). Published 
while the Internet was still young, it was a testament to traditional research.
Kendall was old-school, and
never came to terms with
the online world. 

Much as I would try to
convince him that he would
be in his element trawling
the new shipwreck websites
and databases, he wasn’t
having it. Perhaps it all
seemed too dangerously
easy for unsubstantiated
rumour and gossip to be
turned into wiki-fact, and maybe he had a point. 

Right up until late 2011, when Kendall wrote about HMS Daffodil in his last
history panel for John Liddiard’s Wreck Tour, his copy was relayed to divEr
from his Devon home via his daughter’s email account.

But however he chose to file his stories, for half a century Kendall never
missed an editorial beat. He wrote extensively for divEr and its forebears
from the 1960s, taking special pleasure in book reviews that were informed,
objective and fair. And in his wreck features the excitement of underwater
exploration was always reflected in his carefully polished words. 

What few outside the divEr office knew – though some suspected – was
that Kendall was also Beachcomber. 

The misanthropic persona he adopted for divEr‘s gossip column concealed 
the man’s humanity and kindness. Relishing the freedom of writing
anonymously, he delighted in encouraging divers to dish the dirt on others. 

Kendall would describe diving transgressions and threaten to expose the
offenders unless a fistful of “ crisp crunchies” were donated to his charity of
choice. And though everyone knew that he rarely named names, over time
the Lifeboat Fund benefitted enormously from his benign blackmailing. 

Today’s Beachcomber trawls the Internet to reflect the quirkier side of the
underwater world – but the writer maintains Kendall’s policy of anonymity. 

Kendall McDonald leaves a legacy to divers in the form of his
vast body of writing, including those divErGuide books that
kicked off so many UK wreck dives over the years. 

We all owe a debt of gratitude to this Hall Of Fame diver.
Removing his name from the list of consultants on divEr‘s
contents page was a painful thing to do.
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KENDALL 
McDONALD WAS

DIVING’S OWN
SHERLOCK HOLMES
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We only came to praise
Oops, sorry we rocked your boat, Dr Perturbed – it
had certainly not been our intention to upset or
offend anyone, and we were a little surprised that
we did! (As You Might Expect, Off-Gassing, January)

Our expectations of the encounter on a
liveaboard with the 1st Battalion The Royal
Regiment of Scotland, which we did not wish to
mention in our original letter (Great Company,
December), were shaped by our last experience of 
a holiday in the near-vicinity of squaddies some 
20 years ago, in Ayia Napa, Cyprus.  

That holiday, and those of many others, was
completely ruined by squaddies going into the

town centre. This was addressed, but only after
several instances. We have no intention of
elaborating on this except to say that things have
obviously got better.  

Our letter was intended to show how wrong we
had been! It was meant to praise and honour some
very brave and talented young men on a diving
expedition with us. 

We became firm friends with some of these
honourable men and have nothing but praise and
admiration for them and other serving and non-
serving soldiers. They totally changed our
perception.

These men did themselves and their company
proud. We will continue to support them and praise
them, as was our only intention.

TONY & EILEEN BITHEL, WIGAN

Not just about maths
Well, I watched Monty Halls and team, and how
they dealt with the conundrum of Dahab’s Blue
Hole, together with it’s not-so-great reputation. 

Steph Butcher made a valid point in her letter,
although only technically (Issues Over Blue Hole, 
Off-Gassing, February). 

But then Monty wins hands-down – this was a
made-for-TV series that looked at some attention-
gaining issues, and sought to achieve that difficult
mix of entertainment and credibility. Hence
Monty’s comment about “layman’s terms”.

OK, let’s look at that. Steph’s maths are fine, but
taking away 50bar (for safety – remember that?)
leaves the equivalent of, at best, five minutes on the
surface, bearing in mind that the naïve/
disorientated/ narked, typically 12-litre single-
cylinder diver, perhaps also alone, will see half 
a cylinder of gas remaining. 

He/she will also (very probably, on the evidence)
be oblivious to the considerations and time

One of the very first things I
learned during my training,
after ”never hold your
breath”, was that divers
should not harm the marine
environment. I would say
that, with some exceptions,
this is generally a belief
shared by most divers. 

We take great care not to
damage coral reefs, do not
take souvenirs, and wrecks
are to be respected for 
their archaeological
interest and, very often,
because of the loss of life
that accompanied their
sinking. 

Not everyone shares this
view, however, and on a
recent trip I saw a British
diver demonstrate what I
feel is the worst of
underwater behaviour.

This chap was very much
a wreck-fan, and you can
see in the image just how
pleased he is to be diving
this particular wreck. 

He is happily sitting on
the rudder, he and his
cylinder damaging corals
while his buddy takes a photo. I remember the
cloud of pulverised coral he made as he settled
his ample backside into place. 

You can see that he is enjoying himself from
his thumbs-up gesture at the camera.  Not that
bad, perhaps? Just a few corals damaged and 
a wreck-fan having a good time? 

Possibly, but keen-eyed readers will have
worked out that this is no ordinary wreck, but
that of the Salem Express.

A lot has been written about this ill-fated
ferry, some of it wildly incorrect, namely that
the ship was carrying pilgrims from the Hajj.
This has entered into folklore, but annoys local
dive-guides and operators no end.  

Simply put, hundreds of men, women and
children died, and their remains are still inside
the vessel.

Since the ship’s sinking, opinion has been
divided as to whether it should be on schedules
and itineraries , but if it is dived people tend to
agree that they should be as respectful as
possible. This is emphasised in briefings. 

Our chum in the picture was being anything

This month’ s selection from the divEr inbox…
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but respectful. I remember the enormous grin
on his chubby face when he found that he
would get to ”tick off” another wreck. 

Of course, it’s not just one diver behaving
badly here, because his buddy is entirely
complicit and, in taking the picture, is behaving
just as poorly.

The thing is, I never said anything. I took this
photo and privately fumed and seethed, but 
I said nothing to him along the lines of 
”mate… not cool”, nor explained to him that he
was being disrespectful. 

I kept silent, not wanting to fall out with
anyone, especially when we were sharing a boat
in the middle of the Red Sea.  

So I’m sharing this image now, partially to
remind divers that this sort of behaviour is
tactless at best, and also out of embarrassment
that I never had the courage to challenge the
diver’s behaviour directly.  

I hope never to see anything so crass in the
future and, if I do, I hope I’ll have the balls to 
say so.

RICHARD ASPINALL, HUDDERSFIELD

’I SHOULD HAVE SPOKEN OUT’

Off-Gassing MAR_Layout 1  03/02/2014  09:58  Page 08
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required to reach the surface safely.  I would also
guess that, when the realisation comes, the diver
will overbreathe – a lot. 

In everyday terms, the difference between two
and five minutes then becomes rather academic. 

I have heard an experienced instructor state
how careful he has to be when not diving for a
time, lest he finds himself breathing down a tank
too quickly – and this in the relatively kind waters
off Malta’s coast.

I admit that I have had personal experience of
doing this, while waiting for another problem to be
resolved in the group, and focusing too much on
what was happening to somebody else. That can
cause an “oops!” moment.

All praise for Monty Halls – he delivered on the
entertainment and on the credibility. It helped that
he admitted where his limits lay – and he avoided
being too precise – when the risks of losing his
audience would have been greatest. 

Then there is DAN’s advice, from its long
experience and continual analysis, that most
accidents are due to panic. Perhaps Steph is not
one of those – and good for her if she is not, as her
log apparently shows – but that was not at issue in
the Blue Hole, where many have perished.

Regards to all safe divers. 
ROSS BAYNE, READING, BERKS

Seen these wrecks?
Thank you to divEr for the Wreck Tour of the ferry-
turned-troopship ss Lochgarry posted on Divernet
(Wreck Tour 85). This ship is a labour of love to me,
because my grandfather William Park Adams
perished on her when she sank in a gale off
Northern Ireland in 1942.

I have been fighting on behalf of the crew who
died that night, because three DEMs [Detached

Enlisted Men] aboard were given war-grave status
but the other 20 were forgotten. I have the vessel’s
home port of Glasgow now going to recognise the
Glaswegians aboard, but not the rest.

Any photos or artefacts would be greatly
appreciated. I have six siblings and am trying to 
put together a remembrance-type package for
each of them that they can hand down to their
oldest child. 

DAVEY WALKER, GLENBOIG, N LANARKSHIRE

I am researching my late father’s wartime ship,
HMS Prince Albert (below) and her sister-ships. What
I am in great need of are underwater photographs
or sonar scans of the three ships that were sunk. 

The first wreck is Princess Astrid, sunk on 21 June,
1949 in the Channel three miles off Dunkirk
(51.03N - 02.12E). 

The second is Prince Leopold, sunk off the Nab
Tower (50 34.602N, 000 55.924W), and the third is
the Prince Philippe, which sank after a collision with
a merchant ship on 15 July, 1941 eight miles north-
west of Corsewall Point on Scotland’s west coast.

Sonar reports from 1945 and 1972 indicate
possible positions as 55 04 12N, 005 21 06W or 55
04 22N, 005 21 13W, with a depth of 50-61m.

If any readers can help with images I would be
grateful if they could email me at leslie@tsn.cc

RICK SMALLMAN, PORT MACQUARIE,
AUSTRALIA              

I now have one of the XS
Scuba Cargo roll-up snorkels
(at lower than the
recommended retail price)
featured in January’s divEr
Tests. I can keep it rolled up in
a BC pocket and my Velcro
snorkel attachment makes it
quick and simple to use if I
need it. Great little addition
to kit, and reduces clutter.

Love the magazine. Please
don’t go down the road of
being online only – another
well-known magazine has
and I haven’t read it since. I
used to enjoy that one too.
Love curling up with my
paper copy.

LYNNE GREY 

Comment: Lynne was one of a
number of readers who were
intrigued by the Cargo snorkel
test but were having trouble
finding the product. 

For anyone else interested in
buying one, the UK distributor
is Blue Orb Ltd  (www.blueorb
ltd.com), or you can call 0114
234 1403 to identify your
nearest retailer.

Got something diving-related you’d care to share? 
Email steve@divermag.co.uk, including your name and postal address 

– and please confirm that you’re writing exclusively to divEr

See our website for trip dates,
other offers and ‘Exclusive Tours’
www.scubascuba.com/specials/all

7 day trips – NOW ONLY £1580*

10 day trips – NOW ONLY £2055*

12 day trips – NOW ONLY £2505*

* includes flights from the UK (+ tax)

Same sex cabin share guaranteed!
www.scubascuba.com/specials/

maldives

MALDIVES
MV Sea Queen

Liveaboard

2014 EXCLUSIVE
TOURS

Galapagos Islands
3-16 July aboard ‘Deep Blue’

Socorro Islands
16-30 Mar aboard ‘Rocio Del Mar’

19-29 May* aboard ‘Rocio Del Mar’
* manta/whaleshark season

www.scubascuba.com/specials/
exclusive-tours

SPECIAL OFFERS
Up to end of May

01284 748010
info@scubascuba.com
www.scubascuba.com

Time for 
a roll-up
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Diver died as 
a result of pre-
dive accident
ADIVER LOST HIS LIFE because

an injury sustained before he
entered the water went

undetected, a Birmingham inquest
has heard.

In August 2012 Lex Warner, 50,
kitted up ready for a technical dive,
slipped and fell aboard the Scottish
charter-boat Jean Elaine. 

He continued to enter the water
and dived to 88m before getting 
into difficulties.

Warner was reported to have
indicated that he felt unwell, and
ascended quickly. Taken aboard the
dive-boat, he was unconscious and
had stopped breathing. 

Despite emergency treatment
aboard and evacuation by Coastguard
helicopter to hospital, he did not
survive.

Dr Chris Ashton told the inquest,
heard late last year, that a post-
mortem examination had established
the cause of death as drowning
combined with a traumatic hepatic
(liver) injury, which must have been
suffered during Warner’s fall.

Capt Gavin Pritchard, of the 
Marine Accident Investigation Branch
(MAIB), suggested that there might be
room for improvement in safety

arrangements. ”There was no
evidence of a formal risk assessment
of a fully-dressed diver moving from
the seated position to the point of
entry into the water,” he told the
inquest. “It was our recommendation
to conduct a thorough review of the
safety arrangements to minimise 
risk to divers as they prepare to enter
the water.” 

The Jean Elaine, which has operated
for many years as a dive-boat in Scapa
Flow, is relatively well organised, with
a dedicated dive preparation area,
hand-rails and stern lift. 

Its skipper, Andy Cuthbertson, told
the inquest that he was happy with
his safety arrangements. ”I don’t think
we could have done anything
differently,” he said. ”I can’t foresee
that someone’s going to fall.”

The coroner, Louise Hunt, recorded
a verdict of accidental death.

The Scuba Industry Trade
Association has stated that, in the
light of the MAIB report, it believes it
would be ”a good idea” for those
”who frequently dive off charter/
liveaboard vessels, or are responsible
for organising groups that use such
vessels” to ”review your risk
assessments”. ■

LOOK, IT’S BEHIND YOU. No it’s not.
Well, actually yes, it’s most likely that 
it is.

Sharks have the ability to tell divers’
fronts from their backs – and will then
approach from the blind side. That’s
according to Erich Ritter of Pensacola,
Florida and head of the Bahamas’
SharkSchool, which advises on human
interaction with sharks. 

Working with a University of West
Florida maths and statistics professor,

Raid Amin, Ritter decided to conduct
some research to test his long-held
hunch that sharks know in which
direction a diver is able to look.

A test in Bahamas waters involved a
single diver kneeling on the seabed
and a group of divers kneeling back-
to-back, with filmed observations
made of how sharks approached
them all. More than 300 encounters
over a two-week period were
recorded, with a computer model that

SHARKS UNDERSTAND OUR 

Now where did they go? The Editor loses eye contact in the Bahamas.

CHARITY MILESTONE
Dive Master Insurance, which
specialises in scuba-diving cover,
says it has now donated more
than £100,000 to good causes
since its inception in 1987. 

Beneficiaries include British 

Divers Marine Life Rescue, the
Diving Diseases Research Centre,
Egyptian dive-centre staff wishing
to train as dive masters, and Koh
Tao in Thailand, with backing for
the sinking of an ex-dive charter-
boat as an artificial reef. ■

THE NAUTICAL ARCHAEOLOGY
Society is looking to encourage
commemorative dives on World War
One wrecks through a new project,
Lost Beneath the Waves 1914 – 1918. 

Divers around the world – sport,
commercial or military – are invited to
visit sites of WWI losses of any nation
from now to 2018, as close as possible
to the anniversaries of their sinkings,
before sharing their experiences,
observations and any research. 

They are asked to upload photos,
video-clips and notes following their
dives.  ”As well as remembering those
who lost their lives, this will enhance
the historic record for these vessels
100 years after their loss,” says the
NAS, which ”does not propose any

structured format to this
commemoration”. 

Groups are asked to dive ”as much
or as little as they wish, choosing
which losses they want to mark and
how to commemorate them”.

The NAS is to organise one event of
its own each year up to the 2018
finish, aiming to visit ”a range of vessel
types” of different nationalities. 

Subject to Royal Navy permission,
this year’s event will take place on 6
August at the site of HMS Amphion off
the Thames estuary, the first RN loss of
WWI with the deaths of 169 crew.

Project calendar, Facebook page,
Twitter feed and YouTube channel
can be accessed at www.nautical
archaeologysociety.org/lbtw ■

NAS ENCOURAGES WORLD WAR ONE COMMEMORATIVE DIVES

Planting an ensign on a military wreck.
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THE BIG QUESTION
Movie magic

DIVER NEWS

THE NEXT BIG QUESTION
Do you belong to 

a dive club?

Answer yes or no, and feel free to comment

Go to www.divernet.com to answer the next Big Question and for a chance to
win a £118 Luxfer 3-litre compact emergency pony cylinder from Sea & Sea.

To find out more about Luxfer cylinders, visit www.dive-team.com
This month’s winner is Mike Scott of Swindon.

It’s easy to make sweeping statements to the effect that everyone seems to
be into underwater video these days, so we decided to take a reading and
check with you by asking last month: “Do you regularly use, or plan to use,
an underwater camcorder?” Forty-four per cent of you say you do – and
frankly GoPro should probably be paying us for what follows…

www.divErNEt.com

“All the time – I feel naked without it!” TR Amp

“Head-mounted GoPro set to video for the whole dive.” Chris Jeffery

”Took a GoPro to Truk and the footage shot on video from a head-mount is
awesome and shows what I saw – would recommend.” John Gray

“Seeing GoPro Hero 3 footage makes me want one!” Lee Wyatt

”I used to have a dedicated video camera and housing but I now get HD
video on my stills camera – the best of both worlds with only one device to
carry about.” Richard Boutcher 

“Just bought a GoPro to replace the Sony I've used for years.” Mark Gosling

”Almost every dive I take a GoPro or my dive camera – the once-in-a-lifetime
encounters with wildlife normally happen unplanned.” Phill Dixon 

”Always take my camera to get something to remember.” Natalija Savenkova

“I got myself a GoPro Hero3 a few months ago and keep it in my BC pocket
so that I can whip it out whenever I want to. It is awesome.” Jonathan Webb 

”I will once I finish my training.” Jaimie Currie 

”There is no dispute when you say you were in the middle of that baitball –
the camera does not lie.” Colin Rotheram 

”I always have my GoPro with me, it's small and can be easily clipped on to
my BC for those moments when you wish you had it.” Andrew Marmion

”GoPro Hero3 – excellent Christmas prezzie from my wife. Been in
Windermere and Capernwray with it, super.” Andrew Fletcher

”I love showing my wife what I’ve seen, as she doesn’t dive.” David Thomson

”Just to shame all those who forget their weightbelts!” Jesse Swindale 

11

NO…
”Not sure I could cope with the faff of editing after a dive.“ Paul Nicholas

“I prefer to see in the moment – no lens is as good as my eyes. “ Debra Jones

“I'm a stills photographer. Never had much luck with video.“ Matt Oliver

“Diving from behind a viewfinder ruins the dive. Occasional stills, that’s all.
Most amateur footage is awful anyway. “ Huw Jones 

“No, but I do use my underwater camera regularly to take stills and would
consider taking short clips of an interesting subject.“ Katie Lewis

“Have never dived with a camcorder, but it wouldn’t bother me to be
buddied with someone with one on a liveaboard.” Jim. Mc. Donald

“If I did use a camcorder, it would have to be for something like shark-
feeding. General diving is a no.” Mark Fairhurst

“Only because I can’t afford one.” Sarah Fleck

“More expense, just buy the liveaboard DVD.” Andrew Whittle 

“I don’t have access to a camcorder but hope to in future.” Susan Joy

“I just like to concentrate on enjoying the dive.“ Ian Widdas

“I’m happy with the diving, and besides there are plenty of people who are
into capturing the moments. Sometimes I'm even lucky enough to get into a
good shot!” Patrick Boyle

YES…

EYES – AND AVOID CONTACT
guarded against repeat observations
of single sharks.

With the back-to-back divers, there
was no lost field of vision for the
humans, and sharks approached
them fairly equally from different
directions. 

With the single diver, however,
”over 80%” of sharks approached
from outside the diver’s field of vision
rather than from within it, said Amin.

”The most important message is

that sharks do not approach by
chance but understand the direction
in which a person is looking,” 
said Ritter. 

”That gives them an important tool
to approach the unfamiliar object –
the person – without being seen.”

A co-authored paper by Ritter and
Amin was published in the December
issue of Animal Cognition, published
by scientific journals specialist
Springer, of Manhattan, USA. ■

GREAT WHITE SHARKS can live 
for much longer than previously
thought, according to new
research.

Scientists at the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute in
Massachusetts, USA, have used a
new method to analyse the
creature’s tissues. Their conclusion
is that one specimen studied had
lived to more than 70 years old –
two to three times as long as
previous estimates.

In the past, scientists have used
“tree-ring” analysis, involving
vertebral tissue layers. 

The problems with this have
been that the layers can be very
difficult to define and that they can
build up at different rates in
different shark species, begging the
question as to which rates should
be applied to which species.

Now, the Woods Hole team have
studied vertebrae from a number of
great whites using carbon-14,
which is generated by cosmic rays,

is present in the atmosphere,
absorbs into plants and the oceans
and makes its way via the food
chain into all creatures.

However, rises and falls in
carbon-14 concentrations occur
over time, affected not least by
human activity, so by comparing
the amount of carbon-14 in
vertebral tissue layers of a given
creature with levels known to have
occurred in the atmosphere at
different times, the layers can be
date-identified and a very accurate
idea of overall age obtained.

Analysing vertebrae from the
skeletons of eight great whites
caught between 1967 and 2010, the
scientists identified the oldest, a
large male, as 73 years old. 

Previously, dating techniques
had put the oldest-confirmed
example as being an Indian Ocean
great white of 23, although it was
thought that great whites possibly
lived for longer, perhaps to 35 – but
certainly not 70. ■

…they also live for much 
longer than we thought
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KENDALL MCDONALD,
celebrated chronicler of British
diving and shipwrecks for

more than 50 years, has died, aged 86.
McDonald began his career in

journalism after serving in the Royal
Armoured Corps. He established
himself as Managing Editor of the
London Evening News newspaper
before becoming hooked on sport
diving in the early 1950s. 

He had first explored the sea as a
snorkeller in 1949, aged 22. 

In at the beginning of the British
Sub-Aqua Club’s creation in 1953,
McDonald, member number 23,
immediately did much to foster
training and active diving. 

He co-founded the club’s Bromley
branch and became a member of
BSAC’s National Diving Committee. 

In 1963 he played a key role in
organising the second World
Congress of Underwater Activities in
London.

McDonald served as BSAC
Chairman from 1975 to 1977, after
which he stepped up his overseas
diving. He reported from destinations
including Florida, the Bahamas,
Cayman Islands, British Virgin Islands
and  Turks & Caicos, at a time when
few British divers holidayed abroad.

Following his chairmanship of
BSAC, he remained an honorary life
vice-president of the club. 

From the beginning of his
association with BSAC, McDonald
immersed himself in writing and
editing diving and wreck books
published both by the club and other
publishing companies. 

He was a regular contributor to
BSAC’s magazine Neptune and then to
the magazine’s descendant, divEr,
up to 2011.

Beyond dedicated diving
audiences, McDonald did much to
publicise the growing sport of diving
through press, TV and radio work. 

He wrote and presented Britain’s
first television series about diving in
the 1960s and, in the mid-’70s, even
joined forces with an illustrator to
create a set of 50 tea cards for Brooke
Bond, entitled The Sea – Our Other
World.  He was one of the first
journalists to dive on the wreck of the
Mary Rose in Hampshire’s Solent
before its raising in 1982.

He is the author of some 30 books.
Later examples, still popular with
divers, include his Great British Wrecks
volumes and titles in the divEr Guide
series, still sold through Underwater
World Publications. These provide
detailed diving information for wrecks
around the coasts of Britain.

Earlier publications feature a
wonderfully eclectic mix of factual

tomes and diving yarns. Examples,
some co-written, are Spearfishing In
Britain (Stanley Paul, 1963), The Wreck
Hunters (George G Harrap, 1966), The
Underwater Book and The Second
Underwater Book (Pelham, 1968), More
Than Skin Deep (1971), Fish Watching &
Photography (John Murray, 1972), The
World Under Water and Viva Penelope!
(Pelham Books, 1973), Treasure
Beneath the Sea (1974), The Treasure
Divers (Pelham, 1976), The Wreck
Walker’s Guide (Ashgrove Press, 1982)
and The Tin Openers (Historic Military
Press, 2003).

McDonald was elected to the
International Scuba Diving Hall of
Fame in 2009, the same year in which
he won BSAC’s Colin McLeod Award
for his contributions to diving
publications. 

He enjoyed living at his 18th
century cottage at Thurlestone in
South Devon, surrounded by his
collection of some 800 wreck-books
and other documents. He was taken
into care for the last two years of his
life, finally succumbing to pneumonia
in mid-January.

McDonald left his extensive literary
collection to diving contemporary
and wrecks expert Neville Oldham, a
fellow South Devonian, who in turn
has passed it to the BSAC. 

The collection is now housed in the
Kendall McDonald Library at the
club’s HQ in Ellesmere Port, Cheshire. 

McDonald’s wife Penny
predeceased him by four years and
his son, Kevin, a keen diver who
enjoyed a spell teaching the sport in
Spain, by six years.

He is survived by his daughter
Joanna and grandchildren Samantha,
25, and Ross, 23.

Fair winds, Kendall McDonald: divers   
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Diving books were a passion – and Kendall wrote some 30.
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   pay tribute to wrecks guru
Prof Mike Williams (Visiting Research
Fellow, Plymouth Law School; Hon
Professor, University College,
London; Honorary Secretary,
Nautical Archaeology Society) writes:

It is with great sadness that 
I heard of the passing of Kendall. 
As a post-graduate law student,
learning to dive with the
university’s sub-aqua club, I
remember well the eager
anticipation of the monthly arrival
of divErmagazine. The first 
article to be read was always
Kendall’s on wrecks.

By the time the annual Easter trip
to Bovisand came around, with its
first tentative dives in Plymouth
Sound, I was already fascinated by
his stories of shipwrecks. Our list of
wreck dives was carefully
composed from Kendall’s writings. 

His works continued to be
absorbed over the ensuing
decades. What I had not realised
was just how deep Kendall had
sowed the seed. Not only was my
wreck-diving to develop into
decades of voluntary marine
archaeology but my own legal
career was to be shaped by it. 

My fascination with the stories of
wrecks became an expertise in the
law of salvage and of the seabed
and foreshore, which entirely
shaped my legal work and research.  

Later in my career, when I met
Kendall, he was always ready to
help with any obscure event I was
researching, and was unfailingly
helpful to the South West Maritime
Archaeology Group, with whom 
I dived.  

Kendall achieved a rare feat. He
inspired a generation of wreck-
divers and became an icon of the
UK wreck-diving scene. In so many
ways he captured the spirit of those
early days of wreck-diving, when so
much had yet to be discovered and
diving was still a relatively small
community. 

His works remain to this day
prominently on my bookshelves, as
they undoubtedly do on the shelves
of others. His writing has a timeless
quality, as near to immortality as
any human can get.  

Ernie Crook (BSAC member from
1963, BSAC Honorary Solicitor 1974-
93, BSAC Vice-President 1994 to
present) writes:

I have known Kendall McDonald
since January 1974 and consider

myself proud to have been counted
as a friend. It was on three diving
trips to the Sinai coast in the 1970s
that I really got to know Kendall. He
was an accomplished diver – as was
his late wife Penelope – and I
appreciated his, sometimes
sardonic, wit.

Kendall was involved from the
inception of BSAC in 1953 and
served it well for many years,
overseeing a busy time in the club’s
growth when he was Chairman. 

He applied his journalistic and
authoring skills constantly on
behalf of the club and even
composed the BSAC prayer,
inaugurated at the 21st anniversary
dinner at London’s Guildhall. BSAC
is all the poorer for Kendall’s death.

Neville Oldham (Fellow, NAS;
Founder, BSAC East Cheshire branch;
English Heritage licensee for
Moorsands and Erme Cannon and
Ingot historic sites) writes:

Kendall McDonald was the guru,
the teacher, master and inspiration

to thousands of divers and others
who read his books and stories of
the sea. He will be deeply missed
but will live on through his yarns of
the sea. 

I first met Kendall in 1982, as we
both shared an interest in maritime
history of the South Devon Coast.
We carried out joint projects in the
Bigbury Bay area for over 30 years. 

The first book of Kendall’s I read
was The Wreck Hunters, which had
been published in 1966. I had
started diving in 1956 and joined
BSAC in 1959.

I had been diving on many
wrecks in the South-west and North
Wales when I opened up Kendall’s
book. It was a Eureka moment. 
I was inspired by Kendall’s
storytelling to get involved in
research and marine archaeology.

Kendall was and always will be
my inspiration and my guru.

Innes McCartney (Maritime
archaeologist, naval wrecks
specialist and Director of Periscope
Publishing) writes:

As I was learning my way in
wreck-diving, I found Kendall’s
divErGuides and his regular pieces
in divEr both revelatory and
inspiring. There would usually be a
copy of his guides around when my
club explored wrecks like the
Highland Brigade, Moldavia and
James Eagan Layne.

Later in my diving life I came to
know Kendall personally through
our shared passion for all things
shipwreck. He was always gracious
with his sharing of information and
had a ready ear for a diver’s yarn.  

I’m sure I am not alone in feeling
that as a massive inspiration to so
many British wreck divers to get out
there and explore our maritime
heritage, Kendall will be greatly
missed. ■

Kendall, left, on an early overseas dive trip.

Kitted up, with Fenzy and waterproof tables.
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AN EAST DEVON DIVER has been
jailed for two years for possessing

images of child abuse and being part
of a child pornography-sharing ring. 

Colin Lee, 36, appeared at Exeter
Crown Court in early January, where
he admitted to 10 offences of
distributing indecent images of
children and 23 of making or
possessing images.

Lee, who operated through a
hotmail address incorporating the
name Scuba77, was arrested under 
a national police investigation

conducted in association with the
National Centre for Missing and
Exploited Children, which was able to
inform the police of Lee’s activity. 

Police found about 75,000 images
and 4200 movies on several
computers, including extreme
depictions of child abuse. 

Of these, 775 images and 30
movies had been posted on a
paedophiles’ file-sharing website. 

The court heard that Lee linked his
addiction to child porn with
psychological trauma suffered after a

fatal diving incident nine years ago. 
In mitigation Nick Bradley,

defending, said: ”He has issues with
his mental health relating to an
incident when he was 27. 

”He is a keen diver and was
involved in an expedition in which a
friend drowned and died. He was not
responsible for his death but was the
handler of the boat, and there was
talk that he was in some way
instrumental in causing the fatality
and this became a burden on him.”

Bradley added that, since his arrest,

Lee had lost his job as a fork-lift truck
operating instructor and was taking a
course with the Lucy Faithfull
Foundation child protection charity to
address his interest in material
depicting child abuse.

Sentencing Lee, Judge Phillip
Wassall said: ”I’m afraid these offences
are so serious that only immediate
custody is justified. 

“People who distribute these
images must know, and the message
must go out, that if they do so they
will receive a prison sentence.” ■

Jailed diver links child porn with fatal dive

THE SIXTH ANNUAL British Wildlife
Photography Awards competition is inviting
entries to be made by 3 May. An overall prize
fund worth up to £20,000 includes products
from lead sponsors Sky and Canon, and the
overall winner bags a cheque for £5000. 

The competition, for terrestrial and aquatic
photography by amateurs and professionals,
covers stills – including a new section for black
& white images – and video. Divers enter the

Coast & Marine category sponsored by WWF-UK.
Category winners and commended entrants

have their work showcased in a book and
touring exhibition, and attend an awards event
in September at London’s Mall Galleries, hosted
by naturalist and TV presenter Chris Packham.

The competition highlights “the talents of
photographers practising in Britain” and “the
great wealth and diversity of Britain’s natural
history”. www.bwpawards.co.uk ■

BWPA CALLS ON BRITAIN’S PHOTOGRAPHERS

Seal, by Andy Forrester –
highly commended last year.
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Unique sub wreck examined ’from tip to toe’
RENOWNED TURKISH WRECKS

investigator Selçuk Kolay has
carried out a thorough survey

and pictorial recording of what is the
only known intact World War One 
E-class submarine wreck.

HMAS AE2 lies in 72m of water in
the Sea of Marmara, and this was the
third visit Kolay had made to the
wreck.

In 1998, as Director of the Rahmi M
Koç Museum in Istanbul, Kolay located
the wreck and dived with a team who
found the Australian submarine to be
in ”excellent condition”. 

The wreck sat upright, its stern well
clear of the seabed. The rudder and
parts of its propellers were visible, as
were its hydroplanes. 

The main hatch was partially open
and the port casing of the aft deck
featured irregular holes that appeared
to be the result of shell damage –
features consistent with the
submarine’s last action.

In 2007 a general hull survey was
completed and a maritime
archaeological assessment of the
wreck prepared. 

A not-for-profit organisation, 
The AE2 Commemorative Foundation,
was formed to manage work at the
site.

With funding support from the
Australian Government, the latest
expedition, carried out using ROVs,

was highly successful but left a
bittersweet aftertaste. 

”I was very sad to see that since my
locating and first dive back in June
1998, much damage has been caused
by anchor fouling and trawling on
fore- and aft decks, and at the bow
especially,” Kolay told divEr. 

That apart, his latest haul of
imagery provided ”the anatomy of an
E-class sub from tip to toe”, he said.

In April 1915, in support of the
Gallipoli campaign, AE2 literally
scraped past mines and beneath
Turkish forts to gain access to the
enclosed Sea of Marmara, in order to
disrupt supplies of Turkish troops and
equipment. 

Commanded by Lt Henry Stoker,
AE2 was able to sink one vessel. Then,
on its way to rendezvous with British
sister ship E14, which had also gained
access to the inland sea, it sighted a
Turkish torpedo-boat and attempted
to dive. 

A severe halocline sent the
submarine back to the surface,
whereupon it was disabled by shellfire
from the Turkish vessel. The sub was
scuttled and all 32 crew taken
prisoner. 

Next on the joint Turkish/Australian
AE2 project agenda is to ”install
protection and preservation measures
to maintain the stability of the wreck”,
with a joint diving and ROV

programme planned for this year. 
The sub’s conning-tower hatch will

be closed to prevent illicit entry – but
not before an ROV is sent inside for an
internal archaeological assessment.
Anodes will be fixed at various points
on the hull to slow down electrolysis
and corrosion. 

The AE2 will have a buoy to warn
shipping of its presence, and around
which fishing and anchoring will be
banned. Ongoing surface monitoring
is to be carried out by the Turkish
Straits Vessel Traffic System. 

In the long-term, the AE2
Commemorative Foundation aims to
recover, conserve and display the sub
in Istanbul. ■

DIVER NEWS

Conger in the conning-tower hatch on the AE2.

Stern torpedo tube.

Damage at the bow.Aft periscope.
Selçuk Kolay (left) with ROV pilot
technician Stephane Blanfune.

A PRODUCTIVE marine biological
research centre on the Firth of Clyde’s
Isle of Cumbrae is reopening after
receiving grants totalling £1 million. 

The University Marine Biological
Station Millport (UMBSM) had its
funding withdrawn from the
University of London in December
2012, and closed last October. 

But now, owned by the Field

Studies Council, it is resuming
operations with the help of £500,000
from North Ayrshire Council via the
Regeneration Capital Grant Fund, plus
£500,000 from the Scottish Funding
Council to support Glasgow University
in its work at the centre. 

”We hope now that the marine lab
has a long future ahead of it,” said
Lang Banks, WWF Scotland Director. ■

MARINE RESEARCH REPRIEVE 

www.divErNEt.com

Stone Age discoveries in Sweden
SWEDISH ARCHAEOLOGICAL divers
have recovered from the Baltic Sea
artefacts left by nomads 11,000 years
ago. The finds were made at Hanö, a
sandy bay off Skåne County, by divers
from Lunds University, working with
Prof Bjorn Nilsson of Södertörn
University. Usually only metals survive. 

The organic matter had been
preserved in rich gyttja sediment,

based on decayed peat and featuring
a very low oxygen content. 

Finds included wood pieces, ropes,
antlers and horns, a harpoon carved
from bone, and bones from aurochs,
ancestors to modern cattle. Flint tools
were also recovered. 

The Swedish National Heritage
Board is funding a three-year
excavation programme. ■
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Love conquers all in Kuredu photo contest
THE WINNER OF A SIX-DAY all-inclusive

diving holiday in the Maldives has been
announced. Dive centre Prodivers on
Kuredu held an imaginative competition
last year that involved divers registering to
receive a “Mr PD” (Prodivers) keyring and
photographing it while doing something
about which they were passionate. 

More than 1000 photos were submitted
from 30 countries over 10 months. The
finalists appeared on Prodivers Maldives
Facebook page in December and the most
popular image was voted for by the public. 

Jose Mendoca de Araujo Filho from Brazil
won with more than 500 votes, followed by
Anna Drumeva from Germany and Roberta
Rizzi from Italy (below). 

Takers of the top 10 pictures all receive
prizes sponsored by divEr, Mares, PADI,
Fourth Element, DiverDesign, Tauchen,

Kuredu Island Resort and Prodivers. The
prize fund totalled more than US $12,000. 

Kuredu Island Resort, home of Prodivers,
is a PADI 5* Instructor Development Centre.
Kuredu lies at the northern tip of the
Lhaviyani Atoll, providing a base from
which to explore more than 60 dive and
snorkel sites, says Prodivers.

* From 4-8 May, a team of six from Prodivers
and Ocean Watersports is set to participate in
The Atoll Challenge, attempting to kayak
more than 100 miles around Lhaviyani Atoll
to raise awareness and funds for the
Maldivian Thalassaemia Society.  

Thalassaemia is a genetic disorder that
affects the body's ability to produce red blood
cells. The Maldives has the world’s highest
incident rate; 18% of its people are carriers. 

Patients need regular blood transfusions,
after which the blood has to be cleaned of
excess iron, ideally by using a desferal pump.
The Maldives currently needs some 50 pumps
for its patients, costing around US $67,000,
and Prodivers had already helped to raise
more than $15,000 by January.

Sponsorship: donate@atollchallenge.com,
www.prodivers.com ■

The winner’s romantic twist appealed to the Facebook voters.

www.divErNEt.com
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A SOUTH COAST DIVE CLUB has
brought together the relatives of
rescuer and rescued in a 64-year-old
incident involving a fire aboard a
Sunderland flying boat moored at
Calshot, near Southampton.

Calshot Divers, a branch of the
British Sub-Aqua Club, has dived the
wreckage of a Sunderland there for
some years and has researched the
history of a number of flying boats
that it believes the wreckage could be.

One of these is PP118 aboard
which, in February 1950, a fire broke
out as the plane lay moored out on
the water, damaged and partially
submerged. Two RAF fitters, Duncan
Menzies and Jimmy Wills, were
working on the aircraft to remove
aviation fuel. 

Having walked out along a wing to
avoid the fire, the men had to jump
into the freezing sea and cling to a
propeller as flames grew and fuel on
the sea around them began to ignite. 

They were rescued by a marine
tender coxswain, Leading Aircraftman
Peter “Andy” Anderson, who took his
boat through the blaze to pluck the
men to safety. 

The boat had been doused in fire-
retardant foam but still caught light
during the operation. 

Anderson was awarded the George
Medal for his bravery. By coincidence,
Menzies and Anderson later worked at
the local Esso refinery – fortunately
without any repeat of their earlier
experiences! 

Menzies’ son Tom, 72, who lives
locally, saw a TV programme about
Calshot Divers’ Sunderland project
recently and decided to get in touch.
Aged eight and living in RAF

accommodation nearby, he had seen
the fire that engulfed the Sunderland
and, potentially, his father.  

By a turn of fate, John, Chris and
Mark Anderson, also local and sons of
rescuer Andy, had also got wind of the
Calshot project. It was not long before
Calshot Divers’ project leader John
Greenwood had heard from the men

and was able to get them together. 
”It was actually very emotional

meeting John Anderson and his two
brothers, and certainly helped me to
fill in a few gaps,” said Menzies. ”It
really was marvellous to meet up. I did
get a bit choked, to be honest. 

”The strange thing is that I worked
with another member of John’s family
some years ago and never realised. It’s
just marvellous to have met up and
closed the circle, so to speak, and fill in

the gaps about what happened.”
He added: ”I really would like to see

a permanent memorial to Andy
Anderson erected in the area. He
deserves to be recognised even now
for his selfless courage.”

”It was a pleasure to meet Tom and
hear the story from his viewpoint,”
said John Anderson. ”Of course, he
witnessed the smoke from the aircraft
fire even if, at the time, he had no idea
what it was that was in flames, nor
that his dad was involved. 

”It’s also amazing that we both
know so many of the same people in
the area yet never knew each other.
We have both lived and worked in the
same area and both our fathers were
RAF personnel. There are a lot of
similarities. 

”I think it was an emotional
experience for Tom. I know I was
proud of my dad and thrilled to meet
Tom for the first time. We have agreed
to keep in touch.”

Anderson added that ”none of this
would have been possible without the
hard work of John Greenwood and
Calshot Divers”, while Menzies said
that the divers had done a
”wonderfully meticulous job”. ■
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FIVE DIVERS HAVE LOST their
lives in four separate incidents
overseas in recent months.

On Christmas Day morning a
father, 35, and son, 15, died on a deep
cave dive in Florida’s 94m-deep
Eagles Nest cave system. They were
reportedly trying out new equipment.

The pair dived to considerable
depth despite the fact that the son
had been given no scuba training, 
the father was not qualified as an
instructor and neither of them had
had any cave-diving training. Their
bodies were recovered.

In early January, a 56-year-old man
from Cape Town, South Africa,

perished after entering the engine-
room of the Rockeater wreck, a
freighter scuttled in 1972 off
Smitswinkel Bay, near Cape Point.  

He had been diving in a group, 
and was reported to have become
separated from the others. His body
was found the following day by police
and other professional divers.

”After the ship sank, passageways
were cut in it, carving ways for fish
and for human exploration,” a police
spokesman told the Cape Times. 

”The diver somehow managed to
get lost in the pathways and wound
up in the old engine-room at the back
of the ship.” 

In the Cayman Islands in late
January, a man from North Carolina,
USA, was lost and presumed dead
after going missing at the end of 
a dive at Barracuda Wall, off Grand
Cayman’s Seven Mile Beach. 

The 57-year-old, thought to be fit
and in good health, had surfaced with
his group, which included his wife.
There seemed to be no sign that
anyone was in trouble, and it was only
when the others reached the boat
that they realised that the man was
no longer with them. 

Next day, the diver’s discarded BC
and cylinder and a piece of clothing
were found on the seabed in about

37m of water near Barracuda Wall.
Further diving and surface searches
carried out over several days failed to
locate any sign of human remains. 

Also in late January, a crayfish-pot
diver was killed off Dunsborough,
Western Australia, when his head
came into contact with his cover-
boat’s propeller after he had retrieved
a pot from a depth of about 6m. 

The man, aged 46, was described
as a professional fishing diver with
decades of experience.

His mother told press that it must
have been a freak accident, because
no-one who knew her son ”can
believe he came up under a boat”. ■

US cave deaths – son had no scuba training

DIVERS’ RESEARCH SPURS SPECIAL REUNION

Calshot divers with (from centre to right) John Anderson, John Greenwood and Tom Menzies.

Duncan Menzies. Andy Anderson.

A YOUNG NEW ZEALANDER has
told how he fought off a shark
that had taken hold of his leg,
before stitching up the wounds
himself and heading to the local
pub for a beer. 

James Grant, 24, a junior
doctor, was spearfishing with
friends near Colac Bay on South
Island when the shark, believed
to be a seven-gill with a jaw
estimated at 20cm wide, bit
through his 7mm wetsuit. 

After forcing the shark to let 
go with strikes of his knife, he
swam ashore and closed a
number of 5cm-long bite marks
using a first aid kit that he kept 
in his car. 

He then headed with his mates
to the Colac Bay Tavern, where a
bandage was provided to avoid
blood on the floor. 

Suitably refreshed, Grant
continued on his way to
Invercargill Hospital where he
works and played the patient as
his stitches were done under
normal medical conditions. 

”It would have been great if 
I had killed it because there was 
a fishing competition on at the
Colac Bay Tavern,” Grant told
Stuff.co.nz. ”I am pretty grateful
to have my leg still. 

“When the stitches come out, 
I will be back in the water.” ■

Shark bites –
followed by 
a cold beer

20 www.divErNEt.com
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KEY WEST BIG PINE KEY & THE LOWER KEYS
MARATHON

ISLAMORADA

KEY
LA

RGO

Florida Keys Dive Center, Islamorada
PADI 5 Star CDC facility. Diving the REEFS & 

WRECKS of Key Largo & Islamorada.
305-852-4599  mykeysdiving.com

Amy Slate’s Amoray Dive Resort, Key Largo
Waterfront rooms/pool/beach/scuba/

snorkel instr & boat charters. 3/nt, 
2/dive pkgs from US$330 ppdo.

305-451-3595  amoray.com

Dive Key West, Inc.
Keys Premiere Dive Center. Our 42nd yr. 
Custom dive pkgs. Dive the Vandenberg!

305-296-3823  divekeywest.com

When it comes to variety and sheer numbers, no 
other dive destination can outflank The Florida 
Keys & Key West. Because with the only living 
coral reef in North America, we’ve really earned 
our stripes. fla-keys.com/diving

Major Sergeants.

THEdivEr
TRAVELGUIDE

TO ORDER:
Call The divEr Bookshop on 020 8943 4288
or go to www.divernet.com
Offer open to UK and BFPO addresses only.
Please add £2 per copy for postage to overseas addresses.

HOW WILL YOU DECIDE which overseas dive
destinations to visit in the coming year? Will you be
guided by price, type of diving, convenience,

seasonal marine life, presence of wrecks or photo
opportunities? The divErTravel Guide 2013-14 is the
travelling companion that can help you make that vital
decision.

The guide contains 60 destinations that our experts
consider offer some of the best diving in the world. 
Arranged alphabetically for ease of reference, and coded
by price range,
each chapter is
each divided into
four main
sections aimed at
beginners,
advanced divers,
wreck-heads and
photographers.
The idea is to
give you a
handle on the
sort of diving 
to expect,
whatever your
level or tastes. 

20
13

/1
4

● Special Price £6.95 (inc p&p) – SAVE 12%

● divEr Subscribers’ Price £4.95
(inc p&p) – SAVE 27%

Where seasonal
marine life
sightings or
climate
considerations
apply, you'll find a
calendar to help you decide when is best to go. And a
month-by-month calendar at the end of the book will help if
you just want to go wherever you'll find whale sharks in
February, or mantas in June.

There are maps, essential information in the individual
factfiles, an up-to-date airline baggage chart and much more –
including the Top 10 destinations of TV presenter and much-
travelled diver Monty Halls.

Don’t make a move without consulting
the latest divErTravel Guide!
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TIM MONEY AND 
LIV PHILIP have

maintained their 
grip on competitive
British freediving by
becoming the sport’s
annual champions 
yet again.

Money has won 
for the second year
running, while Philip 
is champion for the
seventh consecutive
time.

They took their titles at
the UK National Freediving
Championship, held in
November. In lake and pool, 
they competed in six disciplines
– Static apnea (breath-hold),
Dynamic Apnea (pool lengths),
Dynamic Apnea No Fins,
Constant Weight (fin down and
back up a line), Constant Weight
No Fins and Free Immersion (pull

down and back up 
a line).

Philip also won
bronze in Constant
Weight No Fins at the
sport’s world

championships in
Kalamata, Greece. 

Money figured out 
a new equalisation

technique that was ”a
revelation”, and ended
the year strongly at
Freediving World in

Sharm El Sheikh 
in Egypt.

More at
www.british
freediving.org ■
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DIVER NEWS

UK freediving champs 
go on winning SALVOR SENTENCED

A South African diver has been
sentenced to two years in prison,
suspended for five years, for
illegally salvaging metals from
protected wreck sites off the
country’s Eastern Cape. 

Paul du Randt, 53, admitted
contravening South Africa’s
heritage laws, under which wrecks
of more than 60 years old cannot
be disturbed without a permit. 

The diver admitted removing
metals from three wrecks between
March 2011 and May 2012,
sometimes using explosives. ■

DUTCH RIDDLE
Analysis of timber samples
recovered by divers from a wreck
off New Zealand’s North Island
suggest that the ship was a Dutch
East Indiaman of the early 1700s. 

The wood, Lagerstroemia, was
dated to the 17th century and
would have been sourced from
South-east Asia, where the Dutch
East India Company operated at
that time. The wreck also has 

copper sheathing, common on its
vessels from the 1670s. 

All of which suggests that the
Dutch preceded Briton Captain
James Cook, whose landing in 
New Zealand in 1769 is generally
credited as having been the first 
by a European. Dutch explorer
Abel Tasman reached the country
in 1642, but did not land. ■

SCOTTISH FUNDING
A project investigating ”exciting
marine archaeology” on Scotland’s
seabeds has received funding for
the next two years, says Wessex
Archaeology, the Government’s
contracted archaeological
investigations organisation. 

The Crown Estate has given
£75,000 to the Scottish Atlantic
Maritime Past: Heritage,
Investigation, Research 
& Education (SAMPHIRE) project . 

The project works with divers,
fishermen, harbour authorities 
and the Coastguard to investigate
previously unrecorded sites.
blogs.wessexarch.co.uk/
samphire ■

NEWS IN BRIEF
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COMMERCIAL DIVING
Get job satisfaction, flexibility, lucrative earnings and
worldwide travel.
Take your diving to the next level with training from the
commercial diving experts.
Contact our Student Advisors to find out more: 
+44 (0) 1397 703786, fortwilliam@theunderwatercentre.com
www.theunderwatercentre.com or scan the code for more info. 
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AS MANY AS ONE IN FOUR species of
the world’s sharks and rays could be
extinct before 2050.

That’s the discouraging message of
an internationally collaborated report
involving 300 scientists, working
under the auspices of the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature
(IUCN).

The report, published in the peer-
reviewed scientific journal eLife,
featured the assessment of 1041
species from around the world. It was
judged that 77% had populations low
enough to warrant concern.

Sawfish and angel sharks were the

shark species most under threat, while
sleeper rays and whiptails were the
most threatened ray species. 

The only upside was that humans
retained the ability to change the
situation if the desire was there, as
much of the threat to populations
came from fishing, whether targeted
or as by-catch. 

Sharks were taken by the finning
industry, for example, while the skin 
of sting rays was sought after for 
fine shoes. 

Any species that existed where
fishing activity was extensive faced
danger, said the report. ■

www.divErNEt.com

Extinction threat to
marine creatures

WILDLIFE FILM-MAKER Doug Allan
and diving adventurer Andy Torbet
are to give the annual Dive Lectures at
the Royal Geographical Society in
central London.

The lectures, to be held from 7pm
on Wednesday, 19 March, are run by
the London Diving Chamber in aid of
the charity Scuba Trust. 

Allan is a wildlife documentaries
cameraman known for his prolific
work in the polar regions, much of it
for BBC series. He will talk about the
attributes required to succeed in his
line of work and his interactions with a
range of creatures, backed by film
clips and stills. 

Torbet, a former paratrooper, will
speak on extreme projects including
Operation Iceberg, filmed for the BBC,
in which he lived on and dived in a
Greenland glacier and an iceberg off
Canada; a ground-breaking blowhole
dive; and his solo descent into the
Cave of Skulls.

Attendees enter free but, it is
hoped, will give generously on the
night to the Scuba Trust, which
provides training and holiday diving

opportunities for people with 
physical disabilities.

”Tickets are known to go extremely
quickly so don’t miss out on reserving
your place,” says the London Diving
Chamber. Register at www.london
divingchamber.co.uk 

The Bite-Back At Cancer Charity 
Ball takes place on Saturday, 29
March at London’s UnderGlobe
entertainment venue, beneath
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre on
Bankside, near Southwark Bridge. 

As divErwent to press in late
January, only 10 tables were left 
for the event, with individual 
tickets costing £92.50. 

Guests can enjoy a three-course
dinner with wine, free raffle entry,
late licence and dancing. 

Money raised from the ball and
charity auction goes to Bite-Back
Shark & Marine Conservation’s
project work and to Marie Curie
Cancer Care. 

Monty Halls is the evening’s
compere. www.bitebackat
cancer.org ■

Allan, Torbet and Halls in capital

Doug Allan with humpback whale and calf.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
1-year subscription + 

FREE Apeks Diving Watch – 
see page 105

1-year subscription + 
FREE Dive Torch – 

see page 101
2-year subscription + 

FREE Rucksack and
Travel Guide – 
see page 101

TO divErMAGAZINE 
AND SAVE 47%

Take out a ONE-YEAR subscription to
Britain’s best-selling scuba diving magazine
for just £27.95* for 12 issues and save 
47 per cent off the normal price of £52.80.
You get:
✹ Britain’s best-selling diving magazine

delivered to your door with no hidden
costs (p&p is included)

✹ No price rises during your subscription
period

✹ Guaranteed magazine every month – you
will never miss an issue of divEr
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Cunning plan
Western Australia is where you’re most
likely to be attacked by a shark, so the
authorities have devised a plan to deal
with the menace. 

They’re going to hang baited lines off
the busiest beaches to attract more
sharks, then pay fishermen for every 10ft-
plus shark they kill. 

Seems like a sensible plan to me – no
downsides at all.

Now that’s a record 
Is there no end to what some people 

will do for their 15 minutes of fame? 

Ashrita Furman is the most prolific

record-breaker in the world, which is

a record in itself. Since 1979 he has

broken more than 500 records, and

currently still holds 170 of them. 

Many of his records involve

underwater feats, such pogo-stick

jumping, skipping and hula-hooping. 

Now he has taken the world record

for underwater unicycling, covering a

distance of 2100m in two hours in a

swimming pool, a feat that required

him to swap tanks part-way through. 

OK, but is it really dafter than

anything else to do with scuba?

Hard as nails
Back in t’olden days, hardy pioneers with
minimal thermal protection invented the
sport we now call scuba diving. 

Tom Allinson was one of the earliest
members of York SAC. He emigrated with
his family to New Zealand in 1971, where
he passed away in 2004. Now his daughter
has discovered a cache of photos taken in
the early days, some of which the
Yorkshire Post recently published.

By ’eck, but they was well ’ard in them
days. Skin-tight wetsuits, double-hose
regs, big-frame masks and tiny tanks. 

Founder-member Bernard Wilding is
shown in his ex-RN telescoping-torso
drysuit and with what might be an
oxygen rebreather on his back. 

It’s a fantastic story, well worth a bit of
a Google. My favourite bit is where they
talk about cutting through 10in of ice to

practise scuba-diving in icy conditions.
Made me feel like a total wimp.

Scare-mongering
Fancy some Pacific diving? Scientists

from the Monterey Bay Aquarium

Research Institute in California say

the number of deceased sea

creatures blanketing the Pacific

seabed is higher than it has ever

been in the 24 years of its survey. 

In places it is 98% covered by what

they call “sea snot” – masses of dead

plankton, jellyfish, faeces and other

organic material.  Lovely.  

Just a couple of years ago that

figure was only 1%.  The boffins do

not blame the Fukushima nuclear

event for causing the problem. 

That just happened at the same

time. No relationship at all. Probably.  

Pick your moment 
Anna Rawls and Stephanie Walker will
never forget the moment their respective

boyfriends proposed marriage.
Anna’s chap Michael Benson filmed his

proposal, which would have been
memorable enough even if they hadn’t
been halfway through a dive with sharks
at Playa del Carmen in Mexico at the time.
She said yes, so that was all right.

Stephanie received her proposal on a
try-dive in Turkey. The shock was so great
that she panicked, flooded her mask, lost
her reg and almost drowned. 

Fortunately her instructor was on hand
to sort things out, and when she was able
to breathe again she accepted, and
boyfriend Anthony Taylor slipped an
engagement ring onto her finger.

Toxic exhalations
Last year may have been the Year of

the Rebreather, but never say that

open-circuit has had its day. 

Thing is, fish don’t like carbon

dioxide in their water. Put CO2 in with

them and they swim off. If they can’t

do that and the CO2 level goes up,

they start to behave erratically and

will eventually become unconscious. 

Scientists now say that the effect

of CO2 poisoning isn’t species-

specific, so CO2 can be used to push

fish out of an area or stop them

entering it in the first place.

The reason for this research is

concern that Asian carp are entering

Lake Michigan through one of the

Chicago Canals. Now CO2 barriers are

to be tried to keep them out. 

The gas will be added to the water

to reinforce an existing electric

barrier system, and the idea is

showing early promise. Well,

poisonous gas and an electric fence

will keep most things out.

Open-circuit divers exhale lots of

CO2 when they breathe out, so what’s

really needed is to develop the

Chicago Canals as dive-sites. Divers

will boost CO2 levels without

anybody having to do anything. 

They’ll even pay for the privilege.

They’re used to that. Just an idea.

BEACHCOMBER

OVER TO YOU, DRAGONS
Sometimes inventions come along that could
transform your diving life, and in the last month
we’ve been treated to two of ’em.

The first is an invention that could mean the end of
diving equipment as we know it. This gadget, called
the Triton, looks a bit like the mini-rebreather used
by James Bond in a number of movies. It has a
mouthpiece in the centre, each side of which and
angled down is a device that looks to be the size of
an old Buddy half-litre crack bottle. 

These are the revolutionary bits, and contain the
technology to break down water into the constituent
parts of hydrogen and oxygen, compress the O2 into
a small reservoir and deliver it to the mouthpiece for
you to breathe. Fan-blinkin’-tastic. Want one.

Described as a perfect example of how technology
can make our lives simpler and more fulfilling, the
only drawback is that the technology required to
make it work doesn’t exist. Which is a shame.

Second, however, is an arm-mounted diver

propulsion device that, according to the press, will
allow you to soar under water like Superman.

The idea is that you strap a small electric motor to
each forearm, sling a harness with the necessary
batteries around your waist and away you go. The
motor units look like mini versions of an ordinary
dive-scooter, and you use them by simply sticking
your arms out ahead of your body in the classic
Superman pose, point toward where you want to be
and away you go. Looks totally cool. 

The X2 Underwater Jet Pack has been built and
tested and now has a third of the funding needed to
transform it from garden-shed prototype into a retail
product. It could soon be on the shelves in your local
dive store for around £4000.

Of course, Jet Boots have been around for some
years – same idea but fastened to legs not arms, and
the Pegasus Thruster back-mounted scooter has
rung similar bells. So far neither has revolutionised
anything. Better luck with the X2, guys!

www.divErNEt.com26
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· Alor · Bahamas · Belize · 
· Cayman Islands · Cocos Island · 

· Dominican Republic · Fiji · 
· Galapagos · Hawaii · Komodo · 

· Maldives · Myanmar · Palau · 
· Pulau Weh, Indonesia · Red Sea · 

· Th ailand · Turks & Caicos ·

southern Red Sea in unparalleled 

  Brothers/Daeldalus/Elphinstone itinerary
  Southern itinerary: Fury Shoal, Sha’ab 

  Mansour, Sha’ab Claude and Sataya   
  Deep South Itinerary, ten days: Zabargad,   

  Rocky Island and St. John’s Reef 
 5 star yacht       Aggressor Fleet service     
 5 dives a day     Free beer and wine

      +1-706-993-2531
www.aggressor.com     www.dancerfl eet.com 

New HD Videos  www.liveaboardfl eet.tv

Save 25% during 

Dive the World WeeksSave 25% during 

Dive the World Weeks
      +1-706-993-2531

www.aggressor.com     www.dancerfl eet.com 
New HD Videos  www.liveaboardfl eet.tv
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MARINE LIFE

timeless but authentic. Topside, the
Bahamas has changed dramatically
since Connery was 007, but under 
water the same scenes could easily be
filmed today.

After travelling to the islands we
knock back a 27oz Porterhouse
medium-rare steak before grabbing
some sleep in a motel. 

Now, sipping beers at the Tiki Bar in
Florida’s West Palm Beach Harbour, we

THE SEQUENCE FROM THE
movie Thunderball is familiar:
Bond girl Claudine Auger steps

into the sea and onto some toxic
creature, and Sean Connery has to suck
the poison from her foot. Interestingly,
he sucks the wrong foot.

Equally interesting were the
underwater sequences of secret agents
fighting in crystalline water surrounded
by sharks. The images were not only

SHARK DIVER

29

… until you drop. The location is 
relatively shallow,  miles from 
anywhere – and packed with sharks.
MARTIN STRMISKA falls head-over-
heels for the Little Bahama Bank

watch local heroes geeing themselves up
to the deafening soundtrack of their
helicopters. 

Our liveaboard Dolphin Dream
leaves at midnight, so there will be a few
more beers to go. The beers could, we
feel, be bigger.

Dolphin Dream navigates through the
Atlantic for most of the night, heading
for the westernmost part of the
Bahamas. We see no sign of high-rise

LICENSED TO
SHARK-DIVE

☛
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Pictured: Lemon sharks
at the surface.

Far right, from top:
Head-on lemon;
Caribbean reef sharks.

“Lemon shark!” The animals have
appeared almost instantly. An engine
sound is enough to alert them to
approaching food. 

I am almost kitted-up when the less-
popular call comes: “Briefing!” 

Captain Scot offers helpful and
concise information about the dive-site
and the sharks themselves, then gives
everyone the licence of complete diving
freedom: “You can jump in the water

hotels or fast boats on arrival 
– an artificial bulwark and an
approaching police car are the
only man-made objects in sight. 

Once past Bahamas customs
control, the stone dyke proves to
be the only man-made item we are to
see off the boat on our six-day cruise
along Little Bahama Bank. Everything
around us is in shades of blue.

Travis and Sonny prepare the bait, a
crate filled with the incredibly smelly
heads of barracuda and grouper. 

The intensity of flavour of rotting
fish-meat and blood plays an important
role in attracting the sharks.

We reach Tiger Beach, and the bait
crate is dropped. 

To spread the message to sharks as far
and wide as possible, another smart
system has been installed on board. 

A metal drum with equally stinking
contents is constantly fed with water on
one side, releasing a cocktail of
ingredients through another opening.

Now we must wait. Everyone seems to
be busy fine-tuning their dive gear and
cameras, yet all eyes are on the
surrounding water surface.

30

’WHEN YOU RUN OUT OF AIR,
SIMPLY CLIMB UP TO THE DECK,
LET THE GUYS FILL THE TANK
FOR YOU AND GO BACK IN’
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SHARK DIVER

whenever the boat is moored and the
engines are turned off, remain under
water as long as desired and, when you
run out on air, simply climb up to the
deck, let the guys fill the tank for you
and go back in.”

I can hardly believe my ears. It’s an
American dream!

Based on the photographs I have seen
so far, I feel I have a very clear idea of
how things might look under water, and

as soon as my head is submerged any
last doubts are removed.

Sunbeams penetrate the blue water to
form a constantly changing light mosaic
on the sandy seabed. 

Six lemon sharks are occupied with
the bait. Some are more than 2m long
and about 100kg in weight, and in these
shallow waters at 5m or so, every little
detail emerges in true colours. 

It’s amazing to be able to observe

31

☛
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MARINE LIFE

red sponges. However, my pursuit
of artistic images doesn’t last long.
When a large striped body appears,
I know that corals must wait – I
must rush to the bait. 

The scene is now dominated by
three tiger sharks at once,
catapulting the experience into a
whole new dimension. 

With blinking eyes they raid the
crate without taking into account
either the reef or the lemon
sharks. It is no longer sufficient
simply to observe – divers have to
monitor all three tigers closely, so
that they don’t surprise us from
behind.

A large female with a limp mouth-
corner has especially strong traction on
the target. Everything is expected to get
out of Smiley’s way.

the behaviour of these large predators, to
see their eyes and teeth at close range. 

Travis jumps in with another bait
crate, and immediately gets the sharks’
attention. They follow him like dogs,
waiting for him to release a morsel. 

If nothing falls off, they try to bite
something off the box. They wrestle with
Travis, who does his best to push them
away from the crate. 

I try to keep the camera as close as
possible to the sharks’ jaws, with their
rows of sharp pointed teeth. 

We’re waiting for the most important
actor to appear – a tiger shark. It takes
longer to attract tigers to the bait, but we
enjoy all-day diving with the lemon
sharks.

Next day, Dolphin Dream is moored at
a deeper coral reef about 1km east of
Tiger Beach. The same gang of lemon
sharks has increased to more than 20
animals, following us and still growing. 

At Fish Tales a large group of
Caribbean reef sharks join the action.
They are smaller, faster and have smooth
dark skin. Although the feeding
procedure is the same, with more sharks
the experience becomes considerably
more full-on. The closer to the bait crate
we are, the higher our adrenaline levels.  

ONCE MY ADRENALINE has done its
job, I have a different goal – capturing
reef sharks in their natural environment,
with a colourful background of coral and

SHARK DIVER
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Clockwise from above:
The tiger shark dubbed
Smiley at close quarters;
scenic shots with
Caribbean reef sharks had
to be curtailed; – when
the tiger sharks arrived;
barracuda.

It takes a few minutes to adjust to this
new game. Once I have acquired the
necessary self-confidence again, I
approach the bait to capture an 
unusual moment. 

The technique of blind shooting now
comes into its own – rather like firing
from the waist with an assault rifle. Who
would stick his head in with all those
shark teeth about? 

Smiley’s biting teeth while being hand-
fed are especially noteworthy. She doesn’t
countenance failure and, with other
sharks’ teeth rattling on all sides of her,
instead of tearing off fish-pieces she tries
to get everything. 

The bared teeth and expressive facial
muscles that control her powerful jaws
very clearly demonstrate her strength. It’s
not pleasant to contemplate what those
teeth could do to human skin, muscle
and bone.

In the winter months smelly bait is
often said to attract another large
predator of the Bahama sandbanks, ☛

www.divErNEt.com
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come to feed. Using their echo-
location they are seeking fish
hiding in the sand. 

Once one is located, its
chances of survival are poor. 
The dolphin deftly digs it out
with its nose and eats it. 

I go on observing this
behaviour until the cold forces
me out of the water.  

Diving with sharks at Little
Bahama Bank is not hardcore
“diving”, but it does mean
staying under water for hours
with big predators. 

This is where we shark-
lovers can get close enough to
experience the roughness of
their skin, feel the weight of
their bodies and see their teeth
penetrating flesh. It’s a wonderful 
place to visit.

a loner that can grow up to 6m long –
the great hammerhead. 

It is early afternoon. Although the
baitbox has been releasing its tempting
juices for several hours, nothing larger
shows up. It almost seems to be a dead
day – and then suddenly, two dolphins
jump out of the water. 

Friendly Atlantic spotted dolphins
sometimes require a vigorous swimmer
to entertain them, but I decide to grab 
a tank with regulator and get into the
water fast. There is no time for niceties
such as suits. 

IMMEDIATELY I GET THE ATTENTION
of the female and a baby. I’m too clumsy
bringing the camera into action, and
after my initial attempt to gambol with
them  they depart to seek fun elsewhere.

However, the dolphin invasion
continues as a pod of oceanic bottlenoses

Top: The Atlantic spotted
dolphins didn’t stay long…

Above: …but a bottlenose
pod takes their place.

Left: Sharks on the reef.

SHARK DIVER
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FACTFILE
GETTING THERE8Fly with BA to Miami
or Fort Lauderdale, or American Airlines
to West Palm Beach. 

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION 8Dolphin
Dream liveaboard, www.dolphindreamteam.com

WHEN TO GO8Year-round except the summer months, when
Dolphin Dream offers dolphin snorkelling tours.

MONEY8US dollars.

PRICES8Dolphin Dream charges US $2890 for a six-day
liveaboard trip, with five days of shark diving. The fare from
London to West Palm Beach with American Airlines is £540.

TOURIST INFORMATION8www.bahamas.co.uk

www.divErNEt.com
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CENTER OF STYLE.
EDGE OF PERFORMANCE.

WHITE STYLE

Make your white statement. The finest diving products in elegant col-
or combination, demonstrate product development at its highest level. 
These products create the perfect synergy of high performance and style.
Be white. Be stylish. Take the edge of performance.

mares.com

CENTRE OF STYLE.
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Our SMS 100 Sidemount system was designed not just with the
sidemount cave divers in mind, but any diver.
Whether you’re a beginner, advanced or technical diver, this kit was
designed for you. Suitable for sidemounting twin or single cylinders,
but also for use with rebreathers or rear mounted singles. This “go
anywhere” system can be used in any environment from open water
to the overhead environment. 52lbs of lift in a 360 degree wing.

SMS 50 & SMS 50 Sport
Built for sidemount only, this kit can be used in any environment from

open water to overhead. Includes an adjustable, one size fits most
harness based on a minimalist design; ideal for travelling sidemounters.

MORE THAN TECHNICAL …
From Reels to Rebreathers, the solution is Hollis HOLLIS UK: 01404 891819

SMS 50

SMS 100

Hollis (FP) – 03_14_Full Page Bleed  31/01/2014  10:26  Page 1
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BRONZE FOR
THE CREAM
Your votes have been counted, the results are in –
so who did you decide should be rewarded for 
excellence in your latest assessment of the leisure-
diving industry‘s leaders?

OTHERS HAVE TRIED to
imitate them, but there
is really no substitute

for the divEr Awards for
excellence in diving, which are
now into their 16th  year. 

Only divEr has the long
tradition; the decisions made 
by reader poll (as opposed to
advertising spend, the system
favoured by certain other
publications); and the hefty
bronze statuettes that the
category winners can display as a
mark of pride and achievement.

This year we experimented by
not offering readers an incentive
to vote in the form of a diving
holiday. We admit to being
concerned that the numbers of
participants might drop as a
result, and they did – but,
gratifyingly only very slightly.
We can only assume that you’re

voting because you care!
We published voting forms in

the December and January
issues of divEr, but the vast
majority of the voting is now
online at Divernet. Voting was
open until New Year to ensure
that the whole of 2013 could be
reflected in your choices.

The winners collect their
divEr Awards and runners-up
their certificates at a Saturday-
afternoon ceremony on the
divEr Stage at the London
International Dive Show.

When it comes to the top
three in each category it’s only
natural that the higher-volume
operations and products should
receive the most votes from
you – after all, they do the most
business. 

However, there are always
surprises among your selections!

1st Mares   
2nd Suunto   

3rd Aqua Lung

Last year’s third-placed brand Mares
has leapfrogged into first place, leaving
diving computer specialist Suunto still
in the runner-up spot and Aqua Lung
moving up into third. Last year¹s winner
Apeks didn’t quite make the top three
this time round.

Italian company Mares had a busy
year, culminating unexpectedly in the
acquisition of the international training
agency SSI, a radical move for a
manufacturer. It has come a long way
from Ludovico Mares’ mask-and-
speargun factory of 65 years ago.

Finland’s Suunto goes back much
further, to 1936 and field compasses. 
It is still Suunto that seems to set the
standard in stylish computers coveted
by divers. Introduction of the watch-
sized rebreather-compatible DX was
perhaps 2013‘s highlight.

Aqua Lung can of course trace its
ancestry back to its founder Jacques
Cousteau and his introduction of the
first aqua-lung, and it is still flying the
flag. After all, how many companies 
can boldly state: “We created modern
scuba diving”?

divErBrand 
of the Year

1st Hollis SMS100   
2nd Apeks XTX200   

3rd GoPro Hero 3 Silver

While Apeks retains its runner-up
position for the second year
running with its popular XTX200
regulator, it’s all change in first and
third places.

This year¹s category winner is 
the Hollis SMS100 wing-style BC,
which is hardly new either, but has
clearly reached a high level of
popularity – and these things
usually do take time. 

The beauty of the SMS100 (right),
is that while it can used with single
or twin tanks, or even adapted to
take a rebreather, it is particularly
associated with side-mounted

cylinders. Its victory therefore
reflects increasing popularity of
side-mounting for recreational as
well as technical diving.

The XTX200 may be a familiar
regulator but it has been refined in
a number of ways, to the extent that
Apeks is able to claim that XTX
models are the first in the world 
to meet new European safety
standards  for auxiliary emergency
breathing systems.

2013 was the year that the GoPro
camcorder seemed to sweep all
before it in the underwater video
stakes –   you could hardly take a
finstroke without appearing in
somebody’s home movie. 

The Hero 3 just gets better,
especially with the addition of filters

and lights, and is relatively
inexpensive for
what it offers.
It was the
Silver model
that
attracted 
the most
votes.

divErProduct of the Year

☛
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DIVER AWARDS 2013

1st Scuba Travel   
2nd blue o two   

3rd Oonasdivers

Difficult as these times may still
be financially, it seems that the
well-proven operators in the
travel industry are getting it right
and providing customers with
what they need at manageable
prices. Which is our way of
reporting that there was no
change at the top of the pecking
order among dive tour operators
in 2013, with the same three
names finishing in exactly the
same order as in 2012!

Coming out top once again
was Scuba Travel, Tony
Backhurst’s company once again
being able to rely on its loyal fan
base to pile on the votes. 

Scuba Travel arranges diving
packages all over the world and
we can only conclude that a lot of
divers must be enjoying
themselves. We make this the
eighth divEr Award the company

has scored since it started in 1995!
In the runner-up slot again was

close rival blue o two, which not
only arranges worldwide travel
but is unusual in operating its
own fleet of blue-prefixed luxury
diving vessels. These now number
four in the Red Sea, and it has
recently added blue ’Honors
Legacy’ in the Maldives.

Oonasdivers, also closely
associated with the Red Sea,
particularly southern Egypt,
clearly knows how to satisfy its
customers and win return
business, and once again it steps
up to take third place. 

One thing we know is that if
you haven’t enjoyed your holiday,
you certainly won’t be voting for
the people who sold you the
package!

divEr Tour Operator of the Year

1st Camel Dive Centre, Sharm   
2nd Red Sea Diving College,

Sharm   
3rd Emperor Divers, Sharm

As with Tour Operator, so the Dive
Centre category features the same
three apex names, all outfits based in
and around Sharm el Sheikh in Egypt. 

However, this year brings a switch at
the top as Camel Dive Centre reclaims
from nearby Na’ama Bay rival Red Sea
Diving College the first place it won in
2011, with Emperor Divers Sharm
retaining third spot.

Camel started in 1986, Red Sea
Diving College in 1991 and Emperor

Divers the following year, so these are
companies that have weathered more
than a few economic and political
storms in their time. 

Despite the overall fall in tourist
business across Egypt in recent years,
British divers have proved to be
stalwarts of the country’s tourist
industry, and between them these
dive centres can call on a lot of loyal
customers to attest to their quality.

Camel now offers an express
speedboat service that can reach the
Straits of Tiran in 20 minutes. 

Red Sea Diving College has its own
liveaboard VIP One, and Emperor
Divers has a fleet of five. Mini-safaris
combining shore-based dives with a
few days afloat are proving popular.

divErDive Centre 
of the Year

1st blue Horizon   
2nd VIP One   

3rd Whirlwind

As in the Dive Centre of the Year
category, Liveaboards revolves
around high-turnover players of
the Red Sea, and blue o two tops
the popularity poll once again,
but this time with blue Horizon
(right) – the third time the vessel
has triumphed in recent years. 

Last year’s victor was blue
Melody, which has slipped just
outside the 2013 top three.

Meanwhile last year’s other
top-three boats have slipped
their moorings and changed
places, with VIP One moving up to

second while Whirlwind drops to
third.

VIP One is operated by Red Sea
Diving College, which always
scores highly in the popularity
stakes, while Whirlwind is part of
the Tornado Marine Fleet and
won the title in 2011. 

What we can tell you is that
voting is very close in this
category, but in the end it’s all
about consistency, and simply
being in the top three from year
to year speaks volumes about 
the popularity of all these Red 
Sea boats.

divEr Liveaboard of the Year

1st Simply Scuba   
2nd SCUBAPursuits   

3rd 4th Element

No change at the top among purveyors of fine
diving equipment, as Kent-based Simply Scuba
and SCUBAPursuits, both of which are past
masters at the art of online selling, carry all
before them.

SCUBAPursuits also has three physical outlets
in the Midlands – in Cannock, Stoke and Solihull –
and a background since 1995 in dive-training

that feeds into its retail success. Winner Simply
Scuba, however (team, right), is online all the
way, carrying some 70 brands and very good at
making its virtual presence felt in the market.
Scuba is just one of eight areas of activity in the
impressive Simply online operation

The newcomer in the top three is also
Internet-based. 4th Element Diving Online, not to
be confused with divewear manufacturer Fourth
Element, started life 15 years ago as a dive centre
in Stockton on Tees and runs online stores
dedicated to various scuba brands.  

divErRetailer of the Year

www.divErNEt.com
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1st Egypt
2nd Malta

3rd Maldives

And so the Egyptian Ambassador
prepares to add yet another divEr
Award to the collection. OK, Egypt
remaining first choice for UK divers
was almost a foregone conclusion
 despite its economic and political
issues, because the Red Sea
remains a great-value destination
with a predictable climate and
exciting wrecks and reefs, all the
better for being less-dived than
they once were. 

Also, realising that UK divers are
unfazed core visitors, Egypt’s
tourism people were more focused
on this market last year.

That said, for the first time that
we can remember a Mediterranean
location has grabbed the runner-

up spot, and it’s the Maltese Islands
(Malta, Gozo and Comino) that
have done the trick. 

They were over the moon to
come third last time round, but
pushing the mighty Maldives into
third place is some achievement.

If this success can be attributed
to Malta’s range of wrecks, wildlife,
topography and shore-diving, it 
is also true that UK divers have
been looking to find good but
economical diving closer to home. 

This is underlined by the
destination that polled the fourth
most votes in 2013  – the UK itself!

The Maldives looks set to remain
a UK diving favourite for as long as
the low-lying islands remain above
water – but could the ever-
increasing prices at its prestigious
resorts have helped Malta to
leapfrog ahead of it? 

divErDestination of the Year

1st Canon Powershot S120  
2nd Liquid Sport 

3rd Poseidon Se7en

In this category only, divEr allows
itself discretion to look through
the votes and pick out new
products or companies that seem
to us to be innovative.

The Canon S120 garnered a lot
of votes for Product of the Year,
and Technical Editor Nigel Wade
believes the camera covers the
bases as far as innovation goes. 

“It has a new processor (shared
with the G16) and almost

unlimited buffer that allows
constant high-speed 9.4 fps
shooting without slowing down,”
he says. “It’s claimed to be the
slimmest camera available with a
f1.8 aperture lens, and all that plus
a load of other features would give
it my vote.” 

Runner-up Liquid Sport has
made an impact importing and
distributing high-performance
watersports equipment, including
the popular Big Blue photo and
video lamps, Aquabionic fins and
Ursuit and Sharkskin suits.

And in 2013 Poseidon delivered
the successor to its MKIV closed-
circuit rebreather in the form of
the Se7en, boasting “seven new
benefits” – G7 electronics;
Bluetooth;  Dive Management

System; Rec or 100m
Tec versions; and
service and support,
mouthpiece and cover
enhancements.

divErNewcomer of the Year
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…IN JUST AN HOUR

ALITTLE MULTI-COLOURED
fish appeared in the red beam
from my focusing torch. It

looked nervous as it negotiated the
maze of coral that it called home, hiding
behind any cover it could find, flitting
from hidey-hole to hidey-hole, then
freezing before moving on again. 

Another arrived, and my heart raced,
I could actually hear the pulse
thumping away in my ears. I was feeling
a little guilty, however, intruding on
what should have been a private
moment between these two beautiful
male and female mandarinfish. 

They lay side by side in the coral
labyrinth, then slowly rose together,
cheek by cheek, as they performed their
nightly duties. 

A few seconds and it was all over.
They disappeared in the blink of an eye,
their deed done until they could meet
again at dusk the following night for 
a repeat performance. 

I studied the LCD display on my
camera, anticipating the worst but
hoping for the best as I zoomed in to
check for sharp focus. 

Yes! Nailed it first go. I was elated –
I’d been waiting for years to be able to
photograph these little A-listers of the
underwater photography world.

JUST AN HOUR AGO, I had been
getting off a small speedboat at the end
of my journey. Before that I had been
driven down ever-deteriorating roads.
Some of the small bridges we had
crossed were, I noticed, precariously
constructed from wooden pallets. 

I passed near-naked villagers along
the way, the men wearing nothing but
penis gourds. They were carrying
machetes and spears as they embarked
on their non-stop endeavour to put
food on the family tables. 

A pod of dolphins had accompanied
the boat, breaking the mirrored surface,
the late-afternoon sun glistening briefly
on their flanks. 

At the dock I had been greeted by my
dive-guide Sebastian, sporting white
ear-buds and dancing in his Nikes and
Levis to his favourite beat as he flicked

through text messages on his iPhone. 
I had gone from Stone Age to Space

Age during my journey from Gurney
Airport in Alotau and along the north
coast of Milne Bay in eastern Papua
New Guinea to my home for a week 
at the spectacular, but very remote,
Tawali Resort.

After welcoming me, Sebastian had
asked what I would like to see under

water. My reply of “mandarinfish” had
seen us stripping my dive and camera
gear from my bags right there on the
arrivals jetty. 

We had entered the warm water as
the sun dropped below the horizon. My
target species lived on the resort's house
reef, and dusk was the time to see them. 

We would dive first, then ascend the
winding staircase and book into the
resort, get a drink at the bar and sit
down to dinner. Now that’s what I call 
a dive resort!

Perched atop a limestone headland
on the peninsula that forms the north
coast of Milne Bay, Tawali Resort is
surrounded by dense rainforest and is
accessible only by boat. 

Built mainly from locally sourced
materials, everything else was brought
in across the sea and constructed using
local labour. The project was the
brainchild of Rob van der Loos. It took
eight years just to negotiate the land
deal and then construct the resort

without mains electricity, running
water or road and wheeled vehicular
access. Add to the equation the
language barriers, and you realise that
this was a Herculean effort on the part
of Rob and his team. 

Covered timber walkways and steps
lead to all the amenities. The guest-
rooms are on stilts perched on the steep
rock slopes that form the headland, and
offer spectacular views through dense
jungle foliage, though the best view is
offered at the large decking area beside
the bar and restaurant. 

This is the resort's highest point,
directly above the house reef, the
expanse of Milne Bay, the coastline and
a few local islands. It makes for an
amazing sight, especially at sunset. 

What I didn’t see at night were any
signs of civilisation in the form of lights
on the land. This was as remote a
destination as I had ever visited.

THE FOLLOWING MORNING,
refreshed and rested, we headed out for
our first dive of the day.

Wahoo Point is a short boat-ride west
of Tawali. Skipper George skilfully
positioned our little speedboat on the
shallow side of the reef, and we 
dropped in. 

We were greeted with a seabed
scattered with huge, bright yellow
elephant-ear sponges growing in
apparent disarray. Shoals of tiny purple
anthias danced around everywhere,
fraternising with other species in all the
colours of the rainbow.

Large red barrel sponges grew with
impunity and vivid red whip corals,
some sporting colourful crinoids,
waggled in the mild current. 

The drop-off beside the reef is the
place to be when there are stronger

STONE AGE TO
There’s getting away from it all, and then there’s
Tawali Resort in Papua New Guinea, which suits
reef-nut NIGEL WADE down to the ground. Yet
even here, where half-naked hunters roam,
technology still has a foothold

WHAT I DIDN’T
SEE AT NIGHT
WERE ANY SIGNS
OF CIVILISATION
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Above: This bobtail squid
thinks its camouflage is
working just fine – the
camera proves otherwise.

Far left: Hand-carved
totem pole at Tawali
Resort.

currents, in case 
a whale or
hammerhead shark,
manta ray or even orca
should pass by, but for now
I was more than happy to while 
away our dive time exploring the
beautiful diversity of the reef-top.

Back on the boat, Sebastian and
George were agonising over our next
port of call. Muck-diving, it is said,
originated in Milne Bay at a shallow site
near a black volcanic sand beach, where
juvenile marine animals thrive and
grow in comparative safety. 

Known locally as Dinah’s Beach, it
sits in front of a tiny village, Lauadi. 

SPACE AGE
PNG DIVER

Getting there would mean a quick
stop back at Tawali for me to pick up
my macro lens and port and fit them
to my housing, but we had to pass the
resort anyway. 

I kept my dome port and wide-
angle lens with me – you never know

when it might come in handy – but
at Dinah’s it would be tiny critters I
was hoping to immortalise digitally.

George parked the boat by the
beach, mooring onto a small tree,
and Seba and I rolled over the side.
Whenever I visit these sites I ☛
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initially wonder what made me decide to
dive there. At first I could see nothing
but featureless black sand and fine silt.

Then, in the distance, a small purple
anemone sitting all alone, its bright
orange and white residents darting
around the tentacles, proved an instant
attention-grabber. 

Along the way I was distracted by a
pair of “Crazy Eyes” peering from a
small hole under a rock. They belonged
to a mantis shrimp, and swivelled in
every direction as they monitored my
movements. I had to stop to get shots. 

When the optically superior
crustacean had tired of me, it vanished
back into its lair. Remembering the
anemone I set off, but after only a few
feet I had to stop again, this time to
photograph a tiny bobtail squid as it
hovered just above the sand. 

Its fast-changing livery provided what
it thought was the perfect camouflage,
but the camera told a different story. 

A few feet further on I had to stop
again as I encountered more bizarre and
photogenic critters,  including an
emperor shrimp hitching a ride on a sea

cucumber's back, ornate ghost pipefish
and a tiny juvenile boxfish. 

The muck at Dinah’s was proving it
to be a high-yield dive-site, and it wasn’t
until our air was nearing 50bar that we
managed to get in front of that
beautiful, photogenic purple anemone.

AFTER THE CRITTER HUNT we settled
down to a packed lunch on the boat and
were joined by a young child in a dug-
out canoe with bamboo outriggers. 

He was nervous at first, so I asked
Seba if it was OK to share some of my
lunch with him. “Although we come
from adjacent villages, we speak
different languages so I won’t be able to
converse with him,” Seba told me. 

I used the universal language of food
as I handed the young boy some beef
and rice, then bribed him with a bar of
chocolate into letting me take a few
photos of him in his tiny boat. 

His mother later came running down
the beach, screaming at the poor kid to
get back to his fishing duties, or more
likely to protect her child from the
stranger giving him sweets. A grateful

Above: The ‘A-list’ mating
mandarinfish at Tawali’s
house reef.

Left: Young boy and his
fishing dug-out at lunch-
time on Dinah’s Beach.

www.divErNEt.com42
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smile and a wave goodbye, and he went
on his way. 

Papua New Guinea is the most
linguistically diverse place on Earth, with
more than 850 dialects spoken. 

Schoolchildren are taught English, as
the education system and government
have adopted this as their official
language. My lunch-partner was clearly
not able to attend school.

PNG is a very long way from the UK.
With long-haul specialists it’s not
difficult to get to an Asian hub airport
(in my case Singapore) and join the PNG
national carrier Air Niugini flying
directly to its capital, Port Moresby.
Regular internal flights put you near
your final destination. 

The question I’ve been asked a lot
since my return is: “Was the diving
worth the trip?” Well, I’d travel back in 
a heartbeat just to do a single dive on
our next site. 

Deacons Reef is one of those magical
places. Set under a volcanic bluff with
the cliff face dropping under water, it is
shaded by a lush jungle canopy, allowing
vibrant soft corals to grow in a
maximum reef depth of just 18m. 

As far as reefs go, this little area has
everything. Small pinnacles are covered
with hard and soft corals. Pristine
gorgonian fans, red whip corals, black
coral trees, barrel sponges and orange
branching corals are littered

www.divErNEt.com

☛

PNG DIVER

Above right: Distracted
along the way but worth
the effort, the purple
anemone and 
resident clownfish. 

Right: Under the jungle
canopy, Deacon’s Reef is
jaw-dropping.

PORT MORESBY
●

CORAL SEA

PNG

SOLOMON SEA

●
ALOTAU

TAWALI
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For a coral-reef nut like me, it doesn’t
get any better. Every day we would
return to this area at my request, and no
one was left disappointed.

Similar sites are dotted all along the
coast. Michelles is just around the bay
and sits between Deacons and the Lauadi
muck sites. It’s famous for its mainly red
whip corals, a spectacular swim-through
and large number of shoaling fish. 

There is also a site named Crinoid
City, which consists of a coral mound
rising from 40m that hosts, as the name
suggests, an enormous variety of these

marine invertebrates.
Back at Tawali, sitting on the

observation deck and sipping an ice-cold
beer after yet another incredible day's
diving, I marvelled at the totem poles
holding up the roof to the bar. 

These, I was told, had been cut from
local trees and carried by hand through
the jungle before being hand-carved 
on site. 

As with everything else at the resort,
the logistics involved in overcoming
nature's obstacles was mind-boggling.
This resort really is a diver’s paradise. 

PNG DIVER

Above: The view across
the bay.

Above right: ‘Crazy
eyes’ – a mantis shrimp
checks Nigel out in the
muck at Dinah’s Beach.

Below: Elephant-ear
sponge and lionfish at
Wahoo Point.

FACTFILE
GETTING THERE8Flights from London Heathrow to
Singapore with Singapore Airlines (www.singaporeair.com),
then to Alotau via Port Moresby with Air Niugini
(www.airniugini.com). A tourist visa is required (US $50) and
can be obtained on arrival.

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION 8Tawali Resort. Nitrox is available, www.tawali.com 

WHEN TO GO8Year-round. The climate is typically tropical, with no distinct
seasons. Water temperature is in the 26-30°C range. 

MONEY8The kina is equivalent
to around US 50 cents. US dollars
and credit cards widely accepted.

HEALTH8A high-strength Deet-
based insect repellant and anti-
malarial tablets are
recommended. Dive centres
subscribe to a modern hyperbaric
facility in Port Moresby – DAN
insurance is a requirement. Reef
and chamber fees are mandatory
and payable locally at US $48.

PRICES8Nigel's trip was organised by Original Diving, info@originaldiving.com,
tel: 0207 978 0505, which specialises in bespoke itineraries worldwide. For £1750 it
can offer seven nights’ full-board in a Tawali Resort bungalow, return domestic
flights from Port Moresby, daily boat dives and shore-diving on the house reef,
airport transfers from Alotau, reef and chamber fees and fuel surcharges. If you’re
willing to use a slightly roundabout route, it can fly you there and back for around
£1100pp, but the most direct and popular route through Singapore costs around
£1800! www.originaldiving.com 

TOURIST INFORMATION8www.papuanewguinea.travel

www.divErNEt.com

everywhere, and crinoids in a multitude
of hues cling to everything in numbers
that beggar belief. 

Add to this amazing scene thousands
of little fish in an infinite variety of hues
darting in and out of their coral
sanctuaries, near-endless visibility and
little to no current, and you’ll
understand why I hold this destination
in such high regard. 
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Papua New Guinea

Specialists in tailor-making YOUR personal dive holiday

 Discover unique culture 

 Stunning marine 
diversity and untouched 
WWII wreck dive sites 

 Perfect for 
underwater 
photographers

 

 

0845 130 6980
sales@diveworldwide.com

www.diveworldwide.com
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Oman Dhow Liveaboard
Dive ‘The Fjords of the Gulf’;
prolific fish life, whale sharks,
stunning scenery
8 nights from just £999,
including flight

Bali Bonanza
Wrecks, critters and mantas
on The Island of the Gods
7 nights from just £875,
flights extra

Maldives Liveaboard
Luxurious boat, top sites,
big fish
7 nights from just £1595,
including flight

Mozambique
An African adventure with
sharks and big fish galore
5 nights from just £575,
flights extra

Sardine Run
Whales, dolphins, sea birds
and pure nature
7 nights from just £1175,
flights extra

Red Sea
Emperor Divers Asmaa
Liveaboard; the best value
out there - up to 24 dives in
a week!
7 nights from just £755,
including flight

From the closeness of the Red Sea to further-flung

adventures to Mozambique and the Maldives,

Diverse Travel gets you there with a complete

happy-holiday package.

Freephone 0800 915 4436
info@diversetravel.co.uk
www.diversetravel.co.uk

ATOL protected

DIVERSE – more than a word …

it’s a world of diving!

TAKE OUT a ONE-YEAR Overseas Subscription to Britain’s
best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £41.95* for 
12 issues and save 35% off the normal price.
OR TAKE OUT a TWO-YEAR Overseas Subscription to
Britain’s best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £79.95*
for 24 issues and save 38% off the normal price.

YES, please send me 12 issues ■■ ofdivEr for £41.95 24 issues ■■ ofdivEr for £79.95

starting with the _____________________________ issue

POST COUPON TO divEr, 55 High Street, Teddington TW11 8HA, UK. 

YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS      ■■ I enclose a Sterling cheque made payable to Eaton Publications for

                                             ■■ £41.95 ■■ £79.95

Please debit my ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick. ■■

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on +44 (0)20 8943 4288 
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
* Magazines dispatched by surface mail to addresses in Eire/Europe/Worldwide. Airmail rates available on request.

/

03/14

(3-digit number from reverse of card.
AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Security Code

SUBSCRIBE to
divErMagazine …

… and save up to 38%

OVERSEAS READERS

WHY WAIT FOR THE MAIL: Get the divErApp today for iPad,
iPhone and Android. You can also access digital editions of
divEr via www.Pocketmags.com and Pocketmags Magazine
Newsstand for Kindle Fire (see page 68 for details).
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”TO TRAVEL HOPEFULLY IS A BETTER THING THAN TO ARRIVE.”

I have my hand on my mask and DV, and I’m about to roll backwards

into the sea. At this critical moment it occurs to me that “arrival” is not

the moment when I hit the sea, or even the moment when I descend

upon the hoped-for wreck below: arrival is when I get safely back onto

the boat. The dive is the journey. Wow. 

Amazed by my own insight, I completely forget to pick up my camera.

Doh! I’ve created an undignified kerfuffle; the boat-crew scramble to pass

the camera down while I fight with the surface current and dodge people

launching themselves over the side. Deeply uncool.

Getting off the boat and being on the surface is the weird, transitional

bit in diving. It’s not the dive, but it’s an unavoidable first step. If

something about you or your kit is going to unravel, this is usually the

place where it happens. 

I call it the “surface shenanigans”, though skippers generally have a

more colourful (unprintable) turn of phrase for it. 

If a dive was a train journey, this would be the bit where you’re trying

to scramble through the ticket barrier and board the carriage without

losing a grip on your stuff. Travelling lightly is a glorious thing! The less

stuff you have on you, the

easier this is to manage. 

Then someone gives a

signal and… you’re off.

I have to stop myself

here, because I’m not so

sure that getting

philosophical about diving

is a particularly useful trait. 

Many of the best divers

I’ve met are simply “having

it large” – just doing it. And

usually “just doing it” while absolutely smothered in kit. 

Travel lightly? They’re likely to laugh you off the boat for being a

pretentious twat at the very mention. 

But there’s a bizarre thing that happens when you start thinking

about comparisons between diving and journeys. It’s as if your mind

starts to line up all the coincidences and random fragments of

conversation to prove something. It feels like the universe is conspiring

to draw out the parallels in front of you.

I’m discussing commuting with a friend at work. Why, we debate, do

people on a train from Scotland to London stand up to get off long

before the train reaches the station, whereas those travelling in on the

commuter train from Herts usually wait until they can see the end of the

platform at King’s Cross before making a move? 

Is it like a form of commuting decompression stop? The longer you’ve

been on the train, the more standing up you need to do before you can

finish the journeys. Perhaps there’s even an algorithm that links the

length of the journey to the length of time required in preparation before

you can get off… Nah, I have to stop this. It’s getting silly.

But then I’m standing at Waterloo Station, and there’s mayhem.

Strong winds mean that journeys are being cancelled left, right and

centre. Which is possibly just like diving, but I’m refusing to go there.

“What’s going on?” I ask the train guard. He rolls his eyes and utters

those immortal words. “Actually, you should 

have been here last week…” Spooky.

MANY OF THE BEST
DIVERS I’VE MET 

ARE SIMPLY 
‘HAVING IT LARGE’

ENJOY THE
JOURNEY

LOUISE TREWAVAS

TREWAVAS 

www.divErNEt.com
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Westfield Insurance Services has been looking after recreational
divers with its tailor-made policies for over 40 years

have access to, an experienced and/or
suitably qualified instructor or guide
● Cover for the medical cost of a diving
accident can be very low
● No cover for dive kit, or loss of diving
days due to an illness
● No shark diving, no wreck diving, no
night diving

Westfield does not exclude any of these
points, and the policies can be arranged
either as ‘single-trip’ insurance or an
‘annual multi-trip’ agreement.

EQUIPMENT INSURANCE
Offering true piece of mind that your
diving equipment is insured while you are
diving, and keeping it in storage. Westfield
includes some very important elements of
cover that, through claims experience, it
feels you truly need. These benefits
include:

● Theft cover 24/7
● ‘Overnight theft’ cover is
included from a motor

vehicle (boat or van) at
home or away, even if you

could have taken
it indoors

●

Accidental
damage
cover 24/7
● Cover for
‘accidental loss’
even when the
item is not
harnessed to you (if
you just go to use it
and drop it, or pass
it to your buddy and
they drop it)

Giving you peace of
ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

IN 2014, Westfield Insurance Services
is celebrating 42 years of looking after
recreational divers with their tailor-

made insurance policies. All the policies
are underwritten by large household
names and Lloyds of London, therefore
providing you with peace of mind they are
underwritten by a UK insurer which are
all regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority. The company offers travel
insurance, equipment insurance, personal
accident insurance, boat insurance and
even compressor insurance.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
The Westfield Travel Insurance Scheme
automatically covers all your sport diving
risks and even includes full travel insurance
too, all within the same price. Westfield
has no specific depth limit, all it asks is that
you must be diving within the current
safety recommendations of BSAC and/or
recognised agency, therefore making its
cover very comprehensive in this regard.

With more and more people relying on
travel insurance from banks or from
multi-national type companies, Westfield
has found that while these policies may
recognise scuba diving for the general
holidaymaker, they are not truly catering
for the ’diving market’ – when you look
into the cover on offer, it can often
include all sorts of exclusions. Here are
some of the exclusions Westfield has
found from other travel policies:
● Depth limits as low as 6m!
● No cover for sea rescue (this is a bit
like selling skiing cover without mountain
rescue)
● No hyperbaric chamber treatment
cover
● Cover is excluded if the holiday was
primarily booked as a diving holiday (they

are not covering diving holidays)
● You may have to be

accompanied by, or

● Emergency jettison (same as if you
drop it)
● Full transit cover while in the hands of
the baggage handlers/airline
● Westfield also includes ‘personal
accident’ insurance providing £5000
worth of cover while you are diving, and
can also include full cover for rebreathers,
DPVs and underwater cameras

PERSONAL ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
A very important issue for us all to think
about. While it sounds horrid to think of,
if you didn’t return from a weekend’s dive,
who would clear the mortgage, or pay off
the car loans?

Quite often ‘life assurance’ (which you
may already have in place) does not cover
you while you participate in
a hazardous sport,
and they often
include diving as
such. Therefore,
Westfield has

designed a
‘personal

accident’ policy
which will cover you

while you are diving in
the UK or abroad. This

policy is not to be
confused with private health

insurance or travel insurance
but it will provide various cash

benefits should you lose a limb or
even your life.

BOAT INSURANCE
The Westfield Boat Insurance Policy is

underwritten by Axa Insurance via
Towergate Marine on a specifically
designed policy for RIBs and sport diving
activity. The policy includes various
elements of cover that standard marine
policies may not, such as liability cover
against causing injury to your own divers
while in the water.

Westfield sees this as a most important
part of the policy as it understands that
the craft is often used to transport and
collect divers to and from dive sites.
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Westfield also covers the lower leg of the
engine and subsequent damage resulting
from striking of underwater or floating
objects.

All policies are subject to terms,
conditions and exclusions of the relevant
policies.

Westfield offers a first-class service with
same-day issue of policies and advice given
on the telephone with the reassurance
that you can speak to someone that is
familiar to diving, rather than just a call
centre staff member. With a team of just
four – Westfield ensures you of the very
best attention and gives you piece of mind.

All policies are underwritten by leading
insurers and are also authorised and
regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority.

If you would like to discuss any of your
insurance needs, please feel free to get in
touch.

To find out more …
Contact Westfield
Tel: 01483 237 827

Email: nick@divinginsuranceuk.com
Web: www.divinginsuranceuk.com

mind

“Insurance for all your diving kit –
cameras, DPVs and accidental

damage cover as well”

BOAT INSURANCE – Summary of cover
● Third-party liability cover – £3,000,000● Member to member liability cover –3,000,000

● Instructor to pupil liability(non-fee-paying basis)
● Water-ski liability (if selected) – £1,000,000● Theft cover

● Accidental damage
● Wide offshore cover
● 12 months in-commision
● Road transit cover to boat, trailer andengine
● Accidental damage to lower leg/prop● Damage to boat

● Cover while carrying oxygen therapy sets● No claims bonus of up to 25 per centdiscount, with protected NCB option● Wheel clamp and engine securitywarranties apply
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I suspect that this variation comes from a
Japanese name that has been translated
phonetically. We use Sente here, but that
does not mean it is correct!

In among all the wreckage there is a
high point where debris piles up to rise
some 4m above the general level of the
seabed (1). Graham Ferguson dropped
the shot right in the middle of this mound
for my dive. From here, major trails of
wreckage lead off in three directions, none
of which line up. 

I suspect that the Sente broke its back as
it capsized and sank in a heavy sea. 

Maybe the bucket-chain arm wrenched
the hull apart as the ship capsized and it
fell from its stowed position. Perhaps the
subsequent impact with the seabed
played a part. 

Depending on exactly where the shot
lands, a quick circuit about the immediate
surroundings should reveal the upturned
engine base with gearbox projecting (18),
the massive drive gears for the dredging
machinery (17), some solid frame sections
that would have supported them (13),

and a small bevelled gear and section of
propeller-shaft.

Ignoring all the big machinery for now,
we begin our tour with the small bevelled
gear and shaft (2). This would originally
have transferred power from the main
engine, with the axis oriented along the
hull, through 90° to the dredging
machinery, with the axis of the drive gears
oriented across the hull.

From the head of this gear, the
propeller-shaft (3) leads down the slope
to 29m. Solid rings round the end of the
shaft are part of the thrust-bearing that
would have transferred thrust from the
shaft to the hull.

At the bottom of this section of shaft
(4) is a section of hull-plate. If you have
been following down the shaft, turn 90° to
the right and a few metres’ swim will bring
you across a brake lever (5) for controlling
a big cable-drum winch (6). 

The drum is on end, and its lower end is
an enormous gear. Resting against this is
a second gear and section of shaft. 

This is part of the mechanism to work

Heavy machinery from an ill-fated 1900
dredger that barely started its long journey
from Scotland to Japan lies off Cork in Ireland
waiting for visiting divers, says JOHN LIDDIARD.
Illustration by MAX ELLIS.
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THIS MONTH’S TOUR IS FOR those
divers who like heavy machinery.
It’s the wreck of a dredger on which

the hull is barely recognisable, but all the
big machinery remains in a way that
allows it to be mentally reassembled. 

The wreck is variously known as Sento,
Sante, Sente and other permutations. 

DEPTH
0-20m
20-35m
35-45m
45m+

DIFFICULTY RATING
●●●❍❍

✘
✓
✘
✘

Drive-gears for the dredging mechanism stick out from the engine-mount.

www.divErNEt.com
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name suggests, a line of buckets linked
together to form a continuous chain. 

Following this outwards brings us to the
head of the chain (15), wrapped round a
giant sprocket that would have turned the
buckets against the seabed.

The chain then loops back through 180°
(16), up the slope of the debris mound to
the giant main drive-gears (17). The
biggest of these I estimate to be about
2.5m in diameter.

The final “arm” of our tour is the engine
and boiler. The engine (18) is upside-
down, crushed beneath its base. One
piston lies partly buried between the

the winch from the main engine. 
The Sente was constructed with its

engine towards the stern and a bucket-
chain that could be lowered through the
forward part of the hull, so dredging
towards the bow. 

For long-term Wreck Tour followers, this
is the opposite way round to how the St
Dunstan was constructed (Wreck Tour 40).

This winch would have been near the
head of the dredging mechanism to raise
and lower it from the seabed.

Another 90° turn in our route takes us
from the winch back onto the propeller-
shaft and a section of hull (7) that leads
most of the way to the stern. 

The propshaft is bent off to starboard,
where a smaller windlass-type anchor-
winch (8) rests on its mounting-plate. 

Dredgers are often controlled with
anchors at both ends or all four corners
while working.

Following the line of the hull again,
after a short break we come to the tail-

section of the
shaft (9) leading to a four-
bladed iron propeller (10) at 30m.
One blade is buried in the seabed. 

Part of the stern frame remains with the
rudder-post (11) lying to starboard, the
southernmost extremity of the wreckage.

Reversing our path, our tour now takes
us back along the hull-section (12) and to
the edge of the mound of debris. 

Rather than rising too far up the
mound, it can be skirted to the west, past
the outside of the sturdy frame sections
(13) mentioned earlier. 

You don’t have to follow this path
exactly, but I was on a rebreather and
feeling stingy about wasting gas by going
shallow unnecessarily.

This circuit soon intercepts the bucket-
chain (14), now leading off to the north-
east. A bucket-chain is exactly what its
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BOTH THE Sente and St Dunstan were
constructed by Lobnitz & Co of Renfrew.
Owner Henry C Lobnitz was respected
for the design and construction of
dredgers, though the yard built all types
of ship, from trawlers to tankers.

The 217-ton Sente was built for the
Japanese government at a cost of
£20,000. After brief trials in Greenock,
on 22 December 1900 the Sente set
course for Formosa, a territory of Japan
at the time, with a Japanese crew, 
a Chinese cook and Scottish officers 
and engineers. 

Just two days later in St George’s
Channel the Sente got into difficulty in 
a typical south-westerly winter gale. 

By Christmas Day the vessel had
developed a list to port, and Captain
Jameson moved 16 of the crew to the
ship’s boats, nine to the larger boat and
five to the smaller, towing them astern as
he pointed the Sente for shelter at Cork. 

Captain Jameson, the First Officer and

the Chief Engineer remained on board.
Making slow progress, it was Boxing

Day before the Sente was in sight of
land. With the crew in the lifeboats
suffering from exposure, Captain
Jameson judged the worst danger to
have passed, and invited them to rejoin
the ship. 

Those from the larger boat were soon
back on board, but those in the smaller
lifeboat declined, and remained on tow.

By 6.30 pm the Sente was in sight of
the Daunt lightship and the pilot-boat
Maid of Erin was approaching. 

Just hours from safety, the list on the
Sente began to increase. 

The ship then suddenly capsized and
sank by the stern in seconds. The five
crew in the boat still under tow cut the
rope and were rescued. There were no
other survivors.

Why was this small ship designed for
inshore use making a delivery voyage in
mid-winter? That remains a mystery.
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☛
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WINTER PERILS ON ROUTE FOR JAPAN
SENTE, dredger. BUILT 1900, SUNK 1900
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engine and the main body of the mound
of wreckage. 

Projecting from the base are a series of
gears. Unlike on a conventional
steamship, the main engine of the Sente
was fitted with a gearbox, so the power of
the big main engine could to be used to
drive both the ship via the propeller and
the dredging machinery. 

Clockwise from above
left: Thrust-bearing on
propeller-shaft; crank
section below engine;
pulley block for lowering
the bucket-chain; cable-
drum and drive-gear.

Beyond the engine, our tour ends at a
single boiler (19). 

With fairly forgiving tides, you could
ascend and decompress on the shotline
or on a delayed SMB.

Just make sure to discuss the plan
with the skipper first, so that everyone is
working from the same page of the
hymn-book.

www.divErNEt.com
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TOUR GUIDE
TIDES8Slack water coincides with
high and low water Cobh, but is only
really necessary on spring tides. 

DIVING & AIR8Liveaboard and RIB
diving with Ocean Addicts,
www.oceanaddicts.ie

ACCOMMODATION8Ocean Addicts
operates the fleet tender liveaboard
Embarr, with on-board accommodation
for 12 divers.

LAUNCHING8Numerous slipways 
are available in the estuaries at Kinsale
and Cork.

QUALIFICATIONS8PADI Advanced or
BSAC Sports Diver.

FURTHER INFORMATION8

Admiralty Chart 1765, Old Head of
Kinsale to Power Head. Cork diver Tony
O’Mahony runs the website
www.corkshipwrecks.net with

information on the Sente and many
other wrecks.

PROS8A perfectly sized wreck for a
no-stop dive with the appropriate
nitrox mix. 

CONS8Harder to reach now that the
Swansea-Cork ferry is out of action.

Thanks to Graham and Anne Ferguson,
Adrian Dziubinski, John Collins.

NEXT TOUR:THE ALBANIAN

Would your club or dive centre like to see
its favourite wreck featured here? If you
would like to help John Liddiard put
together the information, why not invite
him to come and dive it with you? Write 
to John c/o Wreck Tour at  divEr.

GETTING THERE8Ocean Addicts operates from Kinsale,
Co Cork. Unfortunately the Swansea-Cork ferry service has
ceased, so the closest ferry route from the UK is via
Pembroke or Fishguard in Wales to Rosslare. 

HOW TO FIND IT8The GPS co-ordinates are 51 44.674N,
008 10.440W (degrees, minutes and decimals). The stern
points to the south-west, but it is hard to work out where
the bow points.

THE SENTE

CORK HARBOUR

OYSTERHAVEN

OLD HEAD 
OF KINSALE

KINSALE

Sente
✘

SOUTHERN 
IRELAND

CELTIC SEA

4 MILES

●
●
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PURSUIT OF PERFECTION

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

THE TEAM

SUPPORT

Customer Satisfaction

The Team

Pursuit of Perfection

Support

DNA OF O’THREE

A group of dedicated individuals
that together as a team are hard to beat. 

We do not take for granted the huge suport we 
continue to enjoy from our existing customers. 
Whether it's an advert in a magazine or a ground 
breaking expedition screened across the world, 
most of our business comes from word of mouth.

For O'Three, that quest for perfection is a continuous journey, not a 
destination.  We are proud of our past, but are firmly focused on the future.
Our future is to continue to make the best possible dry suits we can. 

Whether you are new to dry suit diving or an old hand, the quality 
of our support to you and the dry suit you have bought will remain
long after the price is forgotten.  On the very rare occasion we do 
get it wrong, we will put our hands up and do all we can 
to put it right.
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for underwater silhouettes taken just
below the surface. 

A big attraction of shooting
silhouettes under water is that they
simplify the photographic process and
eliminate the risk of backscatter. 

The basic technique is to aim the
camera up, frame the subject against 
the surface and expose for the blue of 
the surface. 

Framing the subject against the
brightest water, which is that directly
between us and the surface, will give us
the greatest contrast and the most
dramatic silhouette. 

Also, exposing for the blue of the
surface and framing the subject against
it will nicely frame the subject within the
darker tones of Snell’s Window. 

WHEN WE USE A FISHEYE LENS
and shoot directly up, we can get in
almost the entire circle formed by 
Snell’s Window, creating a striking
composition.

However, when we shoot towards 
the surface we will probably have to
consider how we deal with the sun in our
image. Unlike the early days of digital,
our cameras now do a pretty decent job
of capturing the sun, but in a silhouette
shot we often don’t want it. 

In any image, the areas of highest
contrast will dominate the composition,
and we want the viewer’s eye to be
drawn to the main subject. 

When the sun is in the shot, this will
often be the area of greatest contrast,

www.divErNEt.com

column I want to focus on excluding
foreground colours and details from our
frames, and shooting silhouettes. 

That said, silhouettes are not colour-
free images. Under water we will always
have the rich colour of the water at
diving depths. Getting a strong blue or
green is essential for a successful image. 

If we are very shallow, we can even
silhouette our subject against the sky 
or, in certain environments, the colours
that come from subject matter above 
the waterline. 

Trees, cliffs, clouds and more will
provide alternative background colours

STARTER TIP
The best subjects for silhouettes
are those with characteristic
outlines, such as sharks, turtles,
mantas, divers, dolphins and 
sea-lions. 

The classic subject is
hammerhead sharks schooling,
which when shot from below
delivers the hammerhead
wallpaper image. A shot I have still
to capture.

The underwater world can be a
confusing riot of colour, shapes
and movement, and sometimes
the photographer just has to cut
right through all that noise, says
ALEX MUSTARD, as he continues
his pursuit of perfection

BE THE
CHAMP!
’Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication’

☛
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MANY ASPECTS OF DIVING
benefit from the application of
KISS. The phrase Keep It

Simple, Stupid is particularly apt in the
task-loading world beneath the waves.
There is even a rebreather company
named after the expression! 

It is certainly an idiom well suited to
underwater photography. 

The importance of simplicity comes
into focus when we consider the
difference between a painter and an
underwater photographer. 

A painter starts with a blank canvas
and needs to add only what is necessary
to create an image, such as Picasso’s
famous Dove Of Peace. 

Conversely, an underwater
photographer starts with the riotous
canvas that is life in the ocean. To
capture this natural wonder in a
graphically strong and eye-catching
composition, we need to simplify. 

Photography has always been as much
about what we exclude from the frame as
what we include. 

There are many strands to such “less
is more” thinking, but in this month’s

Left: Simplicity itself –
Picasso’s Dove of Peace sets
the tone for a good
underwater silhouette.

Below: Snell’s Window is
regularly our friend in
silhouette compositions,
such as this one of
barracuda. 

Taken in Raja Ampat with
Nikon D4 and Nikon 16mm
fisheye. Subal ND4 housing
and Zen 230 dome. No
strobes. ISO 400, 1/320th 
@ f/16. 
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PHOTO TECHNIQUE
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Pictured: Silhouettes 
can reduce busy scenes,
such as coral reefs, to
simple, graphically
powerful pictures. 

Taken in Komodo with
Nikon D7000 and Tokina
10-17mm fisheye.
Nauticam housing and
Zen 100 dome. No strobes.
ISO 200, 1/250th @ f/10. 
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and therefore the sunburst will
outcompete our subject for attention;
ultimately meaning that the image is 
less powerful. 

So in most silhouette shots it is best to
keep the sun out of the frame or, even
better, to hide it behind the subject so
that it gives even more emphasis to it.

This sounds simple enough in theory,
but we often need to put in quite a bit of
legwork to get a subject directly between
us and the surface. Especially when we
are trying to place the subject precisely
in front of the sun. 

Furthermore, when shooting directly
upwards, our own bubbles will float up
and ruin the shot. Photoshop can come
to the rescue here, but while it goes
against the advice of training manuals, 
it is not a scoop to tell you that many

www.divErNEt.com56

photographers will carefully minimise
their breathing when taking these shots. 

Silhouettes obviously don’t need
strobes, but it is time-consuming to
reach out to each strobe and turn it off
when a turtle suddenly decides to leave
the reef and swim overhead. 

It is much better to check if your
camera and/or housing has a quick way
to turn off the flash before diving.

Many underwater cameras now use
pop-up flash to trigger our strobes, and
the housings provide levers for both
popping up the flash and putting it
down again. Flipping the flash down is
the quick way to be ready for shooting
silhouettes. 

On some cameras you can also set a
customisable control button to act as a
flash-off function. This is how I have my
housing set up, where the lever next to
my shutter-lever switches off the flash. 

This means that when the turtle
swims over my head, I can shoot both
flash-fill and silhouette images at will.

WHILE SILHOUETTES might be
relatively easy to take, using them
effectively is not so straightforward. 

Silhouettes are high-impact images.
They get attention, but they usually
leave the viewer wanting more. As a
result they are usually at their strongest
when part of a collection of photos. 

Above: Animals that are
easily recognisable by their
outline are particularly
suited to silhouettes, such
as this sea-lion. 

Taken in Mexico with Nikon
D700 and Nikon 16-35mm.
Subal ND4 housing and Zen
230 dome. No strobes. ISO
500, 1/400th @ f/14.

Silhouetted images are often best
appreciated when used sparingly in a
slide-show, online gallery or portfolio.
An entire exhibit of silhouettes is
unlikely to be satisfying! 

They are particularly effective at the
start or end of a collection, or to divide
sets of images. 

Silhouettes are also very useful to
publishers for background images for
pages, which can still feature plenty of
text. They are not to be overused, but it
ingratiates us to editors when we include
at least one in an article submission. 

Silhouettes are simple but strong
images that will add diversity and class
to our portfolio, as long as we use 
them sparingly. As Leonardo Da Vinci
put it: “Simplicity is the ultimate
sophistication”.

MID-WATER TIP
Pointing our camera at the surface
can mean much higher light levels
than we’re used to on a dive. 

Don’t be afraid to wind up the
shutter speed, as we’re no longer
restricted by the flash
synchronisation speed of our
camera. This is especially
important for fast-moving subjects
such as dolphins and sea-lions.

PHOTO TECHNIQUE

MID-WATER TIP
When wanting to capture
silhouettes in Snell’s Window, plan
shoots for early in the morning or
late in the day. This ensures that
the sun is at the edge of the frame
and is less intense. 

Furthermore, the light fall-off is
greatest at this time, so the edges
of Snell’s Window are at their
darkest compared with the centre.
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Winners of the Virgin
Atlantic Presidents’

Award in 2013 Over 1,000,000 UK Travel Customers voted

Amazing reefs, some great wrecks and,
of course, the Cenotes!

Mexico - Cozumel and
Playa del Carmen

COZUMEL AND PLAYA DEL CARMEN
7 nights in Cozumel with 5 days diving included,
followed by 7 nights Playa Del Carmen with 5 days
diving included. All inclusive accommodation AND 2
full days in the Cenotes too!

From £2379 per person!

COZUMEL single centre
7 nights full board accommodation including 2 boat
dives per day and unlimited house reef diving –

FROM only £1699pp!

10 night twin centre
taking in the fabulous reefs of Cozumel and then
Playa Del Carmen with Bull Shark diving in the winter
months – AND the Cenotes too!

FROM £1899pp!

PACIFIC MEXICO
La Paz, Cabo San Lucas, Baja and the liveaboards in
Socorro Islands, Guadalupe and the Sea of Cortez for
white sharks, giant Pacific mantas and the like …

from £3299pp.

Tel: 020 7644 8252
www.TheScubaPlace.co.uk

7, 10 and 14 day
packages available, ALL

with 46kgs baggage
allowance!
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I’M SINKING THROUGH the
wispy milkiness, ghostlike and
ethereal, my body disappearing in

stages, being consumed by the 3m deep
sulphur cloud. It looks for all the world
like some scene from a vampire movie. 

Huge tree branches, protruding,
seemingly alive – moving, ready to grab
or entangle feet or legs, as the cloud
seeps around, with dancing tendrils like
huge trails of cigarette smoke. 

I am in a cenote called Angelita, or the
Nightmare. Located 15 minutes south
of Tulum, or a 90-minute drive from
Cancun in Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula,
this cenote is just one of an estimated
7000 natural sinkholes resulting from

the collapse of limestone bedrock that
exposes groundwater below. 

The area is famed for its crystal-clear
ocean, colourful healthy reef and large
pelagics, especially whale sharks in
season.

I had however chosen to forego these
attractions after being sandwiched
between two tropical storms, one from
the Atlantic, the other from the Pacific.
They had seemed to meet each other in
a Mexican stand-off right over the
peninsula. So I was now diving in the
relative safety of the area’s wealth of
inland underground caves. 

The word cenote comes from the
Mayan word dzonot, or sacred well. The

cenote begins as an underground
chamber that forms when the limestone
substrate is eroded by the action of
rainwater.  As the chamber expands,
there is less support from the water, 
so the roof often collapses, leaving
underground water-filled caves. 

Cenotes may fully collapse, creating
open-water ponds, or collapse only
partially, with rock formations hanging
over the entrance to the cave systems. 

The size of cenotes varies from small
pools to 10s of metres in circumference.
Most of those in the Yucatan Peninsula
are small sheltered sites without visible
surface water. Formed more than 6500
years ago, an extensive system of

Some say that once you’ve
dived one cenote you’ve dived
them all, but LISA COLLINS is
back from Mexico’s Yucatan
with a rather different story
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underground interconnections links
many Mexican cenotes. 

Over the past 20 years more than 300
miles of interconnected passageways,
sinkholes and caves forming this
incredible eco-system have been
discovered by scuba-divers. From time
to time, these systems find their way to
the ocean, and sea water enters the
sinkholes. 

Being heavier than fresh water it
sinks, and at certain depths where fresh
and salt water mix, haloclines may be
formed, causing interesting and
unusual visual effects. 

A change in temperature and
buoyancy may also be experienced

depending on the depth of the cenote
and the amount of seawater present.
Sea water is often warmer than fresh
water, which can provide a pleasing
transition. 

In Angelita, a medium-sized round
open sinkhole, the pit is very deep, at
60m. It is unusual in that the boundary
between fresh and salt water at 32m
mixes with the hydrogen sulphate
emanating from rotting vegetation,
causing an ethereal cloud. 

Because of the two tropical storms
and the accompanying days of
torrential rain, the level of the water
had risen by 2m, making the cloud level
start at 34m.  The rain had also
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☛

Pictured: Entrance to the
Chac Mool cenote.

Below: Just when you
were starting to relax –
a warning sign designed
to keep divers alert.
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caused the normally clear visibility,
with sunbeams lighting the whole
cenote down to the sulphur level, to
reduce to 5-10m. It was almost as dark
as a night dive. 

We had approached the cenote along
a 200m forest path after kitting up in
the car park, making our slippery way
to the edge of a large pond surrounded
by a canopy of trees and vegetation.

I imagined how beautiful the sun-

dappled water would be in perfect
conditions, but as it was mud, rain and
rotting leaves were making me wonder
what we were doing.

Our dive guide Chucho (Jesus
Guzman) of Koox Diving, located in the
centre of Tulum town, explained that
there would normally be a high drop of
around 2-3m into the water. 

However, as the water levels had
risen so substantially, we were able to
slip in, walrus-like, off a ledge, instead
of having our tanks and cameras
lowered to us on ropes. 

The cool, 20° water shocked me at
first. As I became accustomed to it,
Chucho signalled for us to light our
torches and descend. He had already
given us a very thorough briefing in the
relative warmth and dryness of the
dive-shop, followed by a reminder in
the car – he had insisted on driving us
to the cenotes in his truck, to save our
hire car from getting muddy. 

At around 15m I looked up and was
surprised, because of the depth of
blackness, to see a glowing, emerald
fog-like halo above us – the surface. 

Having no perception of depth, I kept
a constant check on my dive computer,
and Chucho’s bright torch-beam.  

At around 30m, he signalled for us to
stop above a large leafless tree, its
branches reaching out to us like fingers
grasping for a handhold, with swirling
mist only just visible below. 

Our brief had been to descend to the
cloud, penetrate it and come out below
at around 37m, where we would
investigate the tree roots and
vegetation. Very careful not to get

entangled in the branches, and watching
our depths avidly, Chucho led us to one
side of the sinkhole to search a small
cave for tiny bat bones. 

The smell of sulphur, which had
escaped into my mask when I cleared it,
was strong and distinctive. 

After a few minutes we started to
ascend back through the cloud, keeping
our torches on each other. 

We raised our heads out of it, our
eyes by now more accustomed to the
darkness. The eerie green glow above
made our bottomless bodies resemble 
a scene from a Hitchcock movie. 

Finally reaching the surface, we swam
to the muddy edge of the pond and
climbed out carefully. 

Wary of the slippery rocks, we carried
our gear back through the woods,
fighting off huge mosquitoes biting our
faces and ears, the water having washed
away our repellant. 

SHOWERING OFF THE SULPHUR
stench from our wetsuits in the very
basic facilities near the car park, Chucho
decided to take us to a different cenote
for our second dive. 

There are thought be thousands in
the Yucatan Peninsula, with only
around 30% having been discovered so
far, and only around 30 well-known to
divers. The cenotes are owned by the
state, but the land around them is
mainly privately owned, so you
normally pay a fee to access the water. 

Many owners figure this to be a great
source of income, charging $10-40pp
entry. The larger, more popular sites,
although more expensive, usually have

www.divErNEt.com
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better facilities, such as a basic bathroom
and shower. 

Driving through a sudden deluge of
rain, dodging red-backed tarantulas,
large puddles and huge potholes, we
headed west towards Coba for 15
minutes or so. 

Beside the road, and encroaching onto
it after all the rain, was a series of linked
ponds, in which Chucho told us several
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Clockwise from left:
Diver in Chac Mool; the
green waters of Kukulcan
cenote; brightly coloured
fish in ‘fairyland’;  diver
beside protruding tree-
roots in Kukulcan.

crocodiles lived. We
were excited to try
to look for them,
but the flooding
had caused them to
retreat further into
the forest. 

This cenote,
Akun Ta, had been
renamed Car
Wash by taxi-drivers who once used its
waters to clean their cars. Chucho told us
that this cenote was his favourite, and a
very special place.

I could see that the water was an
orangey-brown, caused by the rotting red
mangroves and vegetation as well as
minerals in the soil, and vastly
exacerbated by the raised water level
caused by tropical storms. 

At different times of year, the cenote
would vary in colour from crystal blue to
emerald green to sludgy brown, and
occasionally the colour it was that day. 

AS WE APPROACHED THE POND, we
saw again that the water levels had risen
considerably. 

Chucho, who had lived near there for
many years, said he had never seen the
level so high or the colour of the water so
pronounced. It looked as if we were
about to dive into a lake of Coca Cola. 

The wooden steps into the pond were
submerged, so we turned and sank
backwards into the water. 

At around 3m, we suddenly emerged
into a crystal fairyland. Spinning around
we could see the edges of the 50m-wide
pond in all directions. 

The bottom was at only 6m, and tall

stems of lily-like plants stood sentinel
around the whole circumference.
Darting between the stems were small,
brightly coloured fish, flashing greens
and pinks as they caught our lights,
resembling dancing fairies. 

A soft, lush, emerald carpet of algae
grew across the floor of the pond.
Looking towards the surface, it was
amazing how the brown turned bright
orange as it reflected against the sky. 

If it was like this in torrential rain,
what must it be like in bright sunlight?

Chucho led us over to a dark area 
I had spotted at one side of the pond. 

It turned out to be the entrance to a
cave system. He had briefed us that he
would lead us into the caves, laying a
line as he went. 

Securing the first part of his line, we
followed single-file, wary of our fins
stirring up the bottom, as we descended
through a cut in the rock edging the
cenote. 

Moving slowly, stopping every 10m to
secure his line to another rock, we
followed Chucho down to around 12m
and through a series of caverns, twisting
and turning this way and that. 

Coming to a large wall, he
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entered a huge room where we ascended
slightly, coming closer to an opening in
the roof where light rays speared the
surface like lasers. 

Fallen tree trunks and vegetation
littered the bottom, sometimes
protruding into the cavern. Seeing
another diver swim past the entrance to
the room revealed the true scale and
magnificence of the cavern. 

Following a short surface interval, we
entered the second cenote, down a set of
steps into an underground cave where
the entrance to the water was hidden.
The entry (and exit) was precarious,
slippery and uneven. 

Back-rolling into the small, shallow

pool, narrow but elongated, I descended
only a metre or two. I looked around,
but couldn’t see where we were to go. 

Chucho started to head down to a tiny
cut in the rock, barely wide enough for
him to fit through. Squeezing through
the tunnel at around 10m, with my large
camera, I was disconcerted to find the
visibility turning to jelly as Chucho’s fins
mixed the fresh with the sea water,
causing a halocline. 

AT THE OPENING INTO an underwater
room, I moved slightly above Chucho to
the undisturbed water and followed him
into a series of caves. 

We entered a room where the roof had
partially collapsed, leaving a domed air
pocket. A large mineralised tree-root
descended through the rock into the
middle of the air pocket, ending around
1.5m under water. 

Surfacing and removing our regs, we
expected to breathe dank, old air, but it
was incredibly fresh. 

Heading back towards the entrance,
we passed through a cavern where a
bright green opening made an
interesting contrast to the darkness of
the cave. This was another entrance to
the cenote. 

I have heard people say that once you
have seen one cenote, you’ve seen them
all. But in fact every cenote I saw differed
in colour, structure and visibility.
Visiting at different times of year brings
new characteristics caused by changing
surrounding vegetation. 

With names such as Dos Ojos, the Pit,
Pet Cemetery, Dreamgate, Temple of
Doom and Garden of Eden, there are
many more cenotes for me to explore,
and still more to be discovered. It is hard
to grasp how large an area these hidden
caves must cover, and what beauty lies
like a secret waiting to be discovered by
those who dare.

Above: The diver shows
the scale of a cenote like
Chac Mool.

Left: Statue among 
the stalactites and 
stalagmites.

FACTFILE
GETTING THERE8Fly direct from
London with BA or Virgin, or through
most major US gateways, to Cancun.
Tulum is a 1.5-2 hour car ride from there. 

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION 8Koox Diving, www.cenote-
diving-mexico.com. There are many large hotel resorts and
small boutiques hotels around Tulum. 

WHEN TO GO8Cenotes can be dived year-round. For bright,
sunny, clear conditions go from December-June. Hurricane
season from June-November can bring heavy rain, reducing
visibility but causing unusual colour and light effects. 

MONEY8US dollars are accepted everywhere, though you
may get change in Mexican pesos. Be wary of filling stations
if you hire a car. They will set their own unfavourable
exchange rate for US dollars. 

HEALTH8No vaccinations or malaria tablets needed.
Mosquitos can be a problem in rainy season, so take good
insect repellant. 

PRICES8Koox Diving can arrange accommodation as well
as a range of diving packages. A five-day, five-cenote pack
with six day’ hotel stay (two sharing) would come to US
$1200pp. A five-day stay with three cenote days and one sea
day costs $885. Scheduled flights from around £600.

TOURIST INFORMATION8www.visitmexico.com
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motioned for us to come and look at a
set of objects, including the pottery head
of an animal – offerings to the Mayan
gods from some long-ago age. 

Passing stalagmites and stalactites, 
all too soon Chucho signalled for us to
turn and slowly follow his line out. He
brought up the rear, untying his line as
he went. 

Finishing the dive in the 3m shallow
part of the pond, it was like being in
some childhood dream of pixies and
enchanted lands. 

On an earlier trip in June, we visited
two other cenotes in the area, Chac Mool
and Kukulcan. In the far better
conditions then, we experienced them in
the normal way. 

Diving the larger and deeper Chac
Mool first, we entered through a small
open pond. Cutting down under water
through an overhanging cliff into a
series of rooms, we passed several small
roped-off tunnels. 

We then came to a bigger tunnel with
a large “danger” sign. Descending to
12m, we passed two levels of beautiful
stalactites and stalagmites. On one ledge
a holy statue had been placed. 

On our way back to the entrance, we

CAVERN DIVER
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WE’VE ALL SEEN THE shot of a
whale shark, mouth agape,
sifting plankton through its

massive gills. 
And how many photos are there of

manta rays hovering “mid-flight” above
a kaleidoscopic reef? Or cheeky seals
baring their teeth at the camera?

But with no megafauna, no schools of
game fish, no exotic coral reef, and few
mammals, how do you take wow shots
in a place such as Lake Malawi? 

I ponder this as I arrive at Blantyre,
the country’s bland commercial hub. 

As a dive journalist, your article lives
or dies on the strength of its pictures:
produce poor shots and the piece won’t
get taken (leaving a trail of grumpy
sponsors in your wake). Despite friends
insisting that I spend my life on holiday,
the pressures aren’t negligible. 

But before a collective playing of the
world’s smallest violin, I’ll concede that
the job does have its perks. These
include diving the more unusual
destinations such as Lake Malawi. 

I’d always been intrigued by thoughts
of diving here: no salt, no  heavy suits,
raging currents, soupy water, hectic
launches or negative entries. Just warm,
clear, predictable diving that offers new
photographic challenges.

When the African tectonic plates
split, perhaps as long as 2 million years
ago, they formed a giant tear in the
landscape. 

Over time, this filled and became
Lake Malawi. Known as the Calendar
Lake, it is 365 miles north to south and
52 miles across at its widest point,
making it the third largest lake in
Africa. It has shorelines on western
Mozambique, eastern Malawi and
southern Tanzania. 

GOOGLE LAKE MALAWI, and one of
the first things you’ll read is that it
contains more freshwater fish species
than all of North America and Europe
combined. However, what most
material neglects to mention is that up
to 2000 of these are varieties of cichlids.

I drive a couple of hours to Cape
Maclear, one of Malawi’s most touristy
regions, underwhelmed at the thought
of spending much dive time with these
colourful fish, which I assume will be
pretty to look at, but lacking gravitas. 

Louis, divemaster at Cape Maclear
Scuba, takes me on my first dive to
Aquarium, off Thumbi Island. 

A pleasant 10-minute saunter to the
site provides the opportunity to ogle my
surroundings. 

The lake is spectacular, a vivid blue
dollop of loveliness that pulses with life.
Malawian women, seemingly a hard-
working bunch, scrub clothes on the
lake shore, as children perform
backflips off traditional dug-out canoes,
watched by fathers preparing their
fishing nets.

Thumbi, like many islands in these
parts, comprises giant boulders and
miombo woodland. A couple of fish
eagles, Malawi’s national bird, eye up
the water for signs of breakfast. 

I lean over the side to inspect the site:
the sandy bottom, some 20m beneath,
stares back. The only thing impeding
my view are lots and lots of colourful
fish. It’s time to meet the cichlids.

After 30 minutes happily wafting my
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Skittish cichlids and granite boulders –
Lake Malawi supplies new photographic
challenges for AARON GEKOSKI

BRIGHT AND 
BEAUTIFUL

SMALL THINGS
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way through thousands of pretty little
fish, something remarkable catches my
eye. It’s a cichlid, no more than 20cm
long, and it appears to be inhaling lots
of its miniature clones. 

With cheeks full, it departs for
somewhere it won’t be stared at by
wide-eyed divers. Now that’s a
photographic opportunity.

It turns out that the majority of Lake
Malawi’s cichlids are mouthbrooders,
which offer oral protection to their
young. Not so dull any more, these fish.

I make it my mission to get a decent
shot of them mid-slurp: a task that
turns out to be far easier in theory than
in practice.

A couple of days is more than enough
in Cape Maclear. There are too many
pushy beach-hawkers selling naff
wooden carvings for this grizzled
English traveller. Plus – and here’s the
bit I’ve been waiting for – a stay at
famous Mumbo Island awaits. 

Lying a couple of miles off Cape
Maclear, Mumbo Island is home to a
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single lodge, operated by Kayak Africa.
With its dry-composting toilets, lack of
electricity and bucket showers, it is one
of the greenest lodges at which I’ve had
the pleasure of staying. 

Should it need to pick up and move
tomorrow, it would leave almost no
ecological impact on the island.

Manager Robin takes me on some 10
dives, on which we encounter a handful
of mouthbrooders. As we approach
them either mum takes off – leaving her
babies open to the threat of predators ☛

Above, from left: A
mouthbrooder protects its
young at Likoma Island;
Kevin with what is
possibly a cave painting; a
cichlid guards its nest.

Pictured: A mouthbrooder
caught  in mid-suck as it
protects its babies. It took
Aaron months to get a
shot with which he felt
happy.
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– or she sucks them up before we get
close enough to grab a shot. 

Despite failing hands-down on this
front, I spend a week on Mumbo in
photographic bliss. I snap a monitor
lizard’s backside as it swims to a nearby
rock to catch some rays. I even attempt 
a shot of a fish-eagle from below the
surface, catching a meal. The final result
– an arty blue mess – wasn’t quite the
award-winning shot I had envisaged.

CREATIVE JUICES FLOWING, and
joined by my girlfriend Gem, we head to
the capital Lilongwe and catch a short
flight to Likoma Island in the north. 

Likoma could be straight from a fairy
tale. At the heart of its charms are
craggy, baobab-lined beaches inhabited
by small fishing communities. 

Its remote location – Mozambican
waters in fact surround Likoma –
ensures that it remains relatively free
from the trappings of tourism.

We lap up a couple of decadent days
at Kaya Mawa, a beach-house-chic lodge
that drips with romance. The rest of our
six-week stay is spent at Mango Drift, its
smaller, more laid-back brother. 

The lodge is run by old friend Kevin
and his girlfriend Georgia. I explain my
mission to grab a passable photograph
of a mouthbrooder protecting its babies. 

“Don’t sweat it, we’ll get your shot
bro,” comes his response. Kev’s an
optimistic soul.

Much like Mumbo, Likoma offers
divers more than just mouthbrooders.
The first site to which Kev takes us is
called Chinunwe, and is famed for its
giant craters, which cichlids lovingly
form to attract mates. 

On a night dive to Ndamo Point we
watch dolphinfish hunt by torchlight.
Giant rock formations at Christian’s
Point dwarf divers. Even the snorkelling
around Kaya Mawa turns out to be great
for whittling away a few hours. 

MALAWI DIVER

GETTING THERE8  Fly from London to
Blantyre/Lilongwe with Ethiopian Airways,
www.flyethiopian.com, or to Likoma from
Lilongwe with Ulendo, www.ulendo.net

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION8Diving & Accommodation:
Mumbo Island, www.mumboisland.com,
www.kayakafrica.co.za. Kaya Mawa, www.kayamawa.com.
Mango Drift, www.mangodrift.com

WHEN TO GO8The dry winter months are between June-
August, when the water is coolest. Expect strong easterly
winds, known as mwera. Temperatures rise markedly from
September to October, while the rainy season can last from
December to March. Algae blooms from January to February
can cloud the water. 

MONEY8Malawian kwacha.

PRICES8Cedarberg Travel offers tailor-made packages to
African countries including Malawi. A five-night Kaya Mawa
diving package, including flights from and to Lilongwe, all
meals, airstrip transfers, four boat or shore dives (one a day),
snorkelling, mountain biking, kayaks and sailing, costs from
£1600. A five-night Mumbo Island Camp diving package,
including road transfers from and to Lilongwe, all meals and
drinks, boat transfer to the island, four dives, snorkelling and
kayaking cost from £1157. www.cedarbergtravel.com. 

FURTHER INFORMATION8www.malawitourism.com

FACTFILE

Above, from left: Not a
bad place for a beauty
treatment – the pier at
Kaya Mawa lodge; Kev and
Gem depart for Christian's
Point, Likoma Island;
granite boulders and
cichlids epitomise diving in
Lake Malawi.

Below left: All there in
black and white – the
obliging mouthbrooding
cichlid in Masimbwe.

On our dives we see a few large
kampango or giant catfish (delicious to
eat, funny-looking to photograph) and
on surfacing at Chinunwe we’re treated
to four otters playing at the surface. 

With no other divers to worry about, 
I try out some over/under shots of Kev
and Gem. And while I get lots of images
of colourful cichlids, that darned
photograph of one hoovering up its
babies continues to elude me. 

It turns out that Masimbwe, a large
stone’s throw from Kaya Mawa, is not
only the best site we dive in Malawi, but
also the best for mouthbrooders. A few
days before we leave the country, a little
silver cichlid grants me my wish. 

Sneakily hidden beneath a rock, and
with only a split-second to react and
manoeuvre my strobe, the fish isn’t
perfectly lit. But I like the composition
and its resigned, poignant expression
that says: “You’ve got your shot, now
hurry on home and leave us in peace.” 
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The latest diving videos from around
the world showing now at

www.divErNEt.com
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You can also access digital editions of 
divEr via www.Pocketmags.com  and 
Pocketmags Magazine Newsstand for Kindle Fire.

How It Works
Simply download the divEr app for
FREE from the App Store or Google
Play and receive a sample copy
completely FREE. Once you have the
app, you will be able to download
new and back issues or take out a
subscription all for less than the
newsstand price.

H
Don’t forget to register for your
Pocketmags account (using the
same username and password
you registered for your App),
which will also allow you to view
your purchases on multiple
platforms. 

Get Britain’s best-
selling diving
magazine on Apple
Newsstand, major
Android devices,
Kindle Fire, 
HP Touchpad 
and PC & Mac. 
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OR THOSE AMONG YOU who have no
idea what Doomsday preppers are, they’re
people who are convinced that the end is

nigh, and dutifully stockpile stuff. 
Their houses have cupboards full of jam, 

a tiny generator, spare batteries for everything,
and occasionally a gun. 

They also have skills. They can weave
interesting things with para-cord, they can
make accessories out of a newly hollowed
squirrel, and have various ways of lighting a fire
that don’t involve matches or gas. 

All the while they peer hopefully at the sky,
awaiting the meteor / bomb / spaceship / solar
flare that finally means they can head to the
hills and be happy (and right).

Andy Torbet – Torbs – is one of these people,
by the way. He simply can’t wait; he’s beside
himself at the prospect.

“Just you and me, matey,” is an oft-held
conversation, “when it all kicks off, we take the

women and disappear into the woods. Anyone
follows us, we slot ’em”. 

This is just to warn you, by the way. If the
Apocalypse should suddenly be upon us, don’t
follow a lanky Marine and a stocky Para into 
a forest. It would be ironic to survive
Armageddon and then get shot by Torbs as you
bimble innocently about looking for toadstools.

THE REASON FOR ALL THIS Doomsday talk is
that I’ve just run a Wildlife Expedition
Training Weekend down here in Devon. This
was geared to prepare folk for any diving /
filming / general ruggsy-tuggsy expedition they
might be planning. 

The camp was muddy and wild, the woods
like something out of Grimm’s Fairy Tales, so
all in all it was a pretty good equivalent of a
rainforest. Except, of course, that this was
Devon, so there was a lot more rain than your
average steaming equatorial jungle. 

There wasn’t a great deal of steaming either,
now I come to think of it – it was that delightful
combination of hammering precipitation and
icy temperatures. Lovely.

The vast majority of those attending were
divers and, dare I say it, I spotted a number of
common characteristics unique to them. 

The first was an ability to adapt to changes in
the plan. This is such an inherent part of being
a British diver that I really don’t feel any need
to extrapolate that particular point too much.
But I will anyway. 

The expression “cuff” is an often used – and
in diving terms occasionally dangerous – word,
but it is an essential part of any dive, whether
that be in small changes in the plan, a slight kit
re-alignment, or disorientation-related-buddy-
reallocation (which is what I call getting lost
and then attaching yourself to whoever
happens to be swimming past).  

There was also a willingness among our
intrepid group to make stuff. 

This is typical. Leave a pair of divers alone
for any length of time with a few simple
accessories (a shoe, an owl and an avocado for
example), and they’ll come up with the all-new
Avashowl device. This actually happened once.
Probably. 

Mind you, I’ve seen this again and again on
dive projects: the ability to sit down, stare at an
apparently random pile of objects, and figure
out a solution to a problem. Quite unwittingly,
we do it all the time, on every dive trip.

So there are the positives writ large. The
negatives are, of course, lengthy stories about a
dive in 1989 at Scapa when a pollack the size of
an Alsation got caught up in a BC, resulting in a
fight to the death at 80m. 

Or being a non-diver trying to make sense of
an utterly incomprehensible series of
abbreviations and in-house tall tales that make
up most diving conversations (sorry Rob).

But these are small prices to pay for being
invincible. When the balloon does eventually
go up, as one day it surely must, there’ll only be
Torbs, me, cockroaches, Keith Richards and
British divers left.     

BEHIND THE SCENES

‘I SPOTTED A NUMBER 
OF CHARACTERISTICS
UNIQUE TO DIVERS’ 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DIVER

☛

THEBIG
PORTFOLIO
For 40 years a photo and film festival in the South of France
has loomed large in the prestige stakes – the latest winning
stills portfolio from Swiss photographer Claudio Gazzaroli
says it all. MIKE BUSUTTILI reports
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below top: The Mayan 
ruins at Copán

below right: Anthony’s 
Key Resort from the sea

ROATAN > 
VISIT HONDURAS

Tailor-made, Jan-Dec (closed Oct)  10 days, from £1,845 per person
 

UTILA >
LEARN TO DIVE
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HONDURAS >

Tailor-made, Jan-Dec                            4 days, from £525 per person
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0845 130 6980
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AT ONE TIME, SIMPLY spotting
and viewing basking sharks, let
alone getting in the water and

swimming with them, was down to
luck. They might be a bonus sighting 
on general wildlife sightseeing tours off
the coast. 

Basking Shark Scotland is an
operation that has started up out of
Oban, and its focus is on finding and
swimming with the creatures. 

With British and European divers

flying halfway round the world for “big
fish” encounters, it seems that the
humble basking shark has been
somewhat forgotten. 

Its allure doesn't seem to match its
status as the world’s second-largest fish,
only the whale shark being bigger.

The operation has been made
possible by the shark hotspot around
the islands of Coll and Tiree, due west
of the Sound of Mull, with which many
British divers will be familiar. 

The sea around the islands becomes
relatively shallow compared to the deep
Atlantic surrounding them and the
theory is that the shallows funnel the
plankton into a concentration that
makes it a tempting feeding ground for
these sharks. 

Gunna Sound, the channel between
Coll and Tiree, is known in particular as
an epicentre of basking-shark activity. 

In Oban I boarded the boat, a large
RIB with twin diesel inboard engines
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You don't have to go halfway round the world to swim with the oceans’
biggest animals. Some of them come to us, and tolerate company. It's
all a matter of timing – GRANT HENDERSON heads for the Isle of Man

LEVIATHANS
BASKING WITH

Pictured: A basking shark
gulps down the plankton.
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and largely enclosed from the elements.
We headed up the Sound of Mull for the
two-hour haul out to Coll. 

Knowing that basking sharks are
there is only half the battle, because the
fickle Scottish weather also plays a part
in the success of a day's shark-spotting. 

Despite their huge dorsal fins,
spotting baskers in choppy seas can be
tricky, especially as the grey skin of the
shark offers good camouflage against
the deep blue of the Atlantic water. 

I had booked five days of shark-
spotting scheduled to coincide with the
“Coll of the Sharks” festival in
Arinagour, Coll's main town. 

The festival would feature a few
speakers, including researchers
revealing some of their findings and
BBC underwater cameraman Doug
Anderson, who had recently filmed the
sharks for the BBC Hebrides series. 

We would be based in Arinagour,
within easy reach of the sharks. A 20-
minute ride would take us to Gunna
Sound or other known hotspots,
depending on the wind condition. 

On the first day we tried our luck at
the Cairns of Coll, a few islets at the
north end of the island where a massive
seal colony resides. 

The white sandy beaches and
turquoise waters brought on by
momentarily clear blue skies made it

hard to believe that I was in Scotland.
The chill of the water soon reminded
me of where we were as we got in,
however, and we were quickly
surrounded by playful seals, the pups
being particularly boisterous. 

WE HAD TO WAIT UNTIL the end of the
first day for the first ominous shape of 
a basking shark fin to come into view.
Reminded of the swimming etiquette –
don't get too close and don't use camera
flash, among other things – it was time
to get into the water. 

We donned our 7mm wetsuits and
managed to get a brief encounter with
the beast as we dropped in. Its gaping
white mouth contrasted against the
dark blue as the massive shark came
into view. 

It seemed large, but skipper Cameron
explained that this one was actually
quite small, and that such specimens
tended to be more skittish than the
bigger ones, which were more inclined
to ignore the passing swimmers.  

A rising south-easterly wind on the
second day prompted a run over to the
more sheltered waters on the north side
of Mull, where sharks had been spotted
in previous days.

On the way over we came across an
aggregation of five sharks. They were
out in exposed waters, and as it was
early in the day we decided to try to
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☛

Above, from top: Skipper
Cameron views a basking
shark swimming beside
the boat; a side-on shot
reveals a pattern on 
the side of the shark; 
a different perspective
but one familiar to those
who snorkel with 
basking sharks.

Left: Close-up of a shark’s
intricate gill structure.
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find some in a more sheltered area first.
This was a mistake, because we didn’t
see any sharks for the rest of the day! 

The weather cleared, and on the third
and fourth days the sun shone and the
wind eased almost completely, providing
ideal conditions. Everyone on board was
soon getting incredible encounters with
the sharks, which were more than
obliging in their swim-bys. 

Often the most fruitful encounters
occurred when a shark was working its
way along a tide-line – a clear line at the
surface where currents mix and stir up
the plankton. 

There the shark would often swim
past and then double back numerous
times, right in front of the snorkellers. 

THE SHARKS OFTEN SEEMED more
docile in the afternoons, and it was then
that we had our best encounters. 

Cameron spotted a fin on the way
south to Gunna, but approaching closer
we saw that there were no fewer than 15
sharks in the tiny bay. 

Jumping in, it was easy to see why –
the water was a thin soup of plankton
and jellyfish. The combination of the
right current and wind direction must
have forced this dense concentration of
shark food into the bay, and these
baskers were gorging themselves. 

Time after time the sharks swam past,
paying no attention to the snorkellers
watching them so avidly, simply
engrossed in the feast. 

At one stage I had two sharks in my
line of sight – remarkable, given the low
visibility. I have enjoyed numerous big-
fish encounters, including great whites,
humpbacks and whale sharks, but 
seeing these leviathans was every bit as
spectacular and thrilling.

The trip was not just about
snorkelling, however, and that evening
we went for a dive off Coll Pier, right
next to Arinagour. The pier is still
operational and dives need to be

planned accordingly, but its pilings
provide a haven for all kinds of critters. 

Macro photo opps were numerous,
though the late-evening sunlight would
have made for good wide-angle shots. 

The pilings are packed with life –
plumose and jewel anemones,
scorpionfish, decorator crabs and
countless nudibranchs made this one of
the finest UK dive-sites I’ve seen, and
would be worth the trip alone. 

Coll offers many other diving
opportunities, including the Tapti – one
of the best wreck dives off the west coast.

The success of the trip probably
hinged on dedicating plenty of time to it.
Bearing in mind the temperamental
weather, I would recommend dedicating
as many days as possible to maximise
your chances of getting in the water with
these icons of British wildlife. 

This is not the kind of trip where the
action always comes thick and fast, but
there is much wildlife to see, from rafts
of puffins on the water to diving gannets
and a seal colony on the Cairns.

HAVING HAD SUCH GOOD ACTION
on days three and four, we opted to take
day five off and explore Coll. 

We took bicycles hired from the Post
Office in town around the picturesque
little island, travelling to the west side
where wild Atlantic swells were crashing
into the numerous white sandy beaches.
Once visited, Coll is hard to forget.

Clockwise from above
left: Velvet swimming crab
in the shallows at the
Cairns of Coll; well-
camouflaged spider crab on
Coll Pier; carpets of
anemones on the pilings;
scorpionfish hiding among
plumose anemones.

Bottom: The main
attraction – that classic
shark-in-the-water
moment.
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GETTING THERE8  Day trips with Basking Shark Scotland
leave from Oban. Nearest airport is in Glasgow. The boat-ride
from Oban to Coll takes about two hours.

DIVING & ACCOMMODATION8
For anything longer than a day trip
you can stay overnight in the new
Coll Bunkhouse, or pay a little
more for B&B at the Coll Hotel.

PRICES8£150 per swimmer for a
one-day trip, £299 for two days at
the Coll Bunkhouse and £450 for
three days. 

FURTHER INFORMATION8
www.baskingsharkscotland.co.uk

FACTFILE

Picturesque Arinagour.

www.divErNEt.com
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WHO DIDN’T DREAM of flying
as a kid? Not enclosed in an
aircraft, but using your own

strength and skills. Underwater
swimming, if unburdened by scuba
gear, comes close to that sensation. 

Freediving is a mysterious
phenomenon. It seems amazing that so
many beginners quickly become
comfortable freediving to 30m or more,
the equivalent of the height of a 10-
storey building.

It helps to be strong and healthy, but
plenty of people take up the sport
without any sort of physical-training
background, and at advanced ages too.
With freediving the main thing is to
have inner balance, confidence and the

ability to relax completely and trust the
water and your buddy. 

Many freedivers consider Dahab in
Egypt as their second home. It’s where
many of them tested their aptitude for
the first time, and made life-long
friends. 

I met my Russian friends Yelena
Varshavskaya and Igor Golovanov there
on freedive governing body AIDA's
deep courses years ago, and we have
since become instructors with our own
students. We all still love Dahab, but
there comes a moment when you’re
ready for a different challenge. 

It was Igor who told us about his
experiences in Kas in Turkey.
Freedivers are warm-blooded and

Tired of carting your kit around? Kas in
Turkey is generally associated with
wreck-diving – but who needs scuba gear
to dive it? asks Ukrainian HELENA
BRENER. Photos by ANDREY NEKRASOV

KASFREE
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relaxed creatures, and it’s important to
have accessible dive-sites protected
from wind, as well as warm, clear water. 

Deep lagoons where you can easily
hang your buoy to a reef or boat are
ideal, as is an absence of current. Kas
seemed to fit all our requirements. 

It was a big party – 16 guys from
Odessa in Ukraine and 20 from
different parts of Russia – so we had to
charter a big dive-boat. 

As we set out, the bright sun and the
rich colours of the coastal landscape –
ochre slopes, green forests and piercing
blue sea – imparted a joyful feeling.

We had counted some 15 dive-sites
around Kas, deep underwater canyons
and caves along with wrecks both
modern and ancient, and limestone
reefs with their tops standing clear of
the surface or just below it. 

Rock faces towering above the 
water could descend steeply to
considerable depth. 

WE CHOSE AN ISLAND LIKE THIS
for our warm-up days, anchoring the
boats to leeward and fixing the running
rope to the bottom. We could see our
buddies as deep as 30m. 

The divers from Odessa were
especially comforted that there were
none of the thermoclines to which we
are accustomed in the Black Sea. From
the surface to the bottom in Kas, the
temperature stayed around 24-25°C.

One by one the divers came off their
buoys and headed into the blue,
gradually increasing their depth with
each dive. While descending you have
to listen to your mind and body to make
sure it’s safe to go on, but as you ascend
there comes a point at which you can let

your feelings go, and enjoy the
beautiful blueness around you. 

The reef slopes were
picturesque. Here and there

black and scarlet ascidiaceas and
matchbox-sized sponges were

FREE DIVER

☛

Clockwise from above
left: The freediving party
head back to the surface; the
crowded charter-boat; on
the line; back from a dive;
enjoying the Douglas Dakota
aircraft in 21m.
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fastened to the rock. There were few fish,
mostly small schools of sergeants,
though we did come across a turtle.

On our rest day we travelled to the
ancient town of Kekova, which was
partially submerged in ancient times by
a strong earthquake. 

Remains of the houses can be seen on
shore but you can also make out the
rectangles of foundations in the water. 

In places the town walls can be seen as
deep as 5-6m, and it would have been
amazing to freedive down those ancient
streets that have not seen humans for
centuries, but since 1990 this has been a
protected area. 

WHAT WE WERE ABLE TO FREEDIVE
in Kas was the wreck of a Douglas
Dakota DC-3, a big two-engined aircraft
deliberately sunk for divers. 

It lies on a sandy bottom, and you can
pass through the side hatch into the
pilot's cabin through the navigating
post. There are lots of instruments and
switchgear inside. 

The wreck is quite shallow, at 21m,
and brightly lit, especially if you dive
there before noon, but diving it gives
you a peaceful, calm feeling at any time

of day. It’s easier to enjoy a wreck in
this way when you know that no one
died or suffered there – it’s just a 
toy created by adults to entertain
other adults.

We also dived a genuine wreck,
however,  a bulk-carrier that lies in
46m and sank in 1968. Its name is
Dimitry, but in Turkey it is known as
Pamukh, or the Cotton Wreck. 

It was holed when it hit a reef, and
though the hole was small it let water
into the holds. 

The cargo of cotton started swelling
and simply tore the ship’s seams apart.
Because of the depth of this wreck,
nobody risked penetrating it.  

Our adventure finished in an
underwater cave. The entrance was just
3-4m beneath the surface, and
beautifully lit for the 25m swim through
to a closed but large air space where 
we could breathe and enjoy seeing the
stony arches. 

As our Turkish guides told us, if you
enter this grotto when the sea is choppy
you can witness a mist appearing and
disappearing. This is caused by
condensation as the pressure changes,
the water surface working like a piston. 

The surface water, amazingly, was
drinkable – fresh, pure and very cold!
There is a crack somewhere in the cave
wall, and fresh water springs through it. 

Water layers with different salinity
levels are reluctant to mix, which is why
the inversion occurs.

At the end of the week the team-
members were very happy, inspired by
their new depth achievements and the
underwater sights of Kas.
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FREE DIVER

Above: Another descent.

Below, clockwise from
top left: Inside an
underwater cavern; resting
around the buoy; wrasse on
a Kas reef; enjoying the
view between dives.
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BALI / INDONESIA

Siddhartha Ocean Front Resort & Spa
This extraordinary diving resort with a fabulous cuisine,
luxuriant spa & its very own house reef offers the luxury of
a boutique-hotel in a stunning location for an affordable
price. Beside the “Liberty” Wreck, just 3 minutes by boat,
there are many more top spots located close by…
Current offer: Buddyweeks for online bookings

WERNER LAU WORLDWIDE
MALDIVES
Bathala · Nord-Ari-Atoll · top dive sites 
Filitheyo · Nord-Nilande-Atoll · wrecks on the housereef 
Medhufushi · Meemu-Atoll · spectacular diving 
Kuda-Funafaru · Noonu-Atoll · exclusive diving 
MY Sheena · unique diving safari in the unexplored south

EGYPT / RED SEA
Helnan Marina · Sharm el Sheikh: Dive Sinai‘s world class reefs
The Oasis · Marsa Alam: Charming divers‘ hotel, house reef

BALI / INDONESIA
Siddhartha Ocean Front Resort & Spa · Kubu/Tulamben 
Alam Anda Ocean Front Resort & Spa · Sambirenteng/Tulamben 
Matahari Beach Resort & Spa · Pemuteran/Menjangan 
Pondok Sari Beach & Spa Resort · Pemuteran/Menjangan

CYPRUS / MEDITERRANEAN SEA
Aldiana · Alaminos · Wreck of the Zenobia

FUERTEVENTURA / ATLANTIC OCEAN
Aldiana · Morro Jable · Big fish

Offered by several tour operators as well as 
through different Internet booking portals!

Book your great value diving package online:

www.wernerlau.com

“NITROX FOR FREE” IN ALL DIVING CENTERS WORLDWIDE

 BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 

BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 
BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 

BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 
BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 

BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 

BUDDY WEEKS 50% DISCOUNT 

BUDDY WEEKS 100% DISCOUNT 

TAKE OUT a ONE-YEAR Overseas Subscription to Britain’s
best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £41.95* for 
12 issues and save 35% off the normal price.
OR TAKE OUT a TWO-YEAR Overseas Subscription to
Britain’s best-selling scuba diving magazine for just £79.95*
for 24 issues and save 38% off the normal price.

YES, please send me 12 issues ■■ ofdivEr for £41.95 24 issues ■■ ofdivEr for £79.95

starting with the _____________________________ issue

POST COUPON TO divEr, 55 High Street, Teddington TW11 8HA, UK. 

YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS ■■ I enclose a Sterling cheque made payable to Eaton Publications for

■■ £41.95 ■■ £79.95

Please debit my ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick. ■■

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on +44 (0)20 8943 4288 
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
* Magazines dispatched by surface mail to addresses in Eire/Europe/Worldwide. Airmail rates available on request.

/

03/14

(3-digit number from reverse of card.
AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Security Code

SUBSCRIBE to
divErMagazine …

… and save up to 38%

OVERSEAS READERS

WHY WAIT FOR THE MAIL: Get the divErApp today for iPad,
iPhone and Android. You can also access digital editions of
divEr via www.Pocketmags.com and Pocketmags Magazine
Newsstand for Kindle Fire (see page 68 for details).
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PHOTOGRAPHIC DIVER

THEY RECKON IT HAS BECOME ONE OF THE WORLD’S
most lucrative photographic competitions, with more than US
$80,000-worth of prizes at stake, and this spread shows just a

handful of the category-topping images from the 2013 Ocean Art
Photo Contest.

The annual competition is run by the US Web-based Underwater
Photography Guide, and entries were judged by a panel made up of
UPG’s founder Scott Gietler, along with the UK’s Martin Edge, Marty
Snyderman, Todd Winner and Tony Wu.

There are 12 categories in the competition: Wide-Angle, Macro,
Cold Water, Portrait, Marine Life Behaviour, Novice DSLR, Compact
Macro, Compact Behaviour, Compact Wide-Angle, Nudibranchs,
SuperMacro and Divers/Fashion. The aim is to give underwater
photographers of all levels a chance to win.

The overall winner, who also topped the Cold Water section, was
the appropriately named Viktor Lyagushkin. His image Diver Under
the Ice, shot in Lazurny Quarry, Russia (left) won him an 18-night dive 
trip to Walindi, Loloata and the FeBrina liveaboard in Indonesia.

The prizes included more than 35 liveaboard and resort packages,
and diving equipment. Full details of the annual competition can be
found at www.uwphotographyguide.com

Category winners, clockwise from right:
Ecstasy, shot in the Black Sea at Sinemorec,

Bulgaria by Plamena Mileva (Divers/Fashion);

Colourful Nudibranch and Eggs, by Guido Villani

(Nudibranchs); Sailfish Eating a Fish Separated

from the Baitball, Isla Mujeres, Mexico, by 

Jorgen Rasmussen (Marine Life Behaviour); An

Expressive Blenny at Cooper Island, British Virgin

Islands, by Abimael Marquez (Compact Macro).

MONEY $HOT$
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HOLIDAY NEWS

CHANNEL
WRECK
TREATS
Wreck specialist Jack Ingle is preparing
to lead a South Coast Weymouth
Expedition for three days aboard
technical-diving boat Wey Chieftain,
which features low-board entry and a
diver-lift for exit. 

Deep (50-70m) sites of Weymouth
and Lyme Bay looming large in Jack’s
sights include the sailing ship
Avalanche, sunk in 1877; the Merchant
Royal; American tanker Illinois in 68m –
“rated as one of the best dives in the
English Channel” – ss Rotarua, an
11,000-ton wreck torpedoed in WW1;
and steam yacht Warrior II.

The expedition price of £290
includes three days’ diving with lunch,
air and support systems. Helium,
oxygen, nitrox and accommodation is
extra. Start dates are 25 April, 21 July
and 17 September.
8jack@jackingle.co.uk

UK-based Dive Safari Asia has created a group tour to
highlight Indonesia’s rich diversity of marine life. 
The 14-night safari includes 28 dives spread through
Bali’s eastern coastline and the northern regions of
Komodo National Park.

Included is the opportunity to dive with large
numbers of rays at Manta Point, experience “pristine”
reefs of Batu Bulong and black-sand critter sites, dive
the Liberty wreck, trek on Rinca island and see
Komodo dragons. 

Accommodation includes the new Komodo Resort
on a private island and Dtunjung Resort on Bali.

The Bali & Komodo Safari runs from 19 September
and includes full-board accommodation, dives, land
tours, internal transfers and connections, and is fully
guided by an experienced tour leader. 

The price is £2195pp, and international flights can
be arranged by Dive Safari Asia if requested, with
prices from £650pp.
8www.divesafariasia.com

BOOKING NOW…

The iconic sight at Cocos Island in the eastern Pacific
is that of hundreds of hammerhead sharks, but you
can also realistically hope to see tiger, silvertip,
Galapagos and whale sharks, manta and marbled
rays and night-hunting whitetips. 

You usually need to book well ahead to dive at
Cocos, and with that in mind Equator Diving is
running a 10-night trip on the Argo liveaboard from
20 October next year.

The trip costs US $6095, including 3-4 nitrox dives
per day (seven days of diving), all meals, beer and
soft drinks, and return transfers from San Jose to the
vessel. Flights are not included in the price, but can
be arranged by Equator Diving.
8www.equatordiving.com

Red Sea enthusiasts seeking cheaper and
more flexible holiday options need to think
outside the box, according to Regaldive. 

The tour operator says that increased
flight capacity to Hurghada from London
Gatwick, Birmingham and Manchester allows
you to benefit from more regular and better-
value flights to any southern Egyptian resort
via road transfer from Hurghada. 

The “vastly undiscovered” resort of El
Quseir can be reached in under two hours
from Hurghada, it says, while Marsa Alam
takes another hour. 

“Previously, there was only one flight per

week from the UK to Marsa Alam for
example, allowing very little flexibility to
customers looking to travel on anything but
a Wednesday,” says Andreas Elia, Regaldive’s
Managing Director. “Now customers can
choose to travel on a day that suits them.” 

Seven nights’ at the Marina Lodge at Port
Ghalib in Marsa Alam cost from £463pp, with
flights to Hurghada, road transfers and seven
nights’ half-board. A four-day boat dive-pack
costs from £138pp with Regaldive’s Buy One
Get One Half Price deal (applicable only on
certain dates).
8www.regaldive.co.uk

Equator at Cocos

INDONESIAN SAFARI

HURGHADA HUB OUTSIDE THE BOX
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St Vincent connection
Inter-Caribbean island flight
connections can be problematic,
and while St Vincent and the
Grenadines offer diving
opportunities, the islands are not
the easiest to access. Towards the
end of the year, however, the
opening of the new Argyle
International Airport is set to allow
direct flights from the UK.
8www.svgiadc.com
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HOLIDAY NEWS
BOOKING NOW…

Spotting the
sardines –
and the rest!
Many divers dream of witnessing
South Africa’s phenomenal Sardine
Run, which occurs in June off the
rugged coastline of southern 
KwaZulu Natal. 

The millions of migrating baitfish
spark off a feeding frenzy among
predators including bronze whaler,
copper, dusky and blacktip sharks;
dolphins and game fish; humpback
and Bryde’s whales; Cape fur seals; 
and diving birds, gannets and
cormorants among them. 

BigAnimals Expeditions leader
Amos Nachoum employs a dedicated
scouting macro-light to direct his
small group of divers toward the
action in twin-engined inflatables.
“Underwater photographers will have
many opportunities for amazing
images,” he says. 

The group of six will be based at
Mboyti Lodge but spend as much
time as possible at sea. 

Amos, twice a BBC Wildlife
Photographer of the Year and with no
fewer than 11 years of experience on
the Sardine Run, will provide coaching
on wide-angle and ambient-light
photography of big animals. 

The 11-day trip runs from 24 June
and costs US $7400pp, two sharing,
excluding airfare. It’s big in every way!
8www.biganimals.com

IMAGINING ANTARCTICA 

It’s another one we can’t pretend is cheap,
but if Antarctica is high on your wish-list
you may be interested in an expedition
planned for 11-21 November by Island
Time Scuba. 

Using the liveaboard Plancius, the
company operates a programme called
Basecamp in the Antarctic Peninsula. It’s
not all diving, of course (in fact that costs a
bit extra), but other (weather-dependant)
daily activities included in the main cost

include Zodiac cruising, shore excursions,
kayaking, hiking/snowshoeing, camping,
photo workshops and mountaineering. 

Humpback, fin and minke whales,
crabeater, Weddell and leopard seals (right)
and gentoo and chinstrap penguins, are
among the wildlife expected to be seen. 

The trip is led by Women Divers Hall of
Fame and Explorers Club Fellow Nancy
McGee and costs from US $6900.
8www.islandtimesscuba.com

The 2014 Solo Divers trip to the
Bahamas is an Ultimate Diving
initiative that offers diving
opportunities including wrecks,
pristine reefs and shark-feed dives
with lots of Caribbean reef, lemon
and nurse sharks – plus bull and
tiger sharks if
you’re lucky. 

And when
Ultimate says 
“solo”, it means
travelling, not
diving, alone!

Departing on 11 October from
Heathrow, this promising package
includes direct BA flights, seven
nights’ B&B at A Stone’s Throw

Away, transfers and 12 dives with
Stuart Coves. The package costs
£2169pp.

Ultimate Diving is also working
with Aggressor Fleet to offer solo-

diver weeks in the Caribbean
and Central America, starting 

with Turks & Caicos Aggressor
on 25 July, with prices
starting from £2359. 

On 2 August the Cayman
Islands Aggressor sails (from

£2479) and the Belize
Aggressor heads out on 29

August (from £2595). 
Getting back among those

Bahamas sharks, a week aboard
Carib Dancer from September
costs £2045. All packages include
flights from Heathrow, seven
nights on the boat with meals 
and “lots of diving”.
8www.ultimatediving.co.uk
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Going solo in the Atlantic/Caribbean

Diverse Travel Ltd is the UK’s newest dive tour operator.
“Over the past 20 years we’ve travelled and dived extensively
and seen both the good and the bad,” says its Director Jim
Yanny.  “Our aim is to offer the good and more – and that
means we cherry-pick the products to suit our client.”  

Aiming to act “more as a personal holiday consultant 
than a travel agent”,  Diverse says it has chosen its
destinations based on “exceptional customer care and
excellent value for money”. 

Included are the Red Sea, Maldives and North Sulawesi
and Bali in Indonesia, Oman (right), South Africa and
Mozambique, with every holiday ATOL-protected. Meet the
team at LIDS – where a free holiday for two is on offer.
8www.diversetravel.co.uk

DIVERSE TRAVEL TAKES A BOW
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ASK ABOUT OUR FAMOUS

Diamond Diving Deals
TAILOR MADE HOLIDAYS FOR DIVERS AND NON-DIVERS

THE ISLANDS HAVE BEEN VOTED

★ BEST SHORE DIVING IN THE WORLD
★ BEST WRECK DIVING IN THE CARIBBEAN
★ BEST SNORKELLING
★ BEST FOR UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY

Our NEW brochure is online at
www.bonairefuntravel.co.uk or www.caribbeanfuntravel.co.uk

info@caribbeanfuntravel.co.uk • info@bonairefuntravel.co.uk • 01604 88 29 29

We are the preferred tour operator with exclusive rates for many resorts on these islands
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WELL AND TRULY 

TESTED
A fluorescence-revealing lamp, 
a bottom-timer that apologises, 
dive-boots with laces and a mask of
invisibility – kit-tester NIGEL WADE 
has been visiting the far side

provide optimum performance. 
The lamp has two beam modes: Flood, which

employs six LEDs, and Spot, using a tighter
cluster of three LEDs centrally placed in the
lamphead. These give beam angles of 60° and
12° respectively. 

Output is measured not in the lumens we
know and love but in “Radiant Flux” (whatever
that means). Three output levels are available in
both Spot and Flood modes, with the shortest
manufacturer’s stated burntime being 110
minutes on full power flood, and the longest 440
minutes when the lamp is set to its lowest
output in Spot beam mode. 

There is also an SOS flashing mode that’s

what they say is a simple solution for
fluorescence-diving, the aptly named Sola
Nightsea lamp. I took one with me to Indonesia’s
coral-rich waters to see how it performed.

The Design
The Sola Nightsea lamp is based on Light &
Motion’s standard Sola video lamps, utilising the
same body, magnetic slide switching
mechanism and battery-pack, but that’s where
the similarity ends. 

Ultra-violet light is generated from black-light
LEDs and is supplemented by Nightsea’s
propriety interface filter to trim the output and

FOR MOST OF US A NEW WORLD is waiting to
be discovered under water at night – the world
of fluorescence. 

Underwater flora, fauna and some marine
animals give off fluorescent proteins that
glow when excited by ultra-violet light. 

This should not be confused with
bioluminescence, which occurs when
organisms produce light from within. This
is commonly encountered under water at
night – wave your hands around on a
night dive with your torch switched off and
you’ll see bioluminescent plankton glow
brightly for a short time, creating a sparkling
light show. 

Fluorescence is different – it happens when
subjects absorb light at one wavelength and
emit it at another. 

This isn’t a new discovery. Underwater film-
makers and photographers have been
recording the phenomenon for decades.
Scientist Dr Charles Mazel originally developed
the equipment and techniques for finding 
and recording fluorescence under water,
establishing his Nightsea company to supply
the sport-diving community with the gear
needed. 

Recently the California-based underwater
compact lamp gurus Light & Motion have
teamed up with Dr Mazel’s company to produce

LIGHT

LIGHT & MOTION SOLA 
NIGHTSEA LAMP

Above: Sola Nightsea black-light torch.

Below: Mask and camera filters.
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placing the mask filter in front of my eyes, small
patches of coral, anemone tentacles and
crinoids literally popped out of the darkness,
glowing a bright green as the UV light excited
their fluoro-proteins. I really was seeing the reef
in a totally different light.

When I located a subject to photograph, 
I found that the best results came when using
the tighter spot beam and getting as close to
the subject as possible. 

For gauge and instrument reading the blue
light was all that I needed, but to navigate 
I found that a white light was best, so I clipped
on the phosphor filter, turning the Nightsea into
a standard torch as I finned from coral head to
coral head. 

I found reef fish that remained as dark as the
night, giving off no fluorescence at all; others
that had glowing stripes and nothing else; and
lizardfish and shrimps that totally fluoresced
and made fantastic glow-in-the-dark models. 

The small animals seemed oblivious to my
presence, and allowed me to get as close as 
I needed. The long burntimes allowed me to
complete 90-minute dives with the lamp set
mostly to its brightest settings. 

A slide of the magnetic switch backwards
swapped the beam angle from Flood to Spot,
and subsequent slides forward increased the
output through low, medium and high. 

On my final night-dive the phosphor lens
popped out and was lost. I didn’t notice this
until I was back on the boat, by which time it
was too late to try to retrieve it, and this was a
disappointment. The filter is held in place by
three little plastic hooks, and this arrangement
was not secure enough. 

standard on all the Sola lights.
The lamp is powered by a rechargeable li-ion

battery that’s factory sealed within the body
and uses external gold-plated connections for
charging. A full charge takes around 150
minutes, assuming a fully discharged battery. 

You’ll need to view and record images
through yellow filters to actually see the
fluorescence effect, and these are available as a
mask filter, which sits over your dive mask, plus 
a square filter that attaches to the front of your
camera port and is held in position using
bungee cords. 

A really clever innovation, and one that places
this particular lamp in a league of its own, is a
removable phosphor filter that is clipped over
the lamp-face. This transforms the blue UV light
into a white light, enabling the lamp to be used
as a standard diving torch

This is a useful addition that enables easy
navigation and instrument-reading. 

Various mounting options available from
Light & Motion include a soft hand-mount, ball,
Locline and YS mounts for camera systems and 
a pistol or T-handle grip.

Camera Set-up
For taking pictures my choice was a 60mm
macro lens on my Nikon D800 DSLR. My strobes
weren’t needed, with the only available light
coming from the Sola’s blue LEDs, so they were
left in the camera-room. 

The 60mm would get me closer to my subject
and reduce light fall-off issues. I used high ISO
settings (1000-1600) to optimise exposures,
allowing me to use faster shutter speeds and
help reduce the effect of camera shake and
smaller apertures to increase depth of field. 

The lamp was positioned on top of the
housing using a ball-mount system, and pushed
forward to minimise the distance from the light
source to my intended subjects. 

The camera was set to manual mode with 
a starting shutter speed of 1/60th sec and
aperture of f8. In manual mode I could adjust
both of these settings individually as I needed. 

Under Water
I took the set-up out on a number of night dives
at Wakatobi Dive Resort in south-eastern
Sulawesi. The lush coral reefs were a perfect
hunting-ground for subjects that glow in the
dark when placed under UV light. 

The first dive was a revelation. Setting the
Sola Nightsea on full-power Flood mode and

The yellow camera filter worked really well
on my large DSLR housing, covering the port
with ease, but I think it may be a bit
cumbersome on smaller compact set-ups. 

The mask filter was quite distracting,
because it’s a little narrow and didn’t cover
my whole eye-line. I opted to leave it off after
the first dive, recognising the lifeforms that
would fluoresce by eye. 

It’s easy once you get the hang of it, and a
quick look through the camera’s viewfinder
would confirm my assumptions. 

Conclusion
This little gem was a joy to use – I can’t
remember having as much fun on night dives
before. I have used other UV products and
witnessed the fluoro phenomenon before,
but in my opinion this lamp is a game-
changer. 

The bright optimised UV output, long
burntimes, mounting options and beam
angles, coupled with the ability to switch to a
white light with just the addition of a clip-on
filter, places it firmly at the head of its class. 

The price is a little off-putting, but if you
manage to avoid losing the phosphor filter
you could use the product as a standard dive
torch as well, and optimise your investment. 

The yellow filters are adequate but may
not be suitable in all situations. A better
option for DSLR users may be a screw-in filter
fitted directly on the lens inside the housing. 

If you are looking for something different
to do on your night dives, “blue is the 
colour”. ■

PRICES 8Torch £628. Mask filter £24. Camera
filter £39
OUTPUT 8Radiant flux, 425-3000mW
DIMENSIONS 856 x 104mm 
WEIGHT 8Just over 250g
CONTACT8www.cpspartnership.co.uk
DIVER GUIDE 8LAMP ★★★★★★★★★✩
FILTERS ★★★★✩✩✩✩✩✩

SPECS

Fluorescence displayed by a dark shrimp and (inset) a lizardfish.
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afterwards, and never looked back. If the timer
were mine I would have thrown the strap
overboard at the first opportunity.

With the bungee fitted the unit sat securely
on my arm, settling nicely between my wrist and
forearm. The buttons were readily accessed and
the display was easy to read at
varying angles to my eyeline. 

The colours on the bright
OLED display can be
customised, with a choice of
pre-set themes from which to
choose, or you can allocate a
specific colour for whichever
reading you like. 

I opted for the standard
scheme but had Baltic Green,
Deep Blue, Pink Panther or
Desert Storm themes
available.

The buttons employ a short-push, long-push
system to activate functions, scroll through
menus or change screens. They’re very similar to
those on the original VR3 computers which
drove some tech divers (and tall, slim dive-gear
testers) to distraction. 

I, however, own and dive with a VR3 and so

BOTTOM-TIMERS DISPLAY and record depth
and time only, and when used in conjunction
with pre-planned run-times calculated using
decompression software or dive tables, they are
an essential piece of kit. 

Mixed-gas divers are raving about the new
example from the Polish XDeep stable, so 
I took one with me on a recent trip to see
what all the fuss was about.

The Design
Organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
utilising 262,000 colours are used in the
Black BT screen to give a sharp, bright and
customisable colour display. Even with my
failing eyesight it was incredibly easy to
see and read. 

The 45mm screen sits behind 
a hardened polycarbonate window. 

The body is CNC machined from 
a single block of high-grade polyacetal
(Delrin), with just two large push-buttons
to select and navigate menus. Two wrist-
mounting options are supplied, with an
elasticated, buckled strap or bungee chord
threaded through four holes, one at each corner.

Power is provided by a Samsung li-ion
1190mAh battery. This is rechargeable via a USB
port, providing several options for a charging
source, such as laptops, phone or car chargers. 

The USB charging cable also acts as a data
transfer port, and information can be exported
to any PC or Mac computer. The Black BT is
instantly recognised as a mass storage device
and files can be copied easily. 

There is also the facility to upgrade firmware
via the XDeep website. 

The two balanced metal buttons have
electronic press detection so they don’t need
seals, and this helps the unit attain its 200m
depth-rating.

The bottom-timer has three main displays
available under water. The main screen provides
current, average and maximum depth, total dive
time and an ascent speed indicator. 

The second screen shows a graph of your
dive profile, and the third displays an advanced
three-axis digital compass. 

At the surface, a logbook function displays a
very detailed record of your dives, and includes
depth and temperature graphs.

Under Water
I took the bottom-timer with me for a week’s
Caribbean shark-diving. On the first dive I opted
for the elasticated strap and buckle set-up, and
quickly found that it wasn’t up to the job. 

It was tricky to adjust and felt flimsy and
insecure on my arm – I worried throughout the
whole dive about losing the instrument. 

I switched to the bungee strap immediately

BOTTOM-TIMER

XDEEP BLACK BT

DIVER TESTS

PRICES 8£219
SCREEN SIZE 845mm x 35mm
POWER 8Samsung 1190mAh li-ion
CHARGING 8USB via adaptor
CONTACT8www.xdeep.eu
DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★★★✩

SPECS
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found the two-button system easy to use. 
The instrument sparked into life

automatically at around 1m in depth. The
display was easy to read in the bright sun
near the surface and just got better the
deeper (and darker) I went. 

The display is laid out in a logical manner,
with a quick look providing all the critical
information needed for the dive. 

Battery-charge status is displayed in the
top left corner and given as a percentage as
well as a diminishing rectangle. 

I discharged the battery after around 
20 dives, the shortest of which was 70

minutes, culminating in a total dive-time of
around 25 hours. 

The display subsequently showed a message
that read: “Battery too low. Sorry.”

Sorry? Are you serious, an apologetic dive
instrument? That’s a first. 

The recharge time depends on the voltage
used. It took a little over five
hours to fully recharge from
my iPhone USB plug
connected to a 110V outlet,
and I suspect that it would
have taken longer via my
laptop, but I didn’t get the
chance to prove it. 

There are several alarm
settings that can be pre-
programmed, including
depth, time, ascent rate and
battery levels. There is also an

alarm-clock function to ensure that you don’t
oversleep and miss your full English breakfast.

The compass screen was very easy to access
with a short left or right button push. The
display still showed critical information in the
form of current depth, time and ascent rate, but
the bulk of the screen was filled with the
compass graphics. 

The direction of travel is shown in degrees
along with a highly visible lubber line. The
compass can also be programmed to allow 
a pre-determined route to be followed, and 
a return course is automatically generated. It’s
clever stuff.

After a day’s diving I accessed the logbook
feature while plugged into my MacBook. It was
easy to drag and drop data between folders and
files and review profiles.
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The compass is excellent, and I would
purchase the Black BT for this function alone.

With most modern dive computers already
having a Freedive mode, the question has to be
asked:  “Do you really need to buy a separate,
dedicated bottom-timer? 

Well this is a bottom-timer and then some. If
proof of the pudding is in the eating, the fact
that demand for these little black boxes is
outstripping supply tells me that tec-divers

Conclusion
Those Polish designers have done an excellent
job in developing and building this dive
instrument. It’s ultra-bright, compact and works
like a charm, and once you’ve got your head
around the two-button menu and function
system it’s very easy to use. 

The elasticated strap was disappointing but
the bungee made for a comfortable, secure and
practical solution. 

think the Black BT is a tasty pudding indeed.
The XDeep guys are going a step further, with

firmware to convert this product into a full
nitrox computer (Black EANx) or full mixed-gas
trimix version (Black TMX) in the pipeline as
downloadable upgrades. These upgrades may
even be available as you read this review. 

The Black BT looks a million dollars, but at
under £220 it’s unlikely to break the bank, and is
an excellent addition to any diver’s armoury. ■

protection, but I had chosen them specifically
for my warmwater adventures. Anything much
cooler than the Caribbean and I’d mostly be in 
a drysuit, as I’m a bit of a wuss in the teeth-
chattering department. 

Getting the boots on and off isn’t as easy as a
pair with a wide opening and zip closure but it’s
no big deal. The fluid foam was stretchy enough
to allow me to open the top of the boot with the
laces undone and pull them up like a pair of
socks. After immersion there was a fair bit of
suction around the toes as I tried to remove
them, but not enough to cause a problem.

The soles are less solid than on some dive-
boots but they were stiff enough to allow for
painless ladder-work, even when exiting the
water with my full scuba unit and weights. 

A few days into our trip, I spotted one of my
fellow underwater photographers putting on a
pair of cotton socks before pushing his feet into
his own traditional style of dive-boots. 

When I asked why, he said he had blisters
caused by his boot zips rubbing his water-
softened skin, and was clearly in some
discomfort that evening as he tried to source
some waterproof Band-Aids. 

My own feet were blister and sore-free, and 
I was by now convinced that I had made a
sound choice with the O’Neills. 

After another marathon dive outing, this time
to Indonesia, the FreakSneaks look none the
worse for wear. If anything they have stretched
slightly and the inner soles have started to
mould themselves to my feet, making them

from my fellow-travellers, mostly of the “they
look different” variety. 

The lace-up design isn’t often seen in the
diving community and I had to take a bit of
verbal stick to be honest (nothing new there,
then). Undaunted, I tied the laces, slipped my
feet easily into my fin-pockets and rolled into
the water. 

I had already tried the boots in the pool
during the comparison test and knew that they
would be comfortable, but that was for 10-15
minutes of hard finning. I was anxious to see
how they performed on full-length dives, in 
real-world conditions. 

Imagine diving in a pair of tight-fitting,
flexible, soft socks snugly pushed into a rubber
fin foot-pocket with the fin-strap placed exactly
at the right position on your heel to avoid any
pressure or strain on your Achilles, and you’ll be
able to recreate my experience with these
O’Neill booties. 

After the laces were tied and my wetsuit
rolled down over the boot-tops, the FreakSneaks
felt as comfortable as a worn-in pair of slippers.
They didn’t offer much in the way of thermal

I HAD TO THROW MY OLD dive-boots away –
they were worn-out, torn, threadbare and so
past their use-by date that they were becoming
somewhat of a health hazard. 

One of the advantages of being Technical
Editor for divEr is that I mostly get to choose
the gear that goes on the test track. When I
recently conducted a comparison test of dive
boots (Big Boots To Fill, January), it was at the
back of my mind that the exercise could only
help me find a suitable replacement pair. 

After much thought and procrastinating, 
I decided on footwear that wasn’t designed
specifically for the pursuit of diving – a boot
from the O’Neill line-up destined for the fit,
bronzed surfboard brigade. 

My choice was the FreakSneak 3mm Hi-Top
model. At the time of writing this review I’ve
completed more than 60 dives in these boots –
that’s more than 80 hours under water – and
I’ve started to call everyone dude.

The Design
The FreakSneaks are constructed from 3mm
high-stretch fluid foam neoprene with a
breathable tongue. They feature a fully laced
closure, and all the seams are glued, blind-
stitched and covered in a lightweight neoprene
tape on the inside to reduce chafing. 

The soles are flat in profile and made from
moulded rubber with a fine zig-zag tread
pattern to provide some grip. Completing the
spec are soft rubber toecaps and heel sections
with a webbing “pull-on” loop. 

A light grey stripe around the sole and boot
seam plus O’Neill livery at the ankle adds a bit of
understated style to these retro-looking boots,
which resemble the ever-popular Converse
AllStar style that everyone from kids to kings
seems to be wearing these days.

In Use
The first outing for these boots was in the warm
waters off Cuba on a week of intensive
liveaboard diving. They attracted comments

BOOTS

O’NEILL FREAKSNEAK
3MM HI-TOP

PRICES 8FreakSneak Hi-Top £40
SIZES 8UK 6-11
CONTACT8www.oneillwetsuits.com
DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★★✩✩

SPECS

☛
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oversized hooter, something I quite often
experience with other models of mask. 

The strap was stretchy and held everything in
place without needing to over-tighten it, and
the neat little one-touch buttons allowed me to
adjust the tension quickly and easily. 

The volume is around the medium mark, with
the lens a little further away from my eyes than
I’m accustomed to. I had to adjust the dioptre
setting on my camera’s viewfinder to
compensate – not a big deal, I know, but I really
struggled on the first outing, on which I was
shooting macro on manual focus settings.

Once sorted I was able to enjoy the clear view
offered by this remarkable piece of optical glass.

Conclusion
As with everything in life, if you want the best
you have to pay a premium. There’s no doubt in
my mind that the Atomic Venom is one of the
very best masks out there – the materials and
design are top-notch, but it’s the glass that puts
it in pole position, and optical excellence is
expensive. 

As I’m getting older my eyesight is starting to
deteriorate and I need all the advantage I can
get. The Venom with Schott Ultrawhite glass
may not be my saviour, but every little helps. ■

fact the best way to
describe it is that it
wasn’t noticeable at
all – it was as if it
wasn’t even there. The
view was so clear and
undistorted that I
became unaware of its
presence. I can’t let
you know whether the
ARC was an advantage,
because I couldn’t tell

that it was there either.
The silicon skirt felt soft against my skin and

the double seal, helped by the fact that the
mask was a good fit for my face, kept any water
ingress at bay. The nose pocket is quite large
and didn’t press against the bridge of my

ATOMIC AQUATICS HAS GAINED a great
reputation for producing top-quality, high-end
dive gear. Its policy is to use the best materials
available in everything it produces, and the
Venom mask is no exception. 

I took one with me on a trip to Sulawesi to
check it out.

The Design
The Atomic Venom is a single lens design with
the glass set in a hard plastic subframe. It
features a black double-layer low-volume silicon
skirt with the strap buckles attached directly to
it. The buckles feature a neat squeeze-to-adjust
button on the top. 

The strap is soft and pliable and split at the
back to enable even distribution at the rear of
the wearer’s head, much as you’d
expect for a top-end mask. It’s the
lens that sets this mask apart from
the competition and, let’s not kid
ourselves, once you’ve found a
pattern that fits the contours of
your face, the lens or lenses are the
most important feature on any
mask. 

The lens used in the Venom is
produced by the German Schott
Glass Company and is made of
glass that has reduced iron
content. 

Iron particles remain in normal
glass after the manufacturing
process, giving it a green tint that
can significantly reduce light transmission and
vision. By removing the iron the glass ends up
clear and of a high optical quality. 

Atomic calls the result “Ultraclear Schott
SuperWhite” glass. The Venom is available in
black with a choice of red, blue or grey accents,
with or without a special anti-reflective coating
(ARC), and I had been loaned the latter version. 

In The Water
The first time I wore this mask it was
immediately apparent just how wide the field of
vision was. I could see a lot more around me
than I had expected, the horizontal and
downward views being 95° and 50° respectively. 

The ultra-clear glass was really noticeable. In

MASK

ATOMIC VENOM

DIVER TESTS

PRICES 8£124, with ARC £141
LENS 8Single, Schott Ultrawhite
COLOUR 8Black with either red, blue 
or grey trim
CONTACT8www.atomicaquatics.com
DIVER GUIDE ★★★★★★★★★★

SPECS

Conclusion
I originally included O’Neill FreakSneak boots in
the comparison test to add something different,
a bit of fashion flair, and in my experience
fashion and comfort rarely go hand in hand, but
in this case they do. 

The soles aren’t as robust as some and I

even more comfortable to use.
One disadvantage, however, is that they are

difficult to dry on the inside, as the design
doesn’t allow for a decent airflow through 
them. I had to get used to putting wet boots on
first thing in the morning, but the comfort factor
made this hiccup pale into insignificance.

wouldn’t recommend these boots for rough
rocky terrain, but they are solid enough for
occasional ladder-work, and definitely suit the
liveaboard style of diving. 

I had started my dive trips taking a bit of
stick, but finished them being asked:  “Where
can I get a pair of those?” Says it all, really. ■
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The latest kit to hit the dive shops
UNTESTED

NEW BUT

www.divErNEt.com96

SubGear SG30 Regulator 4444
One of the new SubGear regulators for 2014, the mid-range SG30 is a

lightweight CE coldwater-certified model that boasts a balanced diaphragm 

first stage offering air delivery at 5500l/min at 200bar. It comes with two high-

pressure and four lp ports, two of which are high-flow, and is available with

either A-clamp or DIN connections. The Powerflow downstream second stage

has adjustable airflow settings so that inhalation effort can be set by the user.

Other regulators in SubGear’s 2014 range are the top-end SG50 and the entry-

level SG10. The SG30 will cost you £229, or £329 if combined with an octopus. 

8www.subgear.de

Cetatek 
Aquabionic warp1 Fins 4444

Aquabionic warp1 fins are claimed to have just

got better, because they are now supplied

with fully adjustable colour-

co-ordinated spring-straps as

standard. The maker says that the

strap is quick and easy to adjust

thanks to its turnbuckle

design. The fin itself is

unchanged, with the

“water-adapting

responsive propulsion”

(warp) system

developed by

Cetatek at the heart

of the design. Expect to

part with £149. 

8www.cetatek.com

Intova Sport HD II Video Camera 5555

The latest in Intova’s range of compact high-definition video cameras

builds on the success of the original Sport HD. It boasts a plethora of new

features, such as motion detection, an electronic red filter and

720p@60fps for improved slow motion footage. The camera can also

capture still images while recording. The HD II version offers 1080p HD

video with a 140° wide-angle lens and supports Micro SD memory cards

up to 32Gb. The camera has an LCD screen for viewfinder and playback

modes and is permanently fitted inside an underwater housing rated to

60m. Various mounting options and accessories are available. The

camera costs £159.

8www.intova.net

Waterproof 3D Mesh Vest 5555
Swedish exposure-suit specialist Waterproof has added a new “super insulated”

constant-volume sleeveless jacket to its 2014 line-up. The 3D Mesh Vest is

designed to be worn as an insulation layer under drysuits. The vest combines a

double layer of 3mm stretch 3D mesh with a further 5mm of 70 denier mesh to

create a total of 11mm of constant-volume insulation around the torso. The vest

has an extra-long back section covering the kidneys and areas normally

compressed by weightbelts. It comes in sizes XS-XXXL and is priced at £95.

8www.waterproof.eu

Nauticam NA-EM1 Camera Housing 5555

This housing, for the much-anticipated Olympus EM5 successor the OMD-

EM1, features Nauticam’s new vacuum leak-testing system as standard, as

well as various options on valves, including a venturi system that uses a BC

low-pressure inflator to reduce pressure inside the housing. The NA-EM1

gives access to all the camera’s functions and supports Nauticam’s

extensive range of micro four thirds (M4/3) ports and gears. Price of the

housing including vacuum system PCB and integrated handles is £1380. 

8www.nauticamuk.com
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NEXT ISSUE
START OF THE SEASON
Stand by for some rip-roaring UK diving ideas

CANARIES HANG-OUT
Nudity mars Lisa Collins’ trip to Lanzarote

CHINA BLACK
Top tec divers converge on a unique dive centre

A SURVIVOR’S
STORY

www.divErNEt.com

JP
TREN

Q
U

E

The Bowbelle
dredger almost

killed this man in
the infamous

Thames tragedy
25 years ago. Now
he is in Madeira to

dive the wreck 

Exposure Marine Sub M3 Torch 6666

New on the market is the “hands-free” Marine Sub M3 dive torch from

British light-maker Exposure Lights. The Sub M3 is an LED switchless

design activated and controlled by movement. Scribing a clockwise or

anti-clockwise pattern will switch the light on and off, change power

modes, or enter and exit a travel lock mode. The torch boasts 2-18hr

burntimes with a maximum light output of 1563 lumens (measured). It’s

made from lightweight marine grade anodised aluminium, has a depth

rating of 200m with factory-sealed rechargeable lithium-ion batteries and

weighs in at 311g. A digital display shows modes and battery state. The

Sub M3 is supplied with a mains and USB charger and one-size adjustable

hand-mount, and comes in a padded protective case. It costs £375.  

8www.exposuremarine.com

Mares X-Vision LiquidSkin Masks 3333

The divEr Brand of the Year winner has updated its popular X-Vision mask

with a new range of colour combinations, including bi-coloured versions.

The new LiquidSkin anatomical skirt uses two types of silicon. One is firm

and acts to support the structure, while the other is softer, for contact with

the face. Small horizontal ribs have been added around the nose area

between frame and skirt to improve comfort, and the new design is said to

boost the range of vision from the original design by 20%. Price: £60.

8www.mares.com

TUSA DB0101 Imprex Dive Boots 5555

Evolution as opposed to revolution seems to be the keyword for dive gear

this year, and one example is TUSA releasing the next generation of its

highly rated Imprex dive-boots. DB0101 boots feature a revamp to the

design of their injection-moulded sole, giving them what TUSA calls “super

traction”. The boots are made from 5mm neoprene and nylon jersey and

are, the maker says, “sure to give your feet superior comfort”. These half-zip

ankle booties are available in UK sizes 4-12 and cost £45.

8www.tusa.com

ON SALE 
20 MARCH
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RAJA AMPAT
PAPUA DIVING
Sorido Bay Resort and Kri Eco Resort, Kri Island, West
Papua. Bookings Office: +62 (0)811 4804610.
E-mail: info@papua-diving.com www.rajaampatdiving.com
First dive operator (since 1993) and conservation centre in
Raja Ampat. Resorts open 365 days.

To advertise in the divEr Holiday Directory contact Alex on 020 8943 4288 • e-mail: alex@divermag.co.uk98

CO. CORK
OCEANADDICTS
Ballynaloughe, Nohoval, Co. Cork.
Tel: (00 353) (0)87 7903211.
E-mail: anne@oceanaddicts.ie
www.oceanaddicts.ie   Day boat and liveaboard diving.

IRELAND

GREECE
CRETE
CRETE UNDERWATER CENTER
Mirabello Hotel, Agios Nikolaos, P.O. Box 100, 
P.C. 72 100. Tel/fax: (00 30) 28410 22406.
Mob: (00 30) 6945 244434, (00 30) 6944 126846.
www.creteunderwatercenter.com
E-mail: info@creteunderwatercenter.com  IANTD Nitrox
training. Groups, individuals & dive clubs welcome.

TRUE BLUE BAY RESORT – AQUANAUTS
P.O. Box 14161, Grand Anse, St. George’s.
Tel: (473) 443 8783. Fax: (473) 444 5929.
E-mail: mail@truebluebay.com
www.truebluebay.com
Boutique hotel, Gold Palm diving centre.

ST. GEORGE’S
SCUBATECH DIVE CENTRE
Calabash Hotel, L’Anse Aux Epines.
Tel: +1 (473) 439 4346. Fax: +1 (473) 444 5050.
E-mail: info@scubatech-grenada.com
www.scubatech-grenada.com  Discover The Difference!

GRENADA

INDONESIA

LIVEABOARDS
SEA QUEEN FLEET
Sharm El Sheikh, Egypt.
Tel: (00 20) 12 218 6669 or (00 20) 12 100 3941.
E-mail: seaqueen@link.net or karen@seaqueens.com
www.seaqueens.com  Red Sea liveaboards. Dive Centre.

HURGHADA
ILIOS DIVE CLUB
Steigenberger Al dau Resort, Yussif Affifi Road,
Hurghada. Tel: (00 20) 65 346 5442.
E-mail: info@iliosdiveclub.com
www.iliosdiveclub.com  PADI Dive Centre, border free.

BALI
AQUAMARINE DIVING – BALI
Jalan Petitenget 2A, Kuta, Bali 80361.
Tel: (00 62) 361 4738 020. Fax: (00 62) 361 4738 021.
E-mail: info@AquaMarineDiving.com
www.AquaMarineDiving.com

ALOR
ALOR DIVERS
Jl. Tengiri N. 1 Kalabahi, Alor Island, NTT, Indonesia.
Tel: (00 62) 813 1780 4133.
E-mail: info@alor-divers.com  www.alor-divers.com
Pristine. Diving. Exclusive. Covert. Destination.

EGYPT

COTE D’AZUR
DIAMOND DIVING
11 Rue des Pecheurs, Golfe Juan. 06220.
Tel: (00 33) 615 305223. E-mail: info@diamonddiving.net
www.diamonddiving.net  Quality PADI training French
Riviera. PADI 5*IDC Resort, six IDCs per year.

FRANCE

HOLIDAY DIRECTORY
Suitable for familiesEquipment for hireSelf-cateringHotel or guesthouse Packages from UKFACILITIES

INCLUDE:
Dive boat charter arranged NitroxCompressed Air

BSAC School PADI Training NAUI Training SSI TrainingTDI Training DAN Training Disability DivingTechnical Gases

FUERTEVENTURA
DEEP BLUE
P.O. Box 33, Caleta de Fuste, Antigua E-35610,
Fuerteventura. Tel: (00 34) 606 275468.
Fax: (00 34) 928 163983. www.deep-blue-diving.com
E-mail: info@deep-blue-diving.com
CMAS, IAHD. Harbour location. Special group rates.

CANARY ISLANDS

LARNACA
RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER
24/7 professionally manned and fully computerised,
privately owned and operated 14-man recompression
chamber, internationally approved and the DAN
Preferred Provider for the island. If in doubt … SHOUT!
Poseidonia Medical Centre, 47a Eleftherias Avenue,
Aradippou, Larnaca 7102, Cyprus.
24hr Emergency Dive Line: +357 99 518837.
E-mail: info@hbocyprus.com  www.hbocyprus.com

LANZAROTE
SAFARI DIVING LANZAROTE
Playa Chica, Puerto del Carmen, Lanzarote.
Tel: (00 34) 625 059713, (00 34) 928 511992.
www.safaridiving.com E-mail: enquiry@safaridiving.com
English owned, award-winning BSAC School and
Seamanship centre, SSI Instructor trainer facility and
PADI dive centre. Open every day of the year. Daily shore
and boat dives, night dives too – all same price. Great
deals for groups, universities and the solo diver.

CYPRUS

OCTOPUS DIVING CENTRE
PO Box 40124, Larnaca, Cyprus. (Dive centre
located on the Larnaca to Dhekelia Road, 100m from the
Princess Hotel.) Tel/fax: (00 357) 24 646571. 
Mobile: (00 357) 9965 4462. www.octopus-diving.com
E-mail: octopus@spidernet.com.cy   PADI 5* Gold Palm
Resort & Cyprus’ only BSAC Premier School.

PAPHOS
CYDIVE LTD
Myrra Complex, 1 Poseidonos Avenue, Kato Paphos.
Tel: (00 357) 26 934271. Fax: (00 357) 26 935307.
www.cydive.com E-mail: cydive@spidernet.com.cy
PADI 5* CDC. First Career Development Centre in
Cyprus and Eastern Mediterranean.

DIVE POINT
Parmenionos St. No4, Tombs of the Kings Rd, Kato
Paphos, Cyprus 8045. Tel/fax: (00 357) 26 938730.
E-mail: divepointcyprus@hotmail.com
www.divepointcyprus.co.uk
British BSAC/PADI instructors.

GREAT BARRIER REEF – CORAL SEA
MIKE BALL DIVE EXPEDITIONS
143 Lake Street, Cairns, Queensland 4870, Australia.
Tel: (00 61) 7 4053 0500. Fax: (00 61) 7 4031 5470.
E-mail: mike@mikeball.com   www.mikeball.com
UK Agent: Divequest – divers@divequest.co.uk

AUSTRALIA SHARM EL SHEIKH
ELITE DIVING
Divers United Dive Centre, Karma Hotel, Hadaba, Sharm
El Sheikh, Red Sea, Egypt. Tel: (00 20) 1224 308 780. 
E-mail: info@elite-diving.com  www.elite-diving.com
British owner managers.
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BORNEO, SABAH
THE REEF DIVE RESORT
(Mataking Island), TB212, Jalan Bunga, Fajar Complex,
91000 Tawau, Sabah. Tel: (00 60) 89 786045. Fax: (00 60)
89 770023. E-mail: sales@mataking.com
www.mataking.com   PADI 5* Dive Resort.

MALAYSIA

MALTA
MALTAQUA
Mosta Road, St. Paul’s Bay. Tel: (00 356) 2157 1111.
Fax: (00 356) 21 580064. E-mail: dive@maltaqua.com
www.maltaqua.com  On-line booking service.
BSAC Centre of Excellence 007, PADI 5* IDC. ANDI

MALTA (inc. GOZO & COMINO

ANCHOR DIVING MALTA
Sunhaven, Lampuki Street, Bugibba/St Paul’s Bay, SPB 03.
Tel: (00 356) 2756 7238. e-mail: info@anchordiving.com
www.anchordiving.com

Please remember to mention divErMagazine when replying to any of these advertisements

KISITE MPUNGUTI MARINE PARK
FIREFLY OCEAN CAMP
Shimoni Beach Road, Shimoni. Tel: +254 (0)724 442555
or +254 (0)720 205120. E-mail: info@pillipipa.com
www.pillipipa.com   Tropical waters, dolphins,
snorkelling and diving.

KENYA

GOZO
GOZO AQUA SPORTS
Rabat Road, Marsalforn, MFN9014, Gozo, Malta.
Tel: (00 356) 2156 3037. www.gozoaquasports.com
E-mail: dive@gozoaquasports.com
PADI 5* IDC & DSAT Tec Rec Centre, BSAC Dive Resort.
Premier Technical Diving Support Service.

AQUAVENTURE LTD
The Waters Edge, Mellieha Bay Hotel, 
Mellieha MLH 02.  www.aquaventuremalta.com
Tel: (00 356) 2152 2141  Fax: (00 356) 2152 1053
e-mail:info@aquaventuremalta.com
PADI 5* Gold Palm. Watersports available.

DIVE DEEP BLUE
Deep Blue Lido, 100 Annaniija Street, Bugibba.
Tel: (00 356) 21 583946. Fax: (00 356) 21 583945
E-mail: dive@divedeepblue.com
www.divedeepblue.com  PADI 5* Gold Palm/BSAC
Premier. Technical Diving support service. ANDI

KOROR
FISH ’N FINS DIVE CENTER / OCEAN 
HUNTER I & III LIVEABOARDS
PADI 5* IDC & TDI. Technical diving. 6 & 16 pax
luxurious liveaboards. 30+ WWII Japanese wrecks to
explore. Check our special events!
www.fishnfins.com  www.oceanhunter.com

PALAU

PHILIPPINES
THRESHER SHARK DIVERS 
Malapascua Island, Daanbantayan, Cebu 6013.
Tel: (00 63) 927 612 3359.  www.thresherdivers.com
E-mail: dive@thresherdivers.com 
British, PADI 5* IDC,  IANTD.

ANDALUCIA – COSTA DEL SOL
HAPPY DIVERS MARBELLA
Happy Divers Marbella & IDC College, Hotel Atalaya Park
Marbella-Estepona. Tel: (00 34) 609 571920, (00 34) 952
88 36 17. E-mail: college@idc-spain.com
www.happy-divers-marbella.com
The only PADI 5* CDC & NG center in Spain, Nitrox &
DPV speciality center.

BALEARIC ISLANDS – MALLORCA
SCUBA MALLORCA
C/d’el Cano 23, 07470 Port de Pollença, Mallorca.
Tel: (00 34) 971 868087. Mobile: (00 34) 615 875609.
E-mail: info@scubamallorca.com
www.scubamallorca.com  PADI 5* IDC.

SPAIN

BALEARIC ISLANDS – MENORCA
BLUEWATER SCUBA
Calle Llevant, Centro Civico Local 3, Cap D’Artrutx,
07769 Ciutadella de Menorca.
Tel/fax: (00 34) 971 387183. www.bluewaterscuba.co.uk
E-mail: sales@bluewaterscuba.co.uk
Dive the famous Pont D’en Gil cavern!

SIMPLY DIVING
Carlota Alessandri 25, 29620 Torremolinos, Malaga. 
Tel: (00 34) 600 506 526. E-mail: dive@simplydiving.com
www.simplydiving.com  Centres in Torremolinos and
Fuengirola. Only British run PADI 5* IDC Resort in
Southern Spain. We dive 240km of coastline, inc. famous
Gibraltar wrecks.

SURAT THANI/KOH TAO
DAVY JONES’ LOCKER
9/21 Moo 2, Mae Haad, Koh Tao, Koh Phangan, Surat
Thani, Thailand 84280. Tel: (00 66) 77 456126.
Mob: (00 66) 79 700913. www.techdivethailand.com
E-mail: djl_kohtao@hotmail.com
Recreational, reef, tech, deep, wreck.

THAILAND

PEMBA
DIVE 710
Fundu Lagoon Beach Resort, P.O. Box 3945, Pemba
Island/South Region, Zanzibar.
Tel: +255 (0)7774 38668, Fax: +255 (0)777 419906.
E-mail: reservations@fundulagoon.com
www.fundulagoon.com  PADI 5* Gold Palm.

TANZANIA

TURKS & CAICOS IS.

TOBAGO
BLUE WATERS DIVE’N
Batteaux Bay, Speyside.
Tel: 1 (868) 395 9343.
E-mail: wpalmer@bluewatersinn.com
www.bluewatersdiven.com  PADI 5* Dive Centre.

DIVE PROVO
Tel: 001 (649) 946 5040. Fax: 001 (649) 946 5936.
E-mail: diving@diveprovo.com  www.diveprovo.com
1990-2010, 20 years of Diving As It Should Be!

How will you decide which overseas dive destinations to visit in the
coming year? Will you be guided by price, type of diving, convenience,
seasonal marine life, presence of wrecks or photo opportunities?
THE divErTRAVEL GUIDE is the travelling companion that can help
you make that important decision. The guide contains 60 destinations
that our experts consider offer some of the best diving in the world.
Arranged alphabetically for ease of reference, and coded by price
range, each chapter is each divided into four main sections aimed at
beginners, advanced divers, wreck-heads and photographers. 

● Don’t make a move without consulting the
latest divEr TRAVEL GUIDE!

TO ORDER:
Call The divEr Bookshop on 020 8943 4288 
or go to www.divernet.com
Offer open to UK and BFPO addresses only.  
Please add £2 per copy for postage to overseas addresses.

● Special Price £6.95
(inc p&p) – SAVE 12%

● divEr Subscribers’ 
Price £4.95

(inc p&p) – SAVE 27%

20
13

/1
4

THEdivEr TRAVELGUIDE
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MICRONESIA – Truk Lagoon
M.V. Odyssey
www.trukodyssey.com

Pax 16 Elec 220v,110v
Cab 9 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 38.2m Ntx Y
Hull Steel CCR Y

UDDQ

SS

STW

DWw
AUSTRALIA – Cairns
Spirit of Freedom
www.spiritoffreedom.com.au

DWwCT

STW

Pax 26 Elec 240V
Cab 11 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 37m Ntx Y
Hull steel CCR N

AUSTRALIA – Cairns
Spoilsport
www.mikeball.com

DWwCT

Pax 26 Elec 240V
Cab 15 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 30m Ntx Y
Hull alum CCR N

EGYPT – Sharm el Sheikh
Sea Queen 1
www.seaqueenfleet.com

Pax 24 Elec 240V
Cab 10 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 45m Ntx Y
Hull steel CCR Y

A STW

LIVEABOARD DIRECTORY
AF

TSP

UDCT

DWw

DQ

Emp

GD

HD

O

SS

ST

SAqua-Firma

Aquatours

Crusader Travel

Dive Worldwide

Divequest

Emperor

Geo-Dive

Holiday Designers

Oonasdivers

Scuba Safaris

Scuba Tours Worldwide

Snooba Travel

Sportif

The Scuba Place

Ultimate Diving

COCOS IS. – Puntarenas, Costa Rica
Argo
www.underseahunter.com

Pax 16 Elec 110V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 39m Ntx Y
Hull steel CCR Y

DWw

STW

EGYPT – Sharm el Sheikh
VIP One
www.vipone.com

Pax 16 Elec 220V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 29.5m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

CARIBBEAN – St. Maarten & St. Kitts
Caribbean Explorer II
www.explorerventures.com

Pax 18 Elec 110V
Cab 9 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 35.1m Ntx Y
Hull alum CCR N

BAHAMAS – Georgetown
Caribbean Explorer II
www.explorerventures.com

Pax 18 Elec 110V
Cab 9 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 35.1m Ntx Y
Hull alum CCR N

GALAPAGOS
Humboldt Explorer
www.explorerventures.com

Pax 16 Elec
Cab 8 Cour N
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 32.3m Ntx Y
Hull CCR N

SS

DWwA

DQ

SS

DWwA

DQ

INDONESIA
S/Y Indo Siren
www.worldwidediveandsail.com

Pax 16 Elec 220V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 40m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

DWwCT

STW DQ

TSP

MALDIVES – Malé
Carpe Vita Explorer
www.explorerventures.com

Pax 20 Elec 240V
Cab 10 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 38.2m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR N

PALAU
S/Y Palau Siren
www.worldwidediveandsail.com

Pax 16 Elec 220V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 40m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

DWwCT

DQSS

DWwA

DQ

SSUD

DWwA

DQ

PALAU
Ocean Hunter Palau
www.oceanhunter.com

Pax 16 Elec 240V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 31m Ntx Y
Hull steel CCR Y

UDDWw

MALDIVES – Malé
Eagle Ray
www.maldivesdivingadventure.com

Pax 14 Elec 220V
Cab 7 Cour N
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 30m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

MALDIVES – Malé
Sea Queen & Sea Spirit
www.scubascuba.com

Pax 12 Elec 220V
Cab 6 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 26m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

Please remember to mention divErMagazine when replying to any of these advertisements100

THAILAND & INDONESIA
M.V. Queen Scuba
www.queenscuba.com

Pax 21 Elec 220V
Cab 9 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 28m Ntx Y
Hull steel CCR N

MALDIVES
S/Y Maldives Siren
www.worldwidediveandsail.com

Pax 16 Elec 220V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 34m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

DWwCT

DQ

PHILIPPINES
S/Y Philippine Siren
www.worldwidediveandsail.com

Pax 16 Elec 220V
Cab 8 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 40m Ntx Y
Hull wood CCR Y

DWwCT

DQ

STW

TURKS & CAICOS
Turks & Caicos Explorer II
www.explorerventures.com

Pax 20 Elec 110V
Cab 10 Cour Y
EnS Y A/C Y
Lth 37.8m Ntx Y
Hull alum CCR N

SS

DWwA

DQ

Showcase your vessel in the UK’s most authoritative diving magazine, complete
with colour picture, web address, and summary details (including UK agents).

This advert will cost you only £330 for 12 issues (one year). 

To advertise in the  divEr Liveaboard Directory,
call Alex on 020 8943 4288 or email: alex@divermag.co.uk
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✹ Take out a
ONE-YEAR
subscription to Britain’s
best-selling diving
magazine for just £48.95 

✹ You also get a Northern Diver Fusion X3
LED diving torch (worth £40) ABSOLUTELY
FREE

✹ Featuring a powerful 3W LED, it gives more
than 8 hours of high-intensity light from a
single set of batteries 

✹ Offer includes p&p for the 12 monthly
magazines

1-year subscription plus
FREE Northern Diver 

Fusion X3 LED
diving torch,

worth £40

TO divEr MAGAZINE 
AND PICK UP A FREE 
LED DIVE TORCH

Offer worth £92.80 – 
YOU PAY ONLY £X6.95£48.95

SUBSCRIBESUBSCRIBE

2-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION + FREE RUCKSACK – SEE THIS PAGE

YES, please send me 12 issues of divEr plus free Torch for £48.95
starting with the __________________________ issue

POST COUPON TO divEr, FREEPOST (WC4618) Teddington  TW11 8BR 
YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS  ■■ I enclose a cheque made payable to Eaton Publications for £48.95

Please debit my ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)Offers open to new UK subscribers only.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other 

divEr subscription offer. If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick.  ■■
ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on 020 8943 4288 
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: If you would like divEr to be sent to an address other than the one above, please write details
on a separate piece of paper and attach to the form. We’ll post you a gift letter to send on to the recipient. 03/14

✹ Take out a TWO-YEAR subscription to
Britain’s best-selling diving magazine
for £59.95 (a saving of 43 per cent off
the normal UK price)

✹ You also receive a stylish Rucksack with
divErMagazine logo (worth £20)
ABSOLUTELY FREE

✹ And that’s not all! To go with it you also
receive a FREE 2013/14  divEr
Travel Guide (worth £7.95) 

✹ The  divErMagazine Rucksack
features internal and external
pockets, plus side mesh
pockets and compression
straps

✹ The196-page divEr Travel
Guide features 60 must-
dive destinations, with
essential info for
Beginners, Advanced
Divers, Wreckheads and
Photographers in handy A5
format

✹ Offer includes postage and
packaging for the divEr
Rucksack, the divEr Travel
Guide and for the 24 magazines

YES, please send me 24 issues of divEr plus free Rucksack & divEr Book for £59.95
starting with the __________________ issue

POST COUPON TO divEr, FREEPOST (WC4618) Teddington, Middx TW11 8BR 
YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)  Name

Address

Postcode

Tel. E-mail

PAYMENT DETAILS  ■■ I enclose a cheque made payable to Eaton Publications for  £59.95

Please debit my  ■■ Visa  ■■ MasterCard  ■■ Amex  ■■ Maestro

Card no 

Expiry date Maestro Issue No 

Signature
(I am over 18)

Offers open to new UK subscribers only.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other divEr subscription offer. 
Gifts usually dIspatched within 7 days. 
If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick. ■■

ALTERNATIVE WAYS TO ORDER  Call the Subscription Hotline on 020 8943 4288 
Or e-mail: subscriptions@divermag.co.uk Or go to: www.divernet.com
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: If you would like divEr to be sent to an address other than the one above, please write details
on a separate piece of paper and attach to the form. We’ll post you a gift card to send on to the recipient.

SUBSCRIBESUBSCRIBE

/

03
/1

4

(3-digit number from 
reverse of card.

AMEX: 4-digit number from front.)

Security 
Code

1-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION + FREE DIVE TORCH – SEE THIS PAGE

TO divEr MAGAZINE 
AND PICK UP A FREE
RUCKSACK & divEr BOOK

Offer worth £133.55 – 
YOU PAY ONLY   £59.95
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COMPRESSORS
Used HP compressors. Electric/diesel/petrol. Many
makes, models & sizes available. New stock available daily.
Spares & servicing all compressors also available. Tel:
(01772) 687775 for details. www.smp-ltd.co.uk (31160)

WANT TO ADVERTISE IN
divEr CLASSIFIEDS?

Call Sara on:
020-8943 4288

e-mail: sara@divermag.co.uk

CLASSIFIED ADS
CHARTER BOATS
South

Scotland (Scapa Flow)

Scotland

Wales

Dive Littlehampton “Our Joy”. Shallow to deep, we cater
for all. Skipper & crew on board, available 7 days a week.
Minimum 6, maximum 10.  Tel: (01243) 553977 or 07850
312068. www.ourjoy.co.uk (31030)

South West

www.channeldiv ing.com Midweek diving for
individuals. Tel: 07970 674799. (30909)
www.sussexshipwrecks.co.uk “Sussex” Eastbourne. Fast
Cat, lift, O2, toilet, tea/coffee. Groups and individuals.
Diver/Skipper Mike mobile: 07711 570294, e-mail:
dive@sussexshipwrecks.co.uk (37033)

Isle of Wight. Diving around the Island with pick-ups
from the mainland. Beginners to advanced divers. Electric
lift, easy access and parking. Owner/Skipper Mick Martin.
Tel: 07890 372958. Email: matzenmarine@btinternet.com

(34930)
Lymington - “Wight Spirit”. Diving West Wight, East
Dorset, English Channel. Beginners to technical and small
groups. Electric lift. Easy access, easy parking.
Owner/skipper Dave Wendes. Tel/Fax: (023) 8027 0390, e-
mail: wightspirit@btinternet.com www.wightspirit.co.uk

(37154)

Northern Ireland
Dive Belfast, Strangford Loughs and Rathlin Island.
Weekend break packages from £190 per person, inc ferry,
accommodation and diving. Tel/fax: (02891) 464671,
web: www.dvdiving.co.uk (33965)
Aquaholics. Diving from Rathlin Island to Malin Head
www.aquaholics.org (39028)

Quest Diving. Hardboat with lift. Diving Anglesey and
North Wales.  Tel: 07974 249005. Visit:
www.questdiving.co.uk (31446)
Anglesey. Hard boat diving aboard “Julie Anne” and
“Empress”. Diver Lift. Visit: www.julie-anne.co.uk or Tel:
01407831210 Mobile: (07768) 863355. (29194)

Dive Lundy aboard the “Lundy Murrelet”. Purpose built
charter, maximum 10 divers. Diver skipper with 35 years’
experience. Oxygen carried. For details, please phone:
(01237) 424228 or 07974 805086. Also ask about midweek
specials! www.lundy-charters.co.uk (34086)

Plymouth, Discovery Divers, Fort Bovisand, boat charter,
air, nitrox, trimix, from £15pp. Groups + individuals.
Contact Danny 07739 567 752. (39307)
Venture Dive Charters. For quality diving from
Plymouth, visit: www.venturecharters.co.uk or tel: 07778
494274. (33337)

Diving in Newquay - Atlantic Diving. Two 10mtr super
fast catamarans, both with diver recovery lifts. Superb
visibility, stunning wrecks, basking sharks, seals, blue
shark cage diving. Accommodation, midweek specials.
Air, nitrox & trimix available. www.atlanticdiver.co.uk
Tel: 07860 927833. (28608)

North East

SeahousesSOVEREIGN DIVING
Dive the Farne Islands aboard Sovereign II & III
Seals, scenic and wrecks. Own quality B&B. Fully stocked
dive shop and air station. Air to 300bar and nitrox available.

Tank hire also available. Ailsa, Toby & Andrew Douglas.
Tel/fax: (01665) 720760 or www.sovereigndiving.co.uk

SCAPA FLOW, ORKNEY'S NORTH ISLES, SHETLAND IS., EAST & WEST COAST OF SCOTLAND
We cater for all types of diving from the wrecks in Scapa Flow through to deep
technical projects. Air, Nitrox and Trimix onboard, dayboat or liveaboard option.

www.jeanelaine.co.ukwww.jeanelaine.co.uk

10m cat with dive lift.
Individuals and groups. All levels,
novice to technical. BSAC
Advanced and trimix skipper. 

DIVE BRIGHTON
www.brightondiver.com

Call Paul: 07901 822375 or 01273 301367

FARNE DIVING
SERVICES

• TWO CHARTER BOATS WITH LIFTS
• TWIN/DOUBLE ENSUITE B&B • DORMITORYS

• CAMPING • AIR STATION • RIBs WELCOME
STAN/LEE HALL (01665) 720615

www.farnedivingservices.com  e-mail: leehalldiving1@aol.com

DIVE year round

on CEEKING

PLYMOUTH

Price per diver or full boat.
Boat only or with B&B.
Side lift. Free drinks
& cylinder hire.

01752 663247 07702 557317
www.divingplymouth.com

      07764 58 53 53
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DIVE 125

www.dive125.co.uk Eastbourne Charters

SPACES FOR EASTER/MAY BANK HOLIDAY

07764 585353

Custom built
42' dive 

vessel, huge
deck space,
Diver lift,

large wheel
house + 
separate 

toilet.O
nb
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rd
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diver@farne-islands.com
www.farne-islands.co.uk

www.farneislandsdiving.co.uk

All year round diving from our hard boats and RIB for groups
and individuals.  Air Station with air fill collection service.

WILLIAM SHIEL 
Tel: 01665 721297
Mob: 07799 666573

Farne Islands

ACCESSORIES

DIVING MEDICALS

PHOTOGRAPHY

Diving Medicals - Nottingham. Sport Diving medicals:
£50. HSE Commercial Diving medicals: £110. UK and
Norwegian offshore medicals: £100. Student and Group
discounts. Combine with an HGV/taxi medical for an
extra £5. Tel: (07802) 850084 for appointment. Email:
mclamp@doctors.org.uk (36791)
Diving Medicals - Midlands (Rugby) - HSE, Sports
Medicals and advice at Midlands Diving Chamber.  Tel:
(01788) 579 555.  www.midlandsdivingchamber.co.uk

(27641)
Diving medicals: London. HSE, Sport and phone advice.
Tel: (020) 7806 4028 www.e-med.co.uk (36912)
Dr Des McCann, Dr Gerr y Roberts and Dr Mark
Bettley-Smith. HSE Medicals and phone advice. Tel:
(01202) 741345. (29073)

Beautiful Tobermor y, Isle of  Mull. Diver-friendly
accommodation in 2 quality properties, sleeping 9 and
6. www.tobermorylets.com or tel: (01688) 302228.

(37716)

Now taking bookings for 2014 with
an amazing 10% discount.

Contact: leigh@divescapaflow.co.uk

divescapaflow.co.uk
(01856) 850055

Blue Turtle 2013 midweek dive programme can be seen on our
website. Programme is very flexible. Always willing to change the

site to suit your needs. Diving wrecks such as Salsette, M2,
Empress of India, Moidart and many lesser known wrecks.

Phone Rob on 07970 856822/(01404) 881240

www.blueturtle.uk.com

WINTER DIVING
SUBJECT TO WEATHER

SEAPRO - SUBSEA
MODULES 

are HOUSINGS for
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT

and VIDEO SYSTEMS

GREENAWAY MARINE
Tel: (01793) 814992

Special Packages on
Video Cameras
and Housings

See web site:

www.greenawaymarine.com
“PACKAGE DEALS”

Oban/Mull Area
For Winter Diving

Spend your spring weekends diving the 
sheltered waters around Oban/Mull areas.

Dates available for Spring & Easter
holiday periods.

Tel Jim: (07899) 897576
Boat Mobile: (07775) 508242

Falcon II OF DARTMOUTH

Bookings 07970 759172 or
www.dartboat.com

DIVE
LIFT

Trysomewheredifferent!

DIVING SOUTH DEVON. 10m Aquastar, MCA
Category 2 coded. Spacious, sheltered deck area.

Owner/skippers Tony Hoile & Laurie Fraenkel,
diver/instructors with 50+ years’ experience of diving

this area. Gas station available near Dartmouth.

With full shelter deck for all weather, six spacious double
cabins with hot & cold water, two showers, two toilets,
large saloon, central heating throughout, galley with all
facilities and two dry changing areas. Long established,
high standard of service. Nitrox, trimix & onboard meals
available. Reduced off-peak season rates.

Tel: 01856 874425  Fax: 01856 874725
E-mail: dougie@sunrisecharters.co.uk

2014 SPACES AVAILABLE

HOLIDAYS IN UK
Scotland
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WEBSITES

INSURANCE

CLUB NOTICES
FREE OF CHARGE. (Max 25 words).
Non-commercial clubs, no sales.

Active and friendly BSAC club. All year diving in local
lake. New and qualified divers of all agencies welcome.
Own clubhouse with 7m RIB and compressor. For further
information visit www.mksac.co.uk (23747)
Alfreton (Derbys) BSAC 302. Welcomes new members
and qualified divers. A small but active club with own
RIB, wreck diving a speciality. Contact Charlie on (01246)
236328. (32562)
Banbury SAC friendly, active club with weekly meetings
and training sessions, own boat, compressor and
equipment. Welcome divers/non divers. www.bansac.org
or call 07787 097 289. (35347)
Bracknell Sub Aqua Club. Welcomes new and
experienced divers from all agencies. Meets poolside at
Bracknell Sports Centre Thursdays from 8.30pm. Diving,
training and social calendar: www.bracknellscuba.org.uk
or tel: 07951 855 725. (29994)
Braintree Riverside SAC based in Braintree, Essex. A
friendly club, we welcome divers of all abilities and have
an active diving and social programme. Come and join
us! email: denise.f.wright2@btinternet.com www.braintree
riversidesac.co.uk (35868)

Brixham Divers (BSAC) Torbay. East Devon reefs/wrecks.
Novices/experienced/visitors/groups all welcome. 7mtr
RIB, new 150hp Evinrude electronics. Cruises 30 knots.
Takes 10 divers. Club/social nights. Tel: Gary: 07740 288
670. (33838)
Bromley/Lewisham Active divers required. Full
programme of hardboat diving throughout the year.
Check out Nekton SAC www.nekton.org.uk or contact
Jackie (01689) 850130. (22670)
Buckingham Dive Centre. A small friendly club
welcoming all divers and those wanting to learn. We dive
throughout the year and run trips in the UK and abroad.
www.stowesubaqua.co.uk Tel: Roger 07802 765 366.
(34492)
Buntingford Horizon Divers (East Herts). All welcome.
Pool meetings. Dive trips UK and abroad. 5.8mtr RIB.
Social calendar. Tel: 07971 491702 or visit:
www.horizondivers.org (32807)
Chelmsford and District SAC meet at 8pm every Friday
at Riverside Pool. New and qualified divers are welcome.
See our website for details: www.chelmsforddiveclub.co.uk

(38372)
Cheshire. Icicle Divers SAA club. Meet every Monday
evening 9pm at Crewe Pool, Flag Lane. New and
experienced divers welcome. Try Dives available.
www.icicledivers.com (31961)
Chingford, London BSAC 365. Friendly and active club
welcomes divers from all agencies and trainees. Meet
Wednesday 8pm, Larkswood Leisure Centre E4 9EY.
Information: www.dive365.co.uk Email:
loughtondivers365@gmail.com (33457)
Cockleshell Divers, Portsmouth, Hants. Small, friendly
club welcomes new and experienced divers from all
agencies. Meet at Cockleshell Community Centre, Fridays
at 8pm. Email: cockleshell.divers@aol.co.uk (27111)
Colchester Sub-Aqua Club welcomes experienced divers
and beginners. Sub-Aqua Association training. Diving at
home and abroad. Meets at Leisure World, Friday
evenings. Contact Tony (01787) 475803. (35197)
Cotswold BSAC, a friendly club based at Brockworth
Pool, Nr Cheltenham, Fridays 8pm. Regular inland diving
and coast trips. Tel: 07711 312078.  www.cotswold
bsac332.co.uk (38251)
Darwen SAC , in Lancashire, with an active diving
programme. Own RIB. new members welcome regardless
of agency/training. We provide BSAC training. Weekly
pool sessions. www.darwensac.org.uk (35272)
Dream Divers. Very friendly dive club in Rotherham
welcomes divers of any level/club. Meet at the Ring O
Bells, Swinton, lastThursday of the month at 19.30. Email:
info@dreamdiversltd.co.uk (36426)
Ealing SAC, BSAC 514. Friendly, active club, own ribs;
welcomes new and experienced divers. Meets Highgrove
Pool Eastcote, Tuesday nights 8.30pm. www.esac.org.uk

(32396)
East Cheshire Sub Aqua. Macclesfield based BSAC Club.
Purpose built clubhouse, bar, two RIBs, minibus, nitrox,
compressor. Lower Bank Street, Macclesfield, SK11 7HL.
Tel: 01625 502367. www.scubadivingmacclesfield.com

(30264)
East Durham Divers SAA welcome new/experienced
divers of any agency. Comprehensive facilities with own
premises half a mile from the sea. Contact: John: 07857
174125. (36638)
East Lancs Diving Club based in Blackburn. Friendly,
active club welcomes new members at all levels of diving
from all organisations. Tel: 07784 828961 or email: ELDC@
hotmail.co.uk  www.eastlancsdivers.co.uk (34567)
Eastbourne BSAC; RIB, banked air (free) to 300bar,
nitrox, trimix. Enjoy some of the best diving on the South
Coast, all qualifications welcome. www.sovereign
divers.co.uk (30174)
Eastern Sub Aqua Club SAA 1073. We are a small friendly
dive club and welcome new and experienced divers alike.
We are situated north of Norwich for training. For more
information go to: www.esacdivers.co.uk (30084)
Eastleigh (Southampton) Sub Aqua Club (BSAC).
Whether you want to learn or are an experienced diver,
interested in a course or a try dive. We meet every Tuesday
at 10pm in the Fleming Park Leisure Centre bar. Call:
07923 553 645. www.eastleighsubaquaclub.org.uk (32306)
Ellon Sub Aqua Club , Aberdeenshire, welcomes
newcomers and experienced divers. We dive year round
and meet on Thursday evenings. Contact
www.ellonsubaquaclub.co.uk (30354)
Flintshire Sub Aqua Club based in Holywell, Flintshire,
welcomes new and experienced divers from all agencies.
Full dive programme. Meet Wednesdays. See us at
www.flintsac.co.uk or call (01352) 731425. (23871)
Haslemere Sub Aqua Club based at Haslemere, Surrey,
friendly active club welcomes new and experienced divers,
offers full training. Meets Thursday nights. Contact Mike
07754 968297. (25973)
Hastings SAC 58 years old SAA club (0044) welcomes
new and experienced divers. Two hard boats. Meets
8.45pm Tuesdays at Summerfields, Hastings. See
www.hastingssubaqua.co.uk (31691)
Hereford Sub Aqua Club, is looking for new members.
Regular diving off the Pembrokeshire coast on own RIBs.
Training and social nights. Contact:
rusaqua@googlemail.com (36236)
Leeds based Rothwell & Stanley SAC welcomes new

and experienced divers, full SAA training given. Purpose
built clubhouse with bar, RIB, compressor. Meet Tuesday
evenings: 07738 060567 kevin.oddy@talktalk.net

(36144)

HGSAC. South Manchester based friendly, non-political
club welcomes newcomers and qualified divers. Lots of
diving and social events. Family. Three RIBs and
compressor. www.hgsac.com (22484)
High Wycombe SAC. Come and dive with us - all welcome.
Active club with RIB on South coast. Contact Len: 07867
544 738. www.wycombesubaqua.com (35592)
Holborn BSAC, central London club. 50% M & F. Diving
every weekend from our 6.5mtr RIB on the south coast.
Contact Kate: 07561 801 886 for more details. (31571)
Ifield Divers. Crawley-based club. Twin engine dive boat
with stern lift in Brighton Marina. Training for novices,
diving for the experienced – all qualifications welcome.
www.ifield-divers.org.uk email: info@ifield-divers.org.uk
Tel: (01883) 345146. (37407)
Ilkeston & Kimberley SAA 945, between Nottingham
and Derby, welcomes beginners and experienced divers.
We meet every Friday night at Kimberley Leisure Centre
at 8.30pm. Contact through www.iksac.co.uk (22763)
K2 Divers, covering West Sussex/Surrey. A friendly BSAC
club, but all qualifications welcome. Training in Crawley,
boat at Littlehampton. Email: k2divers@yahoo.co.uk or
tel: (01293) 612989. (32717)
Kingston BSAC, Surrey. Two RIBs , clubhouse and bar,
active dive programme, 2 compressors, nitrox, trimix,
full training offered at all levels. All very welcome.
www.kingstonsac.org or tel: 07842 622193. (35781)
Leicester Diving - Friendly & active BSAC club based at
Wigston pool. Meet Tuesday nights at 8pm. Contact
Daniel on 07957 507517 www.delmardiveclub.co.uk

(30444)
Lincoln - Imp Divers. Small, friendly, non-political diving
club with our own RIB are looking to welcome new and
experienced divers. Call Richard: 07931 170205. (36045)
Lincoln and District BSAC. Active club with own RIB,
compressor and other facilities. Regular trips and training.
www.lincolndivingclub.co.uk (35683)
Lincs Divers BSAC 1940. Friendly, active dive club
offering dive trips and training for new/experienced
divers, Lincoln based. www.lincsdivers.co.uk (32141)
Llantrisant SAC, two RIBs, towing vehicle, welcomes
new and experienced divers. Meet at Llantrisant Leisure
Centre 8pm Mondays. Contact Phil: (01443) 227667.
www.llantrisantdivers.com (22577)
London No. 1 Diving Club encourages divers of all levels,
from all agencies. Based in Central London with 7m RIB,
compressor, hire kit etc. www.londondiver.com (31781)
Manchester Diving Group. Friendly, active club, welcomes
new and experienced divers. Own clubhouse with bar,
lecture room, compressor, RIB. Weekly pool sessions.
Email: buddy@manchesterdiving.org.uk (28051)
Manta Divers. Norfolk wreck & reef  diving. Small,
friendly, experienced club. All agencies welcome. SAA
training. www.mantadivers.org (23378)
Mercian Divers (BSAC 2463) Active & Friendly club.
New, experienced & junior divers welcome. Own RIB.
Based in Bromsgrove, West Midlands. Tel: (01905)
773406. www.mercian-divers.org.uk (30459)
Millennium Divers. Active, friendly club for all levels
and certifications of diver, based in Portland, Dorset. UK
diving and holidays. Club social nights.
www.millenniumdivers.org (32637)
Mole Valley Sub Aqua Club. Surrey based SDI club, own
RIB, active diving UK & abroad, training and social
events. Trainees/crossovers welcome. Contact: 07552
498558 or email: committee@mvsac.org.uk (36532)
Monastery Dive Club (Dunkerton Branch). New divers
welcome to join our club. Trips to Plymouth and NDAC.
GSOH is a must. South Wales area (Crosskeys, Risca.)
Please text me: Flinty 07971 432803 or email:
welshflinty@hotmail.com (30535)
Nekton SAC. Based in Bromley, we are a friendly and
active SAA club that welcomes experienced and new
divers alike. Info@nekton.org.uk or call Steve: 020 8467
4599. (32471)
Nemo Diving Club. Small, friendly dive club offering
dive trips and training for non/experienced divers in
Retford and surrounding areas. Contact:
www.nemodivertraining.co.uk (24977)
Nuneaton. Marlin BSAC welcomes experienced divers
to Pingles pool every Thursday. Active training, diving,
social programme in a flourishing club with no politics
allowed. www.marlinsac.com (35422)

Orkney SAC. Small, friendly active dive club, based in
Kirkwall, welcomes divers of any level or club. Own RIB
and compressor. Contact Craig: 07888 690 986 or email:
craigbarclay31@hotmail.com (26494)
North Glos BSAC 80. Friendly, active club welcomes new
and experienced divers. Own boat and equipment with
weekly pool sessions, Thursdays, 8.30pm at GL1 Gloucester,
(Gloucester Leisure Centre). www.nglos.co.uk (22285)
North Notts Nautilus SAA942, Mansfield. Family dive
club, diving and social members welcome. Own clubhouse
with licenced bar. Regular dive trips and holidays. www.
NNNDivers.co.uk Tel: (01623) 622130 Facebook. (30625)
Preston Divers SAA 30. The friendliest dive club. Come
and meet us at Fulwood Leisure Centre, Preston on
Monday nights between 8.00pm - 9.00pm.
www.prestondivers.co.uk (22856)
Reading BSAC28 offers an active, friendly diving club.
Open to all grades and agencies. Pool training Mondays,
club night Thursdays.  www.rbsac.org.uk Email:
rbsacinfo@gmail.com Tel: Sue 07772 172 575. (26112)
Reading Diving Club. Experience the best of UK diving
with a friendly and active club. All welcome.  Tel: 01183
216310 or email: info@thedivingclub.co.uk
www.thedivingclub.co.uk (34387)
Rochdale Sub-Aqua Club. Beginners and experienced
divers welcome. Full training provided. Pool session every
Wednesday. Club has two boats. More info at www.Rochdale
Divers.co.uk or call Mick 07951 834 903. (30716)
Ruislip & Northwood BSAC. Friendly, active club, RIB,
welcomes new and qualified divers. Meets Highgrove Pool
Thursday nights 8.30pm. www.rnbsac.co.uk Tel: 07843
738 646 for details. (34312)
Sheffield BSAC36. Friendly, social and active dive club
welcomes newcomers or qualified divers. Trips, socials,
weekly pool and club/pub meetings, club RIB. See
www.bsac36.org.uk (33547)
Slough 491 BSAC; small friendly club welcomes divers
at all levels. Meet at Beechwood School Fridays 19.30.
Diving holidays and South Coast. Email: malcolm@uv.net
or tel: Tony (01344) 884 596. (36324)
Somerset Club. Wellington and Taunton SAC dive out
of Plymouth on their own hard boat. Training available
and all trained divers welcome. Tel: (01823) 338 086.
www.watsac.org.uk (27217)
South Coast Divers (SAA 1150) Portsmouth. A friendly
and active club welcomes new and experienced divers
from all agencies. Email: southcoastdivers@hotmail.co.uk
or call Darren: 07449 794 804. (33713)
South Queensferry SAC, near Edinburgh. Two RIBs, gear
for hire. Pool training during the winter; trips &
expeditions in the summer. Pub meeting at Hawes Inn.
Call Warren: 07980 981 380. www.sqsac.co.uk (26807)
Tamworth, Staffs - Eurodive Club seeks new members
for local diving and trips. Photographic section. Pool
sessions 3rd Thursday in local 3m pool. Tel: 07739 208
094 or 07815 745 709. (27383)
Teddington Pool, Teddington, Middlesex, Wednesdays
21.00. Training and good social side. Diving near and far.
deepexplorer@blueyonder.co.uk Tel: 07951 064448.

(25854)
Totnes SAC (Devon). We are an active multi-agency club
and welcome new members and qualified divers from all
organisations. Two RIBs and compressor/nitrox, plus club
4WD. We dive all round South Devon and Cornwall. Visit
www.totnes-bsac.co.uk for details. (33637)
Watford Underwater Club BSAC.  Family friendly,
approachable, established and fun club. Portland based
7m RIB. Development & training all levels.
www.wuc.org.uk email: info@wuc.org.uk (32051)
West Wickham, Kent. BSAC 0533 welcomes new and
qualified divers. Active training and diving. Club RIB at
Brighton Marina. All agencies welcome. Thursday 20.30 -
22.00. Dave 07906 837 744. www.wickhamdiver.co.uk

(31871)
Wiltshire’s premier Scuba Diving Club - the Seahorses.
Friendly active dive club, all affiliations welcome, weekly
pool sessions, trips UK and abroad, RIBs, socials. Training
partner JC Scuba, Swindon, beginners to advanced.
www.seahorsediveclub.co.uk (35077)
Witham, Essex. BSAC 1159. Friendly dive club welcomes
new and experienced divers. Meets at  Bramston Sports
Centre every Thursday 8.30pm. Visit our website:
www.bramstonsac.com (35953)

REPAIRS/SERVICES

WET & DRY SUIT
REPAIRS

All makes, all types
0161 304 8471

email: repairs@gybe.co.uk
www.gybe.co.uk

9 Waterloo Court
Waterloo Road

Stalybridge
Cheshire SK15 2AU

CLASSIFIED ADS

Brass & copper diver’s helmets wanted by private
collector, Siebe Gorman - Heinke. Tel: 07976 294981 or
(01708) 551967 or email: andy@deepdive.fsnet.co.uk

(38136)
Wanted: Dive gear. Anything considered. Cash waiting!
Tel: 07834 640 659, e-mail: DiveGear2000@aol.com

(39186)

WANTED

www.lumb-bros-das.co.uk

www.otterboxes.co.uk

www.tek-tite.co.uk

www.unidive.co.uk

Quality Diving Products

Rugged waterproof cases for
every environment

Torches, strobes, marker lights
for diving and outdoor pursuits

A quality range of masks, snorkels,
fins and knives
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FACILITIES
INCLUDE:

BSAC School PADI Training SSI Training TDI Training IANTD Training Member of SITA IDEST approved DAN Training
IANTD DAN

DAN

o✓ A N

DIVE CENTRE DIRECTORY
✓

Equipment for hireRegulator servicing Dive boat charter arrangedCylinder testing
o

Disability DivingNitroxCompressed Air Technical Gases

ENGLAND

CORNWALL

IANTD

DIVERS DOWN SWANAGE
The Pier, High Street, Swanage, Dorset.
Tel: (01929) 423565. Mob: (07977) 142661.
E-mail: medina@madasafish.com
www.diversdownswanage.co.uk  Open 7 days a week
during the dive season. The UK’s oldest dive centre.

DORSET

DIVERS DOWN
139 Babbacombe Road, Babbacombe, Torquay TQ1 3SR.
Tel: (01803) 327111. Fax: (01803) 32463.
E-mail: info@diversdown.co.uk
www.diversdown.co.uk  Open Mon-Fri 1000-1730; Sat
0900-1730; Sun 1000-1600.  PADI 5* IDC.

DEVON

ANDARK DIVING
256 Bridge Road, Lower Swanwick, Southampton SO31
7FL. Tel: (01489) 581755. Fax: (01489) 575223.
E-mail: bookings@andark.co.uk  www.andark.co.uk
Open 7 days, PADI 5* IDC, RYA powerboat, 3.5m pool &
classrooms, large shop, mail order, kids parties, Club, helo
escape, disabled friendly, 300bar.

o✓ A N TDAN

DAN

HAMPSHIRE

o✓ A NDAN

DAN

PORTHKERRIS DIVERS
PADI 5* IDC Centre. Porthkerris, St. Keverne, Nr Helston
TR12 6QJ. Tel: (01326) 280620. www.porthkerris.com
E-mail: info@porthkerris.com  7 days a week, tuition
from novice to instructor, hardboat/RIB charters, escorted
dives, dive shop, beach café, basking shark trips, camping,
shore dive.

IANTD

o✓ A NDAN

DAN

DIVE MACHINE
Unit 11 Orchard Business Centre, Sanderson Way,
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1QF. Tel: (01732) 773553.
Fax: (01732) 773663. E-mail: robert@divemachine.com
www.divemachine.com  Mon-Sat 0930-1730, closed
Sunday. Friendly, helpful, huge stocks. PADI CDC Centre.

IANTD

o✓ A N TDAN

DAN

KENT

TO ADVERTISE IN THE

DIVE CENTRE
DIRECTORY

Call Sara or Alex on

020 8943 4288

STONEY COVE – 
THE NATIONAL DIVE CENTRE
Leicester, LE9 4DW. www.stoneycove.co.uk
www.underwaterworld.co.uk  Sales & service: (01455)
273089; The Dive School (PADI 5* IDC): (01455) 272768;
Nemo’s Bar & Diner: (01455) 274198. UK’s leading dive
company. Dive “Stanegarth”, Britain’s biggest inland wreck.

IANTD

✓ A NDAN

DAN

LEICESTERSHIRE

WIRRAL SPORTS & LEISURE
164-192 Cleveland Street, Birkenhead CH41 3QQ.
Tel: (0151) 647 5131. Fax: (0151) 666 2631.
e-mail: sales@wirralsports.co.uk
www.wirralsports.co.uk Mon-Fri 0900-1730; Sat 0900-
1700. Air to 300bar. Diving, watersports, mail order and
online shopping. Friendly, helpful staff, PADI Centre.

✓ A N

MERSEYSIDE

LONDON SCHOOL OF DIVING
11 Power Road, Chiswick W4 5PT.
Tel: +44 (0)20 8995 0002. Fax: +44 (0)20 8995 5100.
E-mail: info@londonschoolofdiving.co.uk
www.londonschoolofdiving.co.uk
Open 1000-1800 Mon-Thurs, 1000-1700 Fri-Sat.
PADI CDC, onsite pool, kids parties.

o✓ DAN

DAN

LONDON

G&H DIVING SERVICES
Unit 1 Willow House, River Gardens, North Feltham
Trading Estate, Feltham TW14 0RD. Tel: (020) 8751 3771.
Fax: (020) 8751 2591. E-mail: Ghdiving@aol.com
Mon-Fri 0900-1800; Sat  0900-1230. ANDI Training.

✓ A N T

MIDDLESEX

WEST YORKSHIRE
THE DIVERS WAREHOUSE
Otter House, 911 Wakefield Road, Dudley Hill Slip Road,
Bradford BD4 7QA.
Tel: (01274) 307555. Fax: (01274) 730993. 
E-mail: sales@diverswarehouse.co.uk
Mon-Fri 0930-1730; late night Thurs ’til 2000; Sat 0930-
1700; closed Sun. Manufacturer of Otter drysuits.
PADI 5* Centre. PSAI.

✓ A N T

o✓ A N T

AQUAHOLICS DIVE CENTRE
14 Portmore Road, Portstewart BT55 7BE.
Tel: (028 70) 832584. E-mail: dive@aquaholics.org
www.aquaholics.org  Open 0900-1730.
Diving Malin Head to Rathlin Island.

NORTHERN IRELAND
DIVING CYLINDER AND REGULATOR
SERVICES
148 Coventry Road, Warwick CV34 5HL.
Tel/fax: (01926) 493797. E-mail: dc-rs@hotmail.com
Open Mon-Fri 1030-1800.
Computer/watch batteries and pressure testing.

A

WARWICKSHIRE
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YES, please send: 
■■ 12 issues of divEr plus free Diving Watch for £36.80

(DIRECT DEBIT ONLY – UK ONLY)
starting with the __________________ issue

YOUR DETAILS (BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel E-mail

DELIVERY ADDRESS (IF DIFFERENT FROM ABOVE)

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel E-mail

DIRECT DEBIT PAYMENTS (for Diving Watch)
■■ I will pay £36.80 by Direct Debit. The full amount will be deducted in one lump sum and
annually until notified to Eaton Publications and your Bank or Building Society in writing.
Direct Debit subscribers can cancel at any time and receive a full refund on any copies still due.

Signature (I am over 18)

If you do not wish to receive correspondence from other relevant companies, please tick. ■■

Offer worth £134.80 – YOU PAY ONLY  34.405

Offers open to new UK subscribers only.  Not to be used in conjunction with any other divEr subscription offer.
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS: If you would like divEr to be sent to an address other than the one above, please write details on a separate piece of paper and attach to the form. We’ll post you a gift letter to send on to the recipient.

£36.80
1-YEAR SUBSCRIPTION + FREE DIVE TORCH – SEE PAGE 101

To: The Manager Bank/Building Society

Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

Name(s) of Account Holder(s)

Originator’s Identification Number

■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  

Bank/Building Society account number

■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  
Branch Sort Code

■■  ■■      ■■  ■■      ■■  ■■  
Reference Number (to be completed by Eaton Publications)

■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■  ■■

Address

Signature(s)

Date

Postcode

Instructions to your Bank 
or Building Society to pay 
by Direct Debit

Banks and Building Societies may not accept 
Direct Debit Instructions from some types of account.

6  8  4  5  8  8

Instructions to your Bank or Building Society

Please pay Eaton Publications Direct Debits from the account
detailed in this Instruction subject to the safeguards assured by the
Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may
remain with Eaton Publications and, if so, details will be passed to
my Bank/Building Society.

Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and send to: 
divErMagazine, FREEPOST (WC4618), Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8BR

THE DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE
This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits. If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit
Eaton Publications will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request Eaton Publications to collect a payment, confirmation
of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request. If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit by Eaton Publications or your bank or building society you
are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when Eaton
Publications asks you to. You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

POST COUPON TO divErMagazine, FREEPOST (WC4618) Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8BR

03/14

SUBSCRIBESUBSCRIBE

✹ Offer includes p&p for the Diving Watch and
for the 12 monthly magazines

TO divEr MAGAZINE 
AND PICK UP A FREE
DIVING WATCH
1-year subscription + 
FREE Diving Watch

✹ Take out a ONE-YEAR subscription to Britain’s
best-selling diving magazine for just  £36.80
by Direct Debit (a saving of 30 per cent off the
normal UK price)

✹ You also receive an Apeks Professional Diving
Watch (worth £82) ABSOLUTELY FREE!

✹ Depth rated to 200 metres, the Apeks
Professional Diving Watch has a stainless steel
case and high-quality movement

✹ Features include a uni-directional bezel,
luminous face and hands, date window at 
3 o’clock, and extra-long strap

Also available:
SAVE 47% on a

1-year subscription. 
Pay only £27.95

(See page 46)
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DEEP BREATH

End of days – the way 
a diver would want it? 

An experienced diver who knows
that he is less than fit and healthy
decides to pursue his passion
anyway.  Who’s to say it’s the wrong
choice? asks STEVE WARREN 

JOHN CAME TO DIVING LATE IN LIFE,
during his fifties. It became his passion for the

next 30 years. 

I first met John when I worked at his local dive

shop, then got to know him much better when I

supplied his underwater camera equipment. We

became good friends, and I would spend

occasional weekends at his country house

as guests of him and his wife. 

The house was decorated with John’s

underwater pictures from around the

world. Although he was a highly successful

lawyer, it was these prized images that

adorned the walls, rather than legal

certificates. 

As John neared 80, I was putting

together a private charter for some friends

aboard a Red Sea liveaboard. 

Of the six of us, four were in their 70s. 

The Red Sea was one of the few places

John had not dived, and was high on his

wish-list of destinations to add to the

Indian Ocean, Caribbean, Pacific and

English Channel.  

Aboard the boat, the divemaster asked

to see proof of qualifications and

experience. I felt for him. Three of the

veterans placed their SSI Platinum Pro 5000

cards on the table. 

It’s the most prestigious qualification in

the sport, and recognises individuals who

have made significant contributions to

diving in fields as diverse as dive medicine,

exploration, safety and, in the case of my

colleagues, underwater imaging. 

You can apply to be considered for the

Pro 5000, but the real kudos is to be called to glory. 

Each of the trio had been invited by SSI to

receive the accolade. 

Alongside the famous names that make up the

SSI Pro 5000 alumni are many unsung heroes

whose endeavours, though often far more

important and far-reaching, go largely unnoticed.  

Sadly, I’m not in their league, and nor should I

be. I pulled out my rather measly bunch of

instructor certs. My then girlfriend fished out a

Rescue Diver qualification. 

John unfurled a fan of certification cards that

seemed to include every speciality going. He was 

a Master Diver, and was nearing his 500th dive. 

But there was a problem. John’s health had

deteriorated badly since I had last seen him. He

blamed a course of statins for weakening his legs.

The crew were brilliant, and the divemaster

literally pushed John around under the water in the

shallows. Shortly after returning from what was his

last dive trip, John died. 

AFTERWARDS, I MET WITH HIS WIDOW. She’s 

a smart lady, pragmatic and compassionate. She

knew better than anyone that the Red Sea safari

was a risk for John, but she chose to let him go. 

She told me he was so pleased to have made the

trip, for all the discomfort he had had to endure on

it because of his ill-health. 

When I came into the sport, diving agencies in

the UK insisted on a medical before accepting

anyone for scuba instruction. 

There were plenty of medical conditions that

simply debarred people from learning to dive

formally, including diabetes, a ban since lifted. 

I do not recall many diving fatalities back then

being attributed to poor health or fitness. 

Since formal diving medicals have been

discarded for amateur divers, deaths due to heart

failure and other medical issues seem to have

increased. Today’s divers simply fill in a self-

declaration form to declare that they are fit, often

having been warned that ticking any box means a

visit to the doctor, and go diving. 

If there is an incident involving a pre-existing

medical condition, it can be shown that the diver

lied on the form, and the dive operator hopes to be

in the clear. 

I don’t know what John put on his medical

declaration, or even if he filled one in on the boat.

But the issue of medical fitness to dive raises some

interesting questions. 

John was in no way fit to scuba-dive. Pushing 80

and with cancer in his history, he was on borrowed

time. One has to ask: should this really be

the point at which to stop someone

pursuing one of their remaining lifetime’s

great pleasures? 

Obviously neither John nor his wife,

who did not dive but understood the

risks, thought it was. 

Another issue is the liability to the dive

operator, or even the diver’s companions,

under duty of care legislation. 

This strikes right at the heart of what

well-informed consenting adult divers

can choose to do without the fear of their

actions rebounding on others. I had to

trust that, had John died on my trip, 

I would not have been sued by his family. 

It would, I think, have been unlikely,

for theirs is a family that believes in

taking responsibility for one’s own

actions. 

State prosecution – perhaps

persecution is a better choice of word –

would, I’d assume, have been a grey area. 

This is where liability forms, including

medical declarations, come to one’s

defence to some extent. 

Certainly some conditions are very

obvious, such as obesity, and if a diver

states that he is not obese on the medical

declaration, does this still exclude the

dive operator from any responsibility for letting

him dive? Can it claim that it never noticed? 

SO THE BIG QUESTION IS THIS: should we

continue to accept diving deaths that might be

preventable by reintroducing better medical

screening? Or should we let people make their own

lifestyle choices at their own risk? 

And if we do that, should we end the charade of

self-declaration medical forms altogether? 

I am pleased to have had that time with John. It

was our only diving trip together. When the time

comes, I hope that I too can dive to end of days.

MARK KOEKEMOER
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